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��� Overview

����� S�Band Concept

The two most important aspects of very high energy linear colliders are their luminosity
requirements and their costs� To do meaningful physics in the energy range of �

GeV
cms luminosities above �
�� per cm� and per sec are necessary one to two orders of
magnitude larger than in existing colliders� On the other hand unit costs of accelerators
�costs per GeV� must be considerably smaller than those of existing machines to make
these new installations economically feasible�

������� The Rationale for using S�Band Technology

To reach luminosities in the �
������
����cm�
�sec� range large bunch charges and un�

precedentedly small beam cross sections at the collision point are necessary� Also the
bunch collision frequency must be large� These requirements automatically lead to
linear collider designs with large pulse currents many bunches in each pulse and ex�
tremely small beam emittances combined with very small beta functions �i�e� strong
focusing� at the interaction point� Typical cross sections at the collision point must be
of the order of one hundredmillionth of a square millimeter �ve orders of magnitude
smaller than typical collision point cross sections in circular colliders� The main prob�
lem of large bunch charges and large pulse currents combined with ultra small beam
emittances are bunch instabilities in the linear accelerator structures� Such instabilities
have been observed almost in all high current linear accelerators since their invention
�
 years ago� They are due to electromagnetic wake��elds of the beam current act�
ing through the accelerating structure back on the particle bunches� Transverse single
and multibunch instabilities are due to transverse alignment errors between the beam
and the accelerating structure and increase with the third power of the accelerating
frequency fRF in otherwise scaled accelerating structures� Longitudinal wake�elds can
create an untolerably large energy spread within the particle bunches an e�ect which
scales quadratically with the accelerating frequency�
It is evident that small accelerating frequencies have great advantage� On the other

hand there are economical arguments for not going too low in frequency mostly having
to do with the increasing component costs associated with the large stored power for
linac pulses at lower frequency� This is the reason why linear accelerators with warm
�i�e� nonsuperconducting� structures seldom are built for frequencies lower than S�
band ��GHz�� But avoidance of beam instabilities preservation of ultra small beam
emittances and more relaxed structure and alignment tolerances are strong arguments
for choosing S�band technology over designs at higher frequencies�
In S�band structures accelerating �elds in excess of �
MV�m have been used� Re�

cently it has been shown that even with gradients as large as �
MV�m dark currents
from �eld emission can be kept small provided the structures were built in clean rooms
and with the proper surface treatment ���� The most economical gradient in a linear
accelerator is given by a compromise between length and RF peak power� The lowest
costs are reached if the sum of all costs which are proportional to length �structure
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costs tunnel costs etc�� referred to as linear costs are about equal to the sum of all
costs for creating RF�power �klystrons modulators power consumption etc�� For our
S�Band design this cost minimum seems to occur at gradients of the order of �
MV�m�
This value is far below the gradient which in S�band structures can safely be gener�
ated� An energy increase at a later stage can therefore be done by simply increasing
the peak RF power� Even at twice this gradient safe operation with negligible �eld
emission current and negligible vacuum arcing is possible�
S�Band technology for linear accelerators has been in use for the last �
 years� It

is by far the most developed and re�ned technology and almost the only one in use for
linear accelerators� A wealth of experience and knowledge make realistic designs and
cost estimates possible� This is another strong reason to favor this technology� Design
studies during the last few years have shown that S�band colliders are as e�cient as
colliders designed for higher frequencies and that luminosities are comparable�
The largest S�band accelerator which has ever been built is the �
GeV SLAC

linac� It has about �
� of the size and energy of each of the two linacs needed in
a �

GeV cms collider� Although built �
 years ago and at that time considerably
less sophisticated than the next linear collider will be it still may be considered to
be a prototype of the linear collider to be built su�ciently close to make unexpected
problems much less likely� Colliders to be built with new and di�erent technologies
cannot refer to a representative existing prototype� They certainly will have to be
built in � to � stages each stage having to wait for the previous one to be completed
and thoroughly tested� This of course will have a strong e�ect on costs and time
schedules� An important example for this statement is the emittance dilution in this
linac one of the most important aspects in linear colliders� These dilutions have been
measured in the SLC and found not to be far o� from the tolerable amounts in the
SBLC� The �nal focus test beam FFTB ��� at the SLC produced already vertical beam
sizes within a factor of two from the goals of SBLC considering the larger adiabatic
damping to be expected in the SBLC due to the higher energy� These observations
represent important con�rmation of the technical feasibility of an S�band collider which
so far are lacking for colliders at very di�erent especially higher frequencies�
We therefore believe that a linear collider at S�band frequency is a cost e�cient and

safe choice� Reliable performance predictions and cost estimates can be made�

������� The Basic Collision Cycle

The � linear accelerators working at the S�band frequency f �f��


MHz wavelength
�
 cm� accelerate trains of electron and positron bunches respectively to energies of
��
GeV ����GeV in the second stage� and direct them such that individual elctron
bunches will collide with individual positron bunches almost head�on �

Before injection and acceleration in the two linacs the two �

m long bunch trains
each containing ��� bunches of electrons and positrons respectively were stored in two
damping rings for times of �
ms to damp transverse and longitudinal particle oscilla�
tions to minimal transverse and longitudinal emittances� Bunch compressors between

�A small crossing angle of �mrad ensures that particle beams collide only at the interaction point�
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the damping rings and the linear accelerators shorten the lengths of the individual
bunches to 
��mm� At the entrance of the linac a feedback system will remove jit�
ter and bunch to bunch o�sets� The combination of very small transverse emittances
and very small beta functions at the interaction point �IP� produce there the ex�
tremely small beam dimensions of ��� nm � �� nm and lead to average luminosities
of ���
����cm�

�sec�� Again a feedback system is installed to stabilise the orbit of the
incoming bunch train� These feedback systems at the entrance of the main linac and
at the IP make more than �
� of the SBLC bunch train practically immune to me�
chanical vibrations which otherwise could dilute the emittance or separate the beams
in the IP�

After collision following the interaction point the electron beam goes through an
undulator �see section ������ in which it produces an intense �
MeV photon beam�
This in turn is directed on a thin target to produce positrons whith a small transverse
emittance� These positrons are then accelerated to an energy of �GeV and injected
into the positron damping ring� Both high energy beams after collision and after the
electron beam has produced the positrons for the next cycle are dumped in special
beam dumps� The electron bunch train for the next collision cycle is formed by a grid
controlled electron gun� Electron bunches are also accelerated to energies of �GeV
befor they are injected into the electron damping ring� To reach the design luminosity
of ���
����cm�sec� the cycle just described is repeated at the rate of �
Hz�

������� The General Layout

The collider to be built because of its length ���� km� cannot be accomodated on
the existing DESY site� But it still will be of great advantage to have one end of
its long tunnel at DESY to use existing infrastructure more e�ciently� Like most of
the HERA�tunnel the SBLC�tunnel will have to be under existing housing roads and
industries� Access from the surface will be limited to the ends of the collider tunnel
and near the interaction area located halfway down the machine� The interaction
region with its large experimental hall and additional services buildings will require a
larger piece of land on which also the circular tunnel for the two damping rings the
beam dumps and the �GeV preaccelerators for electrons and positrons are located�
The far end of the collider tunnel must also be located on an available piece of land
to locate the necessary service buildings and the ��
��loop for the injection of the
low emittance beam coming down from the central damping rings through the collider
tunnel� Except for these � points i�e� the two ends of the linac and the central region
no further accesses are planned� All services like electric power air cooling water and
all control cabling will enter and leave only at those � points� Figures ����� �����
and ����� show schematically the end of the SBLC machine as it is located on the
DESY�site the central region about ���� km away from the DESY�site and the far
end of the SBLC� machine about �� km away from the DESY�laboratory� The tunnel
is kept straight even in the beam delivery section so it can later be used to install
linac structures to allow for an extension to ��� or �TeV� In Fig� ����� is schematically
shown the�
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� the central experimental hall with one IP installed and the possibility to arrange
a beam line for the second IP

� the �

m long electron and positron damping rings arranged on top of each
other

� the injection of �GeV electron and positron beams into the damping rings

� the two beam transfer lines guiding the low emittance beams of electrons and
positrons from the damping rings back into the electron and positron accelerator
tunnels were they are taken back to the injection ends of the two accelerators

� the two �GeV preaccelerators

� the undulator and target for positron production

� the two high energy beam dumps

� Also shown are a �

 MeV positron preaccelerator which accelerates the positrons
coming from the target

� a ��
 � achromatic isochronous bend to inject the �

 MeV positrons into the
�GeV accelerator and on the other side

�
 the electron gun

There are plans to use the �rst section of the main electron accelerator also to
produce low emittance beams with energies up to �
 GeV suitable for driving free
electron lasers �see chapter ��� These lasers will produce coherent photon beams with
energies up in the x�ray ��A� range and with unprecedented brilliance� The laboratories
in which these x�ray beams are used for research in a wide range of di�erent disciplines
will also be part of the central region complex�
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Figure ����� The electron linac end at the DESY site�

Figure ����� The far end of the positron linac�

Fig� ����� shows schematically the one end of the SBLC� installation on the DESY
site� The tunnel is arranged tangentially to the HERA tunnel� It would be possible
to use part of the SBLC as an injector for high energy electrons up to ��GeV in
HERA� These electrons can then be stored in HERA and ejected at a slow continuous
rate for Nuclear Physics experiments �see appendix B�� Additional linac pulses will
be used for the Nuclear Physics and the free elctron laser facilities� Also shown in
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Fig� ����� is the beam loop ��� which turns the low emittance �GeV electron beam
coming from the central electron damping ring ��
� around for injection into the main
electron accelerator� This loop contains the feedback system to stabilize the bunch
train in front of the linac�
Fig� ����� shows schematically the far end of the SBLC installation with the loop

and the feedback system for the positron injection into the main positron linac� Also
shown are service buildings housing tunnel ventilation systems power supplies electri�
cal facilities etc� as they also exist in the central service buildings and on the DESY�site�
In order to reach e�ciently large integrated luminosities a machine of such com�

plexity and size will need continuous servicing and maintenance� It is imperative to
minimize those parts of the machine which during normal operation are inaccessible
for reasons of radiation safety� But klystrons their power supplies and all auxilliary
equipment and most of all electronics and controls should be accessible at all times
to be serviced and maintained by a relatively small service group� Fig� ����� shows in
cross section two parallel tunnels�
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The larger one accomodates the ��

 klystrons with their modulators power sup�
plies and controls water supply lines controls and mixing valves for local supplies
electrical power distribution transformers and circuit breakers and accelerator control
and electronics� The second smaller tunnel houses the accelerator� Accelerating wave
guides focusing quadrupoles vacuum pumps and beam lines for the ��GeV low emit�
tance beams the low emittance beams for the FEL laboratory and possibly beams for
the Nuclear Physics installation� At intervalls of �� meters connecting pipes between
the tunnels allow the transfer of RF power lines water pipes and control circuitry�
Connecting tunnels with larger cross section at ��� km spacing allow personell access
to the accelerator tunnel when the linacs are not running� This two tunnel arrange�
ment provides for convenient emergency exit routes and simple ventilation systems� It
also seems possible to arrange all the components mentioned above in a single tunnel
with a somewhat larger cross section� This was the set�up under study in the passed
years� It was assumed that the two tunnel version with its many obvious advanteges
would be considerably more expensive and would be technically more di�cult� Recent
advances in the technology of tunnel construction seem to have resolved many of the
earlier di�culties such that the �� tunnel arrangement now seems to be preferable�

����� Parameters at ��� GeV

The second key parameter for a linear collider besides the center�of�mass energy of the
colliding beams is the luminosity L� It is given by

L �
nbN

�
e frep

����x�
�

y

�HD �������

nb number of bunches per pulse
Ne number of electrons �positrons� per bunch
frep pulse repetition frequency
��x�y horizontal �vertical� beam size at interaction point
HD disruption enhancement factor �typically HD � ����

Introducing the average beam power Pb � EcmnbNefrep the luminosity can be
written as

L �
Pb
Ecm

�

Ne

����x�
�

y

�HD �������

An important constraint on the choice of interaction parameters is due to the e�ect
of beamstrahlung� the particles emit hard synchrotron radiation in the strong space�
charge �eld of the opposing bunch� The average fractional beam energy loss from
beamstrahlung is approximately given by ����

�E � 
���
r�eN

�
e �

�z���x � ��y�
�

�������

re classical electron radius
� relativistic factor Ebeam�m�c

�
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Beamstrahlung causes a reduction and a spread of the collision energy and can
lead to undesirable experimental background� The energy loss �E therefore has to be
limited to typically a few percent� By choosing a large aspect ratio R � ��x��

�

y �� �
�E becomes independent of the vertical beam size and the luminosity can be increased
by making ��y as small as possible� Since �

�

y � ��y�N	
�

y���
��� this is achieved by both a

small vertical beta function at the IP and a small normalized vertical emittance� The
lower limit on 	�y is given by the bunch length ��hourglass e�ect��� Setting 	

�

y � �z
the luminosity can be expressed as�

L � �����rmm����
� �
�� �

Pb
Ecm

�

�
�E
�y�N

����

�HD �������

The choice of a low drive frequency for the linacs results in relatively small transverse

vert. emittance dilution factor
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Figure ����� Wake�eld emittance dilution factor for di�erent ��� GeV linear collider

designs� The SLC is included for comparison�

and longitudinal wake�elds in the accelerating structures� Beam dynamics issues are
discussed in detail in section ��� but it is instructive here to compare the di�erent
linear collider design concepts on a basis of simple scaling arguments ���� One of the
most essential contributions to emittance dilution results from short�range transverse
wake�elds due to random o�sets of the accelerating structures w�r�t� the beam orbit�
The emittance dilution from this e�ect can be written as

��

�
� F �

�	 � �y�c �������
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where �	 denotes the average 	�function in the linac �the stronger the focussing the
smaller �	� �yc the rms�o�set of the structures and F the dilution factor which depends
on the beam parameters and very strongly on the linac frequency� In particular F is
proportional to the square of the bunch charge� By choosing a small bunch charge
�Ne � ��� � �
��� the dilution factor in SBLC is comparable to the one calculated
for typical SLC operation parameters even though the vertical emittance in our case
is more than an order of magnitude below the SLC value� This is illustrated in �g�
����� where the considerable variation of F for di�erent collider designs is also shown�
It becomes clear that SBLC can a�ord less stringent requirements for the alignment
tolerances and for the beam optics compared to other designs at higher frequency
�the superconducting TESLA linac operates at ��� GHz and has less tight alignment
tolerances��

Accelerating gradient g �MV�m� ��
RF�frequency fRF �GHz� �

Fill factor �act� length � linac length� 
���
Total site length Ltot �km� ��
 of acc� structures �
��
 of klystrons ����

Klystron peak power �MW� ��

Repetition rate frep �Hz� �

Beam pulse length TP �
s� �
RF�pulse length TRF �
s� ���
 of bunches p� pulse nb ���
Bunch spacing �tb �ns� �
Charge p� bunch Ne��
��� ���
Emittance at IP ��x�y��
��m� � 
���

Beta at IP 	�x�y �mm� �� 
���
Beam size at IP ��x�y �nm� ��� ��
Bunch length at IP �z �mm� 
��
Beamstrahlung �E ��� ���

Luminosity L��
��cm��s��� �
Beam power Pb �MW� ����
AC power PAC �MW� ��


Table ����� SBLC parameters for Ecm���� GeV�

With the bunch charge �xed the pulse current set to �

mA �corresponding to
�
� beam loading� and the pulse length to � 
s the number of bunches per pulse
�nb����� and the bunch spacing ��tb��ns� are determined� The other beam param�
eters are chosen under a number of boundary conditions such as the damping ring
emittance the single�stage bunch compressor etc� An overview of the SBLC parame�
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ters at Ecm��

 GeV is given in table �������

����	 Stages of Operation and Energy Upgrade Options

Our detailed study presented in this report focusses on the optimized design for �

GeV
cms energy as described above� In this section we also take a look at possible stages in
which the SBLC can be built and operated and at options which open up an economic
way to upgrade the energy beyond Ecm��

GeV�
As a boundary condition the site length is kept �xed and the possibility of extending

�or shortening� the machine is not further discussed here� Under this condition the
beam energy is completely determined by the available RF�peak power� Changing
the number of pulsed RF�power sources is the most straightforward way to change
the peak power� Introducing RF�pulse compression is an alternative to raise the peak
power with the advantage of low cost but at the expense of reduced e�ciency� Both
possibilities �and possible combinations� are discussed in the following�

Under the assumption that the relative amount of beam loading is kept constant by
adjusting the beam pulse current proportional to the accelerating gradient the latter
scales simply as g � !P ���

RF where !PRF denotes the peak power� If we consider the top
quark threshold as a reasonable lower limit for Ecm �� ��
GeV� the simplest way
to begin collider operation with a cost�saving �st stage is to install only half of the
klystrons and modulators� According to the condition of having approximately equal
linear cost and RF�cost for the reference design this �st stage reduces the investment
to about ��� of the �

GeV machine� The AC�power is half of that at �

GeV as
is the luminosity� Applying the same scaling in the opposite direction for an upgrade
beyond �

GeV leads to a �

GeV machine requiring an additional �
� of investment
�twice the number of klystrons etc���
In the context of di�erent operational stages normal conducting linear accelera�

tors allow for an additional degree of freedom� At a given energy beam power can
be exchanged against available RF peak power without increasing the AC power re�
quirement by using RF pulse compression systems� The pulse compressor scheme
intrinsically can not provide as high beam power per pulse due to the limited RF pulse
length being available for acceleration �compare section ������� On the other hand one
can later on increase the Luminosity by increasing the repetition rate which of course
would increase the AC power requirement� In that sense for a given RF peak power
installed in the linac higher energies can be achieved at the expense of less beam power
by adding comparatively small investment costs namely SLED cavities�
By adding the SLED concept to the �

GeV collider an upgrade path to ��
GeV

cms energy is opened� The machine parameters for this low�cost upgrade are sum�
marised in Table ������ By the time the accelerator is upgraded several years of opera�

�The site length speci�ed does not yet take into account reserve for energy management and

diagnostic and beam extraction sections in the linac� We foresee to increase the accelerating gradient

over the �rst km of both linacs by doubling the RF�power per structure in order to create the required

reserve� The bene�cial e�ect on the beam dynamics has not yet been included in the study presented

here�
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tional experience have passed and ways to further decrease the emittance dilution will
have been established� We therefore include here the assumption of a moderately �by
a factor of ���� reduced vertical emittance for operation at higher energy�� The beam
delivery system �see section ���� is layed out such that this �rst upgrade step can be
accomodated without essential modi�cations�
In a �nd step the SLED concept can be combined with doubling the number of

klystrons� This leads to Ecm��TeV with parameters as shown in Table ������
Applying the SLED concept for an economic �st phase of SBLC leads to the machine

parameters shown in the �rst column of Table ������ The cms energy ���
GeV� is well
above the top quark threshold and still a reasonable luminosity is achieved with a
relatively small RF�system ���
 klystrons� and low power consumption ���MW�� It
is interesting to note that already this version of a next generation e�e� collider has
twice the cms energy of LEP�II �
 times the luminosity and roughly half the power
consumption�

SBLC���
 SBLC��		 SBLC���
 SBLC��



g �MV�m� �� �
 �� ��
TP �
s� 
�� � 
�� 
��
nb ��� ��� ��� ���

�tb �ns� � � � �
frep �Hz� �
 �	 �
 �


Ne�bunch ��
��� ��
 ��� ��� ����
��x�y ��
��m� � 
��� �� 	��� � 
�� � 
��
	�x�y �mm� �� 
��� ��� 	��� �� 
�� �� 
��
��x�y �nm� ��� �� ���� �� �
� ��� ��� ���
�E ��� ��� �� ��� ���

PAC �MW� �� ��	 ��
 ��

Pbeam �MW� ��� ���� ��� ����

L��
��cm��s��� � � � �


Table ����� Parameters for SBLC with SLED pulse compression at di�erent cms energies

in comparison with the ���GeV reference design�

For energies up to about ���TeV increasing the klystron pulse length together with
the pulse compression technique could be an option� However going to �TeV or beyond
requires to increase the length of the machine� By this time optimization between linear
and RF costs should be reconsidered�

�Note that such an emittance reduction is in principle already possible with the methods and

tolerances discussed in section ����
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��� Linac Technology

����� The Accelerating Section

The main goal of the accelerating structure is� to transform rf�power to beam power in
an e�cient manner� On the other hand� given the frequency� only small improvements
over a typical S�Band section are possible in terms of shunt impedance� Q�value or
resonator geometry� Therefore the design is mainly guided by the necessity to control
the longitudinal and transverse wake�elds� The production on the other hand has to
guarantee ultra�clean structures in order to achieve high gradients with small dark
currents and excellent vacuum conditions� Several aspects� which are essential for both
items� are still under investigation and aim for minimum linear costs of the production
of approximately �			 sections in a 
	 kilometer long collider�

The design of the accelerating section has been developed during the R�D pro�
gram for the S�Band Linear Collider Test Facility at DESY which started in ����
Four accelerating structures for the test facility are under production which ful�ll the
requirements of a linear collider� In addition many technological aspects have been
worked out during the production of spare accelerating structures for the injector linac
at DESY �LINAC II� where overall fourteen sections have to be replaced because of
corrosion in the cooling system� The main parameters of both structures are listed in
Table ����� From the production and operation of these two types of accelerationg
sections su�cient experience has been aquired to extrapolate to a large scale series pro�
duction� During operation of these sections� especially those for the test facility� the
aspects which are essential for the linear collider are investigated and will be discussed
in more detail in the following part�

section parameter

LC Linac II
section length m � ��
attenuation neper 	��� 	��
group velocity variation � of c ������
 
�
���
�lling time nsec ��	 ��	
shunt imped� variation M��m ����� ���
number of cells ��	 ���

tolerances

straigthness over � m �m rms � �	 � � �		
alignment �m rms � �	 � �			

Table ������ Parameters of the S�Band Linear Collider Section and the Linac II sections�

both built at DESY�

The straightness and alignment tolerances which are quoted later on in this part
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mainly result from tracking calculations� These calculations are described in great
detail in section ��
� They are based on the longitudinal and transverse wake�elds
which have mainly been calculated and partly measured in accelerating structures�
While the order of magnitude of the wake�elds is essentially determined by the choice
of the operating frequency� the e�ective long range wake�eld can be reduced with HOM
dampers� internal damping and�or detuning� These strategies are an integral part of
the design of the S�Band Linear Collider section and the di�erent aspects concerning
the design and fabrication will be presented in detail�

Other isssues are the design and construction of a small size symmetric high power
coupler which has been proposed and built for the test facility structures� The collinear
load� a design copied from the old LINAC II sections replaces the coupler at the output
end and guarantees a good rf match as well as perfect symmetry to avoid transverse
kicks in the coupler cell� has been redeveloped and new production techniques have
been applied� Finally the design of the Higher Order Mode �HOM� couplers is still
ongoing and size and complexity has to be further reduced to make application of
modern production and assembly techniques possible�

������� Structure Design

The choice of the accelerating gradient is determined by a balance of linear costs as
compared to costs which apply to the rf system� For the S�Band Linear Collider study�
with the assumptions which have been made and the cost basis which is available
already� this leads to broad optimum around a gradient of 	MV�m� Given the shunt
impedance� mainly determined by the choice of the operating frequency of 
GHz and
the peak power available from one power source� based on today�s available technology�
one klystron can feed roughly �m of accelerating structure�

The reason to choose �m long accelerating sections as compared to the well known

m long structure from SLAC� is the reduced number of couplers� input windows or
valves and a simpler power distribution system� On the other hand� with longer sections
and a �xed �lling time� the average iris diameter increases which reduces the attainable
shunt impedance� This results in a trade�o� between loss in average shunt impedance
using long rf�sections as well as constructional feasibility versus a larger number of
input couplers and a more complex rf power distribution system� Having in mind a
future energy upgrade by doubling the number of klystrons� which is the maximum to
be expected� underlines this decision because every section may then be connected to
one klystron�

Each section is equipped with one high power coupler� The high power coupler is
symmetric and has a power splitter on top� The symmetry of the coupler minimizes
the amplitude and phase assymmetry� In additon the power transmission per coupling
iris is reduced� The output power is not extracted through an output coupler but
su�ciently absorbed in an integrated load� which consists of the last eight accelerating
cells of the travelling wave structure�

The behaviour of the wake�eld in this type of accelerating structure has been inves�
tigated in much more detail during the last years R�D for Linear Colliders� The total
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long range wake�eld is given by the sum of all modes in each passband of the structure�
Because the geometry is changed from cell to cell in� for example� a standard constant
gradient structure� the electric �eld pattern and correspondingly the interaction with
the beam is quite complex� The frequency spread which is introduced due to these
geometric variations� naturally detunes the long range wake�eld on a time scale given
by the width of the frequency distribution�

This e�ect of decoherence of the long range wake�eld is a part of the design phi�
losophy of the S�Band accelerating structure and is described in greater detail in
part ������� Detuning is achieved by variation of the cell to cell frequency of higher
order modes to decohere the wake�eld on a time scale given by the bunch to bunch
spacing of � nsec� For example� the �rst dipole mode single cell frequency changes by
approximately 
		MHz from the front to the back end of the structure� In addition ten
classes of structures have to be produced which are slightly varied in geometry com�
pared to each other� Here identical modes are shifted in frequency with a total scatter
from structure to structure of 
�MHz� This further reduces the beam instability�

Finally each structure is equipped with two HOM pick�ups� which are waveguide
type couplers �used in the test facility� or simple coupling loops� which are frequency
selective� The pick�up is used to determine to power induced into dipole modes� This
information will further on be used to align the structure with respect to the beam
axis� Each of the two pick�ups will feedback to a micro mover placed at both ends
of the girder� The section is mechanically decoupled from the next quadrupole or the
next chamber with bellows which allow transverse displacemnts over the full range of
the mover �����mm��

������� Structure Fabrication

Given the tolerances and the rf design of the linear collider section� reduction of the
fabrication costs for the accelerating sections of a Linear Collider �LC� is one of the
�gures of merit of the production� Accelerating strucutres for the test facility and for
the injector linac at DESY �LINAC II� have been produced using di�erent production
techniques� Both sections are quite similar apart from the fact that the straightness
tolerances are larger by approximately an order of magnitude for LINAC II� For com�
parison the parameters are given in table �����

Cell Design The six meter long disc loaded LC structure consists of ��� single cups
and the coupler cell� Due to the comparatively simple geometry of the disc loaded
structure the strategy was to use single cell shapes to be produced easily by conventional
machining with reasonable tolerances� The shape of the cavity itself and of the outside
walls are a compromise between simplicity and mechanical or rf�requirements�

� The cells should be machined in one piece to form cups instead of having a
ring and an iris seperately� The cups nest into each other to perform a self
alignment during assembly� Especially during vertical brazes� the self�aligning
should provide reasonably straight pieces of structures of 	������ meter length�
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Figure ������ Single Cell Geometry�

� The electric contact between two cups is de�ned by the copper on copper junction
to provide excellent rf properties �high Q values�� A knife edge type copper to
copper contact prevents any brazing material to penetrate into the cell�

� The tolerance on the outer wall diameter of the cavity has to be similar to the
inner cavity wall� and the iris diameter to measure and con�rm the straightness
with respect to the electrical axis�

Speci�ed tolerances are��	�m for the most sensitive dimensions� namely the cavity
diameter and the iris diameter� while tolerances measured so far on average with a
statistics of about 			 cups indicates that less than ��m can be achieved easily�
The speci�ed tolerances have been chosen by the maximum tuning range on one cell
while the achieved tolerances are already attractive enough in order not to tune but
only to measure the elctrodynamic characteristics of each of the �			 required sections�
The resulting energy loss is less than ��� if the section can be operated without any
sytematic phase error and is left with the statistical error only� This will be achieved
by operating each structure at its optimum temperature� which is expected to vary by
less than ��C� from section to section� The cooling system is designed to handle this
feature � see ����� A signi�cant �nancial and operational gain is expected because the
cup does not need any tuning holes in the outside wall and the production time will
be reduced because the time consuming tuning procedure is not required�
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Material Handling� Preparation and Assembly The cups itself are machined
from forged copper pieces and chemically cleaned afterwards� To improve the out�
gassing rate and to decrease potential contaminations of the raw copper material� Hot
Isostatic Pressure �HIP� procedures have been applied and intensively investigated
elsewhere ���� At a gradient larger than ��MV�m a dark current of less than �mA
has been measured� Additional experiments at KEK have proven that dark currents
produced by �eld emission can be reduced by more than an order of magnitude if clean
room conditions and high pressure water rinsing is applied� At DESY signi�cant e�ort
has been put into the research of material aspects and the material preperation during
production in order to reduce the amount of gas stored in the metal and to increase the
breakdown threshold� According to both results di�erent types of pretreated structures
have to be tested and the cause of dark current production must be traced using the
test facility and the available high power test stands�

Substructrures are preassembled and brazed vertically in pieces of approximately
	��m length� which are vacuum checked each� The straightness achieved on these pieces
is generally better than 
	�m without additional supports� Longer pieces up to the
full structure length will be brazed vertically as well to avoid support strcutures� The
straightness achieved on these one meter pieces is shown in Fig� ���

Figure ������ Straightness of a � meter long piece of accelerating structure brazed vertically

without further supports� �H�ohe� vertical	

A new method� namely inductive heating� which is has been investigated recently
full�ls almost all requirements for the large series production of more than �			 sec�
tions� Heat�up and cool�down procedures can be applied while the structure is mounted
vertically within a small glass or ceramic pipe �ooded by hydrogen� Already with the
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available hardware at DESY the time required for brazing is approximately half an
hour per meter�

Straightening of Accelerating Structures Apart from the electrodynamic char�
acteritics of the accelerating structure� the straightness is a main concern in the linear
collider design� The straightness tolerance is mainly given by the multibunch instabil�
ity threshold which is driven by dipole modes� These modes will be excited even if the
average o�set of the single cells is zero� In case of tapered structures� constant gradient�
gaussian or others� these dipole modes of one passband are loacated at di�erent places
in the section� The minimum length for which the straightness is de�ned is determined
by that part of the electric �eld of each dipole mode which is strongly interacting with
the beam� typically �	 cm��	 cm� The desirable straightness tolerance de�ned from
this criterion is� The section has to be straight over the �m length to within

�	 �m rms over a length larger than �	 cm� For longer pieces slightly larger
values can be accepted which will later on be removed� This is smaller by a factor of
two than actually required for the �		GeV collider design� but takes into account that
future upgrades require the acceleration of smaller emittance beams� A measurement
showing a � meter long piece brazed vertically is shown in Fig� ����

Heating the copper during the braze up to ��		C� reduces the young�s modulus
by almost factor of three� Detoriation of the straightness would require more than one
support per meter in order to �x the section with the required straightness on the �nal
girder� Straightening the section� if necessary� after the �nal braze is a more attractive
and envisaged solution� A straightening device used for the test structures together
with a fast laser measurement system has been constructed and is under test� A sketch
is shown in Fig� ���
�

Figure ������ Device for straightening of the accelerating sections after the 
nal braze and

before installation on the girder�
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Straightness Measurement Techniques In the following text alignment tech�
niques are discussed which are used to control the straightness of a structure� Certainly
other techniques can be used and they are described for example in ���

Straightness Measurement using an Interferometer For straightness measure�
ments in combination with the straightening device a normal laser interferometer is
used� In addition to the laser head and the measurement display unit for straight�
ness measurements� a straightness interferometer �compensated wollaston prism� and
a mirror �straightness re�ector� are also required� The function principle is described
in �
�� The mirror is mounted on a �xed support behind the module and the wollaston
prism runs along the module� The o�set distance of the wollaston prism in horizontal
or vertical direction with respect to a straight reference line will be measured� in that
the reference line will be given by the mirror axis and not by the laser beam�

At DESY the laser interferometer system HP���A is available� There are two
straightness interferometers� one for the short range up to 
 m and another for the
long range from � m to 
	 m� In both systems the measurement range is ���� mm and
the resolution is better than 	�� �m� The accuracy of the short range interferometer
is between 
��� and �� and of the long range interferometer between �� and ���
of the measured o�set� With an interferometer� only one geometrical position can be
measured either the vertical or the horizontal position� During the measurement care
must be taken not to move the wollaston prism out of the laser beam or to interrupt
the laser beam itself�

Straightness Measurement using Autocollimator An autocollimator can mea�
sure the changes in direction of a surface mirror with very high accuracy� For straight�
ness measurement using autocollimation a surface mirror is mounted in a sliding car�
riage running in de�ned steps along the module� In each position of the sliding carriage
the vertical and the horizontal directions of the mirror axis will be measured by the
autocollimator �Fig� ������ This method is used for the �nal measurement of the
straightness on the actual girder�

The changes in direction for each component in respect of the �rst mirror position
multiplied by the distance of the supporting points of the sliding carriage are accu�
mulated� Therefore the straightness curve of the module can be calculated� By the
autocollimator technique in one process horizontal and vertical straightness deviations
will be measured simultaneously� This is an important advantage compared to the two
straightness measuring techniques described previously� Furthermore there is no laser
beam to interrupt and it is possible to put the sliding carriage out of the �eld of vision
of the autocollimator completely� The e�ects of refraction of air have also to be taken
into account� Further it can be seen that the supporting points of the sliding carriage
are pressed into the module by the weight irregularly� The weight of the carriage and
the surface mirror must therefore be as low as possible�

At DESY the autocollimator Elcomat 			 of the factory M�oller�Wedel in Wedel is
used� This electronic autocollimator has in the focal plane two CCD�line scan image
sensors mounted perpendicular to each other to detect the crosshair re�ecting from
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Measuring Object

b

Autocollimator
Autocollimation Mirror

mounted an the sliding Carriage

Result

Analysis

(Changes in Direction)

(Straightness Deviations)

Figure ������ Sketch of a straightness measurement using an autocollimator� Changes in

direction from point to point� which are given by the angle of the re�ected laser beam with

respect to the surface of the mirror� are used to determine the transvese o�set in both

planes�

the surface mirror automatically� The measuring range is ��			��� With increasing
distance between autocollimator und surface mirror the measuring range will decrease�
For a distance of 
 m the measuring range is now ��		�� and for a distance of ��� m
the measuring range is only ��		��� The accuracy of the Elcomat is between 	����� and
	��	���

In �
� the results of several straightness measurements carried out with the described
systems are discussed� Fig� ���� shows the remaining deviations of a �� meter struc�
ture after the �rst straightening the module� where an rms value of �	� and �	��m in
the vertical and horizontal plane has been achieved�

������� Input Coupler and Collinear Load

Description of the Problem The rf power Pin� which is provided by a standard
rectangular WR�� S�band waveguide� is converted to the traveling accelerating mode
in the �rst cell of the disc loaded structure� The main design issues for the coupler are
the symmetry of the accelerating �eld� the proper amplitude and phase relationship to
the rest of the structure� the high power capability �
		MW for the �TeV version��
perfect matching at the input port and a compact design to save tunnel space� The
end of the accelerating section has to be terminated for the accelerating traveling wave
to avoid increased electrical peak �eld strengths� re�ections back to the klystron� and
to reach the desired traveling wave operation� Therefore the power left over at the
end of the structure has either to be extracted by an output coupler to an external
load� or to be dissipated in the last few cells which act as an internal load� The
internal load � called collinear load � has to ful�ll the termination condition and to
work simulataneously as accelerating structure�
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Figure ������ Straightness deviations of a �� meter long structure after straightening the

module� Seven arrows on the bottom of the graph indicate the suppport points�

Technical Solutions for the Coupler Arrangements with only one coupling hole
at the circumference of the �rst cell introduce intolerable phase and amplitude asym�
metries in the coupler �elds with which the beam interacts� The �eld distortion can
be reduced by asymmetric arrangements of the coupler cell with respect to the beam
axis or by using compensation elements on the side opposite to the coupling hole ��� ���
However� the compensation is still imperfect and the transient �eld in a single coupling
hole can be quite large� This can be avoided by input couplers with two coupling holes
which are symmetric in the vertical and horizontal plane with respect to the beam
axis� In ��� a setup is described where two coupling irises are fed in phase by signals
from a power divider� Each iris transmits one half of the total power �ow� Very com�
pact designs are possible with side coupled waveguides as it can be seen in Fig� �����
The symmetry of this con�gurations is not quite perfect with respect to the horizontal
plane� but the �eld error in the coupler cell is su�ciently reduced�

Side Coupled Input Coupler A high power coupler with two side coupled waveg�
uides has been developed in collaboration with MEPhI in Moscow ���� The design
in Fig� ���� is composed by two independent units which are connected by vacuum
�anges�

� few centimeters for the cut�o� pipe� the �rst two cells of the accelerating structure�
the side coupled waveguides terminated on one side by a conducting plane and

� the power splitter� a �� taper from the cell height of ��
�mm to the height of
the standard S band waveguide �
��	�mm� and a diaphragm�

The following properties have been measured at the prototype�

� input re�ection coe�cient below ���� �
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y

Figure ����	� Geometry of side coupled symmetric input coupler with power splitter and

tapered waveguide�

� the peak �eld strength in the coupling hole is ��� of the accelerating �eld�

� the amplitude� and phase asymmetry are of the order of the measurement accu�
racy ���jEzj��x��jEzj � 	�		��mm� �arg�Ez���x � 	�	
� degree�mm�

Hybrid Input
 and HOM
Coupler The possibilities of using additional coupling
elements at the �rst cell in order to damp or detect higher order modes have been inves�
tigated in theory and with an experimental setup ���� A sketch of the modi�ed coupler
can be seen in Fig� ����� the conducting terminations at side coupled waveguides have
been replaced by two waveguides below cuto� frequency which provide the same re�ec�
tion coe�cient� These waveguides are operated above the cuto� frequency for dipole
modes� so that their energy can be absorbed at the terminating loads� Dipole modes
with orthogonal polarization couple through two additional holes to a second pair of
waveguides� With such a con�guration it is possible to decrease the quality factor of
dipole modes with both polarizations by a factor � while maintaining the match at the
fundamental mode frequency� This coupler has been investigated as an alternative ap�
proach compared to the HOM dampers which are connected to the cells� This solution
has not been chosen due to its complexity and because a large number of modes of the
�st dipole band are trapped apart from the coupler �compare Sect� ��������

The Collinear Load The collinear load� which is proposed instead of an output
coupler� consists of the last eight accelerator cells� The surface losses in these cells are
arti�cially increased by an �	��mm thick layer of Kanthal� The quality factor of these
cells can be decreased in a controlled fashion by a factor of almost �	� The parameters
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Figure ����
� Hybrid coupler�

of each cell �frequency� coupling and quality� are optimised to ful�ll the termination
condition and to be close to the desired amplitude and phase distribution� An other
criterium for the optimization is the power dissipation along the load� Apart from
the fact that signi�cant cost savings have been achieved� using a collinear load has a
number of advantages as compared to a standard output coupler�

� The collinear load is perfectly symmetric which avoids transverse excitation of
the beam and intrinsically does not contribute to any emittance growth�

� All the higher order modes with �eld in the last few cells are automatically
damped via losses in the cavity walls�

� No output coupler together with a load is required which reduces the failure risk
signi�cantly�

� The loss in linear length is neglegible because the particles are still accelerated
in the collinear load�

������� Higher Order Mode Damping and Detection

Deterioration of the intense particle beams in a multibunch collider scheme is caused
by the long range wake �elds� Theses de�ecting �elds build up by parasitic higher order
modes �HOMs� in the accelerating structures which have been excited by preceeding
bunches� If no special damping is applied the energy of the beam induced �elds will
be dissipated by wall losses �in the cells or the collinear load�� propagate through the
beam pipe or through the high power coupler� Because the energy propagation through
the beam pipe leads only to an exchange of rf power between adjacent structures this
mechanism does not really cause damping unless beam pipe absorbers are present�
Due to the existance of modes which are completely trapped inside a section �compare
Figure ����� and due to the low velocity of energy propagation �typically few percent
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of the velocity of light� many modes are only damped by wall losses� In this case an
upper limit for the decay time � can be estimated using the asymptotic limit of a pill
box resonator�

� �
rcell
�f��

with rcell�cell radius� f��mode frequency and �� skin depth� Therefore even for
frequencies much higher than the fundamental mode� decay times in the order of mi�
croseconds have to be expected�

The dominant and lowest order contributions to the longitudinal and transverse
wake are related to monopole and dipole �elds� The longitudinal monopole e�ects are
independent from o�sets between the beam and section axis induced for example due
to the injection o�sets and alignment errors of structures and quadrupoles� Therefore
they are predictable and can be compensated easily �see Sect� ����� or are negligible�
In contrast to this� dipole mode e�ects depend strongly on geometric errors and require
special structure designs to prevent multibunch beam break�up and emittance dilution�
A key quantity for the analysis of these e�ects is the normalized transverse dipole wake
wD�s� which is related to the change of the transverse momentum�Pt of a test charge
q� caused by the �elds of a source bunch q� by�

�Pt � wD�s� �
q�q�
c
r�t 	

r�t is the transverse o�set of the drive charge with respect to the structure axis and s
is the distance between q� and q��
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Computation of the Dipole Long Range Wake The normalized transverse
dipole wake function wD�s� can be split into a resonant term wr�s� and a transient
term wt�s�� The resonant part can be expressed by a summation over all eigenmodes

�

wr�s� �
X
�

k��
c

�f�
sin

�
�f�
c

s

�
for s � 		

where f� and k�� denote the resonance frequency and the normalized longitidinal loss�
parameter �de�nition see ��	�� corresponding to the 
�th cavity mode� Usually this
equation is modi�ed by damping terms with the time constants �� � Q����f�� to take
into account small losses e�g� due to the �nite wall conductivity�

The application of grid�oriented methods for tapered disc�loaded structures is lim�
ited by the realizable number of mesh points and the accuracy of the eigenvalue solver�
Semi�analytical methods like the Modal Field Matching Technique do not su�er from
this limitation and can be applied for the HOM calculation ��	�� To make the problem
tractable the ��	 cell constant gradient structure of the SBLC Design was approxi�
mated by a ��	 cell model which is tapered in groups of six cells with rectangular
instead of rounded corners ��	�� In order to further study the phenomenon of trapped
modes a 
��cell structure has been designed ���� and a double�band coupled oscillator
model has been developed� The parameters f� � k�� and Q� of the resonant wake and
the complete function wD�s� have been calculated and compared by di�erent methods�

� Calculation of f� and k�� in the frequency range ���GHz to ���GHz for a piecewise
tapered section �in groups of six � using the mode matching technique ��	�� The
electric �eld distributions of the modes which have been found in this frequency
range correspond to those which are given from the �rst and part of the second
dipole passband� taking the individual cells in periodic approximation� The in�
dividual passbands with the dispersion curves for the �rst� the last cell and some
cells in between are shown in �g ����� The plot displayed in Figure ����	 shows
a scatter � due to the piecewise tapered geometry being used� of the loss factors
between  and ����	�� extended over �
 of the �rst dipole passband� A major
part of these modes is trapped inside the structure� that is without contact to
the end cells which can be seen from the electric �eld distributions of the modes
as well �compare Figure ������ This loss�parameter distribution has been used
for the beem dynamics simulations in ��� ����

� Calculation of f� and k�� in the frequency ranges from ���GHz to ���GHz and
from ��
GHz to ���GHz using the mode matching technique ����� The modes
in the second frequency range correspond to the sixth dipole passband� which
signi�cantly contributes to the impedance of the structure�

� Calculation of f�� k�� and Q� in the frequency range of the �rst and second pass�
band ����GHz to ���GHz� by a double�band coupled oscillator model �	�� This
model takes into account weak and strong losses �e�g� wall losses� HOM cou�
plers�� The loss�parameter distribution of the disc loaded SBLC�section without
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couplers and collinear load is plotted in Fig� ����� and can be directly compared
to �g� ����	�

� Calculation of wD�s� in the frequency range below ��GHz in time domain ����

In addition the computation methods ��	� ��� 	� have been veri�ed by a comparison
with �nite�integration�codes �MAFIA and URMEL�T� and with measurements for a
simpli�ed 
� cell structure ����� An excellent agreement between the mode matching
results ���� and MAFIA was found as well as a good accuracy of the coupled oscillator
model �	��

According to the time domain calculation ��� the dominant contributions to the
transverse wake are found in the frequency range between ���GHz and ���GHz� related
to modes of the �rst dipole passband� and between �GHz and �	GHz� related to modes
of the sixth dipole band� Contributions from other passbands are intrinsically small
compared with the two main bands� The behaviour of the dominant dipole bands is
sumarized in Table ����

band � band �

no contribution above contribution between
initial 	�	�  w and at 	�	�  w and

coherence multiples of the 	���  w for the
bunch distance �rst � bunches

contribution below contribution below
decoherence 	�	�  w at the 	�	�  w for

�rst � bunches the next 

 bunches
maximal maxfjwD�s � �
�m�jg maxfjwD�s � �	m�jg

recoherence �	�  w �	�	�  w

Table ������ Contribution of the �st and �th passband to the normalized transversal

dipole wake wD�s� at the position of following bunches n � sbunch for sbunch���� m �or

tbunch�� nsec	 in a perfect conducting structure without dampers� All values are related

to the peak value �w � maxfjwD�s�jg � ��	� � ���� V��Cm	� For small values of s modes

of one band are coherent and may substantially contribute to the wake� As the frequency

separation of the modes is approximately constant they recohere again on a longer distance

�time	 scale�

Wake Field Suppression Three di�erent cures are foreseen in the design of the
accelerating structure to reduce the wake��eld kick of the dominant bands below 	�	�  w�
which is the peak of the wake �eld at t� 	� to ful�ll the present requirements given
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Figure ������ Dispersion curves for the accelerating structure assuming periodic boundary

conditions for the individual cells are presented in the left plot� The upper and the lower

curve in each passband correspond to the 
rst and the last cell in the structure �or vice

versa	� The plot on the right hand side shows the corresponding loss parameters �normal�

ized to the strongest one	 as a function of the frequency of the modes interacting with the

beam�
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Figure ������� Normalized longitudinal loss�parameters of a piecewise tapered ��� cell S�

band structure calculated by the mode matching technique �����The strong variation of the

parameters is caused by the piecewise tapered geometry�
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Figure ������� Normalized longitudinal loss�parameters of the continuous tapered SBLC�

structure calculated by the double�band coupled oscillator model ����� Most of the modes

with high loss�parameter are completely trapped in the disc loaded structure�
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by the current and emittance from the �		GeV table of parameters� In addition� the
potential to accelerate a signi�cantly smaller emittance is part of the design as well�

� The �rst method is almost given for free� because constant gradient structures
are proposed� Due to the taper of the iris which is necessary to produce a con�
stant power loss per unit length� the structure is intrinsically detuned for other
passbands than the band of the accelerating mode ��	�� The DETUNING can
be improved be variing further cell dimensions �e�g� the iris thickness� along the
section �����

� Any detuning is limited by re�coherence of these modes given by the inverse of
the typical mode spacing in frequency within the passband� In our case the
re�coherence length is short compared to the bunch train length� Therefore ad�
ditional DAMPING of these modes is necessary�

� In order to keep the excitation intrinsically small an ACTIVE ALIGNMENT
system is foreseen �compare Sect� ���� which can move the accelerating structure
according to dipole mode signals extracted from higher order mode pick ups� The
resolution is limited by the straightness of the structure and the sensitivity of the
HOM pickup�

Detuning Cell�to�Cell Detuning In a constant gradient structure the iris diameter
is tapered �decreased� from the front to the end cell to provide a constant power loss
per unit length and therefore a constant �unloaded� gradient� The SBLC structure
is tuned to have a constant phase velocity in the accelerating ��
 mode at a given
frequency of 
GHz� For all other passbands the synchronous frequency changes slightly
from cell to cell because of the geometry change� Therefore not only one mode per
passband with n times the single cell loss factor is excited by an o� axis beam� as e�g�
in a constant impedance structure� but many modes of each passband contribute to
the transverse kick with a loss factor of the same order of magnitude� The destructive
interference of these oscillations can be used to suppress the wake��eld on at time scale
given by the total frequency spread and the typical frequency o�set between modes�

For X�band structures it has been shown in ��� ��� ��� that the �rst part of the long
range wake can be reduced by more than two orders of magnitude by pure detuning�
Such a suppression factor is required as shown by beam dynamics calculations and
can technically be achieved by modifying the group velocity pro�le and simultaneously
tapering the iris thickness� The requirements for wake �eld suppression� straightness
and alignment of a S�band structures are comparatively relaxed even with higher bunch
charges because the transverse wake �elds scales with the third power of the frequency�
This is one of the strong arguments for low operation frequency�

The !natural detuning� �constant gradient group velocity pro�le� provides a destruc�
tive interference for modes of the �rst passband which reduces their contribution to
the wake �eld by more than a factor of twenty for the next seventy bunches� Beam
dynamics simulations in Sect� ��
 and ��� ��� which are based on the dipole modes
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of the �rst passband calculated in ��	� have been done� They indicate that the ini�
tial decoherence reduces the wake �eld of the lowest band su�ciently for the �rst few
bunches�

The time domain calculation ��� and the mode matching analysis ���� predict in
good agreement� that in the sixth passband only very few modes in a narrow frequency
interval will be excited by the beam� For this reason the spectral components between
����GHz and ����GHz do not decohere within a few nanoseconds and dominate the
wake function for the �rst couple of bunches� To suppress this contribution below
	�	�  w either strong damping �Q � 		� is necessary or the detuning bandwidth has to
be increased to ��	MHz� For X�band structures it is been shown in ���� ��� that this
can be achieved by tapering the iris thickness�

Section�to�Section Detuning Section to section detuning is a well known and
proven technique to increase the multi�bunch beam breakup threshold� It has �rst
been applied to the SLAC linac after installation� Later on this technique has arti��
cially been introduced in many linac designs� where long current pulses are used� e�g�
in low energy nuclear physics high duty cycle accelerators ����� At SLAC three classes
of structures have been provided by shifting the resonance of the �rst and strongest
mode from the �rst passband at ���	MHz by MHz and �MHz by speci�cally detun�
ing the �rst few cells of the accelerating structure� While for the SLAC structure the
most disturbing modes are located at the front end of the three meter section� with a
six meter structure more modes are completely trapped inside� In addition� with the
parameters used for the S�Band collider study� the frequency spectrum of the beam
exciting the structure is much denser because the bunch to bunch distance is � nsec as
compared to 	�
 nsec �fundamental of S�Band with every bucket �lled used for SLAC
operation�� For both reasons more modes will be excited as compared to the operation
mode of the SLAC linac� In addition ten di�erent classes of sections with a scatter in
resonant frequencies for the same modes have been assumed for the beam dynamics
calculations �compare Sect� ��
�� The frequency spread of the shift is ��� MHz shifting
the frequency of each mode in the passband by the same amount� Technically this will
be achieved by changing the single cell geometry and�or the group velocity taper of
the structure�

Damping Damping of the wake��eld is necessary on a time scale determinded by
the re�coherence of the wake��el which itself is a�ected by detuning imperfections due
to manufacturing tolerances� Both e�ects become important on a much longer time
scale compared to the bunch to bunch distance� The quality factor of modes in the �rst
passband has to be less than �			 to prevent intolerable emittance growth caused by the
re�coherence after approximately ��	 ns� For this calculation a �MHz rms frequency
error of the dipole mode resonances has been assumed� The re�coherence time of modes
in the sixth band is approximately �	 ns� but due to the lower maximum wake��eld
after re�coherence and the higher frequency the Q has to be reduced to �			 only�

Although very weak additional damping is required the quality reduction for modes
in the �rst dipole band cannot easily be achieved with a few HOM dampers distributed
along a section� This is due to the existence of trapped modes which are localized in
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certain parts of the tapered structure and do not have any �eld close to the input
or output end� In the SBLC structure approximately ��	 modes �in the �rst dipole
band� for each polarization� are completely trapped� Such a trapped mode has a �eld
distribution within ��
 of the section with a very non�uniform energy distribution� To
su�ciently couple to all the trapped modes approximately four to six pairs of higher
order mode dampers would be required for each polarization� The disadvantage of
this method is not only the large number of specialized cells which complicate the
structure assembly� brazing and tuning but also their interference with the detuning�
The di�erent geometry of damper cells changes the frequency� amplitude and phase
distribution within the structure of the beam driven modes� leads to a less perfect
decoherence and consequently asks for even stronger damping� Instead we propose to
intrinsically damp every cell and use loosely coupled higher order mode damper cells
for HOM detection only� which change the mode patterns only weakly� The goal is
to increase the surface resistivity at certain parts of the cell without decreasing the
accelerating mode impedance by more than ��� in order to damp the most harmful
HOMs su�ciently �	�� By evaporating a �	�m to 	�m surface layer on the tip of
the iris with a material of low conductivity the required damping of modes in the �rst
and sixth band can be achieved �	� ��� The materials which have been used are
stainless steel or Kanthal and dependent on the thickness� but more on thechoice of
the material� this corresponds to one or a few skin depth�

The integrated load at the end of the structure which is normally used to termi�
nate the accelerating mode power� additionally ful�lls the purpose of a higher order
mode absorber for those modes which extend into the load� This does not work for
the majority of modes� which are trapped apart from the load� but the other modes
can be damped� For instance the modes of the sixth dipole band with a high shunt
impedance extend along the whole structure length� The matching for these modes is
not perfect as the local group velocity is approximately three times higher than for the
accelerating mode and the the quality is about �	� higher� but the power dissipation
is still substantial�

HOM Damping by Intrinsic Losses The damping of dipole modes in the �rst pass�
band by increasing the surface losses in the coupling holes has been proposed in �	� ���
In contrast to the electric cell to cell coupling of the accelerating �eld the lowest dipole
modes essentially couple via magnetic �elds and the magnetic energy distribution on
the surface of the iris tips is very di�erent �see Fig ������ The surface currents in the
coupling iris are much higher for dipole modes as compared to the accelerating �eld�
Therefore dipole modes are more sensitive to high loss material in this area� In order
to reduce the quality factor of a dipole mode from ��			 to 
			 the surface resistivity
in the iris holes has to be increased by a factor �� to 	� At the same time the quality
factor of the monopole mode is only reduced by about �� �

To increase the surface losses the cavity is covered partially by a thin metallic
layer �see Fig� ����
� with a reduced conductivity or increased permeability� In �	�
a test with sputtered layers of stainless steel and Kanthal are described� The electric
properties of such a layer can be controlled in a wide range �absorption factors between
�	 to 
	� by the choice of material and the thickness of the layer� A third degree of
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Figure ������� Magnetic energy distribution in one cell of the SBLC structure� a	 acceler�

ating mode� b	 dipole mode �
rst passband� ��� traveling wave mode	� The surface losses

are proportional to the magnetic energy distribution at the surface� Plotted is the energy

density averaged over time and azimuthal position� Low energy corresponds to dark gray�

freedom is the height dcoat �see Fig� ����
� of the covered surface�
The iris coating is exactly at the location with the highest electric �eld strength�

In ��� a two cell test resonator was used for high power test� The maximum available
power of �		 kW in this setup generates a �� standing wave �eld with the same iris
�eld strength as compared to the unloaded accelerating �eld ���
� of �MV�m in
the traveling wave structure� For the processing time and the result no di�erence could
be found between cavities with sputtered stainless steel� sputtered Kanthal or galvanic
Kanthal layers as compared to plain copper cells and no indication for extraordinary
surface breakdown could be observed�

For all modes from the �rst passband with a high loss factor the quality factor
has to be below Q��			� If the power dissipation for the acclerating mode should
be constant at the same time and the height dcoat �see Fig� ����
 of the covered area
around the iris tip does not change� the absorption factor P �P � surface resistivity
with covering� surface resistivity without covering� has to be increased approximately
linear with the cell number� because the ratio of covered to uncovered area decreases
along the section�

cell number group velocity Q reduction absorption
acc� mode factor P

� ��	� �� �	
�	� �

��	 ��
� �� �
�	� �


With a constant absorption of the accelerating modes in all ��	 cells� the quality
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dcoat

coated
 iris 

Figure ������� Iris tip coating with a thin metallic layer�

factors of modes in the �rst dipole band are shown in Fig� ������ Note that only
modes below ����GHz have a high HOM loss parameter as can be seen in Fig� ����	
and Fig� ������

For a constant gradient structure the �ll time ��ll� the damping parameter � and
the quality factor Q of the accelerating mode are related by

��ll �  � � �Q��

If the �ll time is kept constant the reduced quality factor allows to increase the damping
parameter � by changing the group velocity pro�le along the structure� Due to the
higher damping parameter more of the input power Pa is available for the absorption
inside of the structure �Pa � Pb � Pa � �� � exp��� �� and therefore the additional
losses caused by the coating are partially compensated� Increased monopole losses of
�� and �	� as asumed for the Q�distributions in Fig� ����� reduce the average section
shunt impedance only by ��� and ��� �

Active Structure Alignment The necessary components for the structure align�
ment are� the HOM pickup� the readout electronics and a feedback loop including the
movers to position the section �compare Sect� ����� The active alignment uses single
bunch operation because even small misalignments upstream would cause de�ections
of following bunches so that the beam axis is not unique and the resolution of the
measurement is decreased� This e�ect would accumulate for structures downstream�

The structure alignment should not be limited by the sensitivity of the beam o�set
measurement and provide the potential of accelerating and maintaining a factor of
two to three smaller emittance beams� Therefore the goal for the resolution is �	�m
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Figure ������� Quality factors of the 
rst ��� dipole modes in the tapered SBLC structure

without iris coating and with length dependent coating� The surface absorption coe�cient

P is set for every cell so that the absorption of the accelerating mode is increased in every

cell by � and ��� �dcoat���mm	� The quality for modes with high loss�parameter

�f � ���� GHz	 is signi
cantly reduced� Some modes above ���� GHz have a qualitatively

di�erent 
eld pattern and q factor due to a coupling to the second band in some cells�

whereas only �	�m is required for the �		GeV parameters� With the o�set of �	�m
a single bunch with design population ���� � �	�� particles� deposits approximately
��
��	��� joule in each of the ��	 dipole modes of the �rst passband� Due to iris
coating �leading to a Q of 
			� the energy decays with a time constant of 	��sec
which corresponds to a power �ow of about ��W per mode� Only a fraction of this
amount can be extracted by a HOM pickup which is designed for small change of the
cell to cell detuning� The signal diagnostics can either lock to a particular mode with
a bandwidth determined by its decay time constant �approximately ���MHz� or it can
use the full pickup bandwidth which is approximately half the width of the passband
of the coupler cell �� 	��"�		MHz�� Only a fraction of the modes within the pickup
bandwidth provide su�cient coupling so that only �	 to 	 resonances are observable�
In contrast to the small signal level of dipole modes� the power �ow of the accelerating
mode is more than ten orders of magnitude larger� One way to improve this situation
is to switch o� the klystron power of the section to be aligned� but beam loading still
creates signi�cant �eld levels towards the end of the section� On the other hand� mode
or frequency selective equipment can provide su�cient performance�

HOM Coupler For every SBLC section two HOM pickups with four orthogonal
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waveguides at one cell are foreseen� Two opposite waveguides are used for one polariza�
tion plane� The pre�selection is given by the cuto� frequency of the waveguide� After
coupling to a TEM transmission line bandstop �lters reject the accelerating mode and
hybrids are used to distinguish between symmetry and anti symmetry of monopole and
dipole signals�

The HOM coupler shown in Fig� ����� uses azimuthal wall slots for coupling ���
The slots and the rectangular waveguides are 
���mm in width and thus have a cuto�
frequency of �GHz� The acceleration mode at 
GHz� which is well below the cuto�
frequency� decays exponentially along the waveguide� The HOMs are above the cuto�
frequency� For good rejection of the accelerating mode� the pickup �for the signal� is

to beam position
monitor input A

beam
axis

pick up loop

wide band
microwave absorber

wide band
microwave
absorber

coupling slot
37.5 · 2 mm

coupling slot
37.5 · 2 mm

rectangular waveguide
37.5 · 5 mm

rectangular waveguide
37.5 · 5 mm

SBLC cells

pick up antenna (schematic)

coupling slot
37.5 · 2 mm

rectangular waveguide
37.5 · 5 mm

to beam position
monitor input B

pick up loop

Institut für Angewandte Physik
Frankfurt am Main, Germany

Figure ������� Cross sectional view of the accelerator structure with one HOM�coupler

mounted as far as possible away from the slot� Fig� ����� shows two alternative designs
for the waveguide behind the �ange� The upper illustration shows a straight waveguide
with a pick up antenna mounted with a vacuum sealed connector� The length is limited
by the free space which is left by the structure support� The other option which is also
shown in Fig� ����� is a folded waveguide with wide band microwave absorber material
at the end of thus waveguide� The pick up is realized by a wire loop mounted on a
vacuum sealed connector at the side of the waveguide� This option has a better rejection
for the accelerating mode and avoids disturbing standing waves� which in�uences the
measurement� The disadvantage is a higher price and a more complicated fabrication�

A more compact solution with only one coupler is possible by coupling to modes of
the sixth passband which are not trapped� Due to the high frequency of ���GHz the
coupling geometry and waveguides need only the half size and the frequency separation
to the fundamental mode is wider�

Signal Processing for Active Structure Alignment To detect both sign and mag�
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nitude of a transversal beam displacement the signal processing electronic needs signals
from a TM�like dipole mode at about ��
GHz and a monopole mode at ��GHz �
��
The accelerating monopole mode is not suitable for this purpose� because it does not
propagate through the waveguide and has an amplitude which is not proportional to
the beam current� The usage of a higher order monopol mode makes it possible to
measure the beam position without klystron power� The magnitude information is
derived from a dipole mode amplitude whereas the sign follows from phase comparison
of a dipole and a monopole HOM during the time of bunch passage� Both signals are
taken from the pair of pickups at the waveguide HOM�couplers� Figure ����� shows
a possible scheme to process the signals from the coaxial pick�ups for one direction�
The �rst stage is a ��	� ring hybrid� The dipole signals from the HOM couplers have

f110-f011
2

f110+f011
2 -fIF2

magnitude of displ.
beam current

beam current

sign of displacement

A

B
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Figure �����	� Signal processing scheme for beam position monitoring in one direction

�developed at IAP Frankfurt ����	 using HOM coupler signals

same phases at the two pick�ups� which are mounted in opposite direction� thus the
signals are transmitted to the #�port� The monopole signals have opposite phases and
thus they are transmitted to the ��port� The hybrid is designed to reject monopole
signals from the #�port which occur at the frequency of the dipole mode due to the
�nite Q of the cavities� The ring hybrid has to be mounted near by the couplers to
avoid unsymmetrical phase shifting and damping by long transmission lines�

The �rst pair of �lters consists of micro strip�line resonators with a bandwidth of
about �	MHz� It rejects modes of wrong passbands� A �lter with a small bandwidth
at this position has the disadvantage that it becomes impossible to tune the monitor
to a di�erent mode� Further the phase shift due to the temperature drift of the �lter
becomes too large� The �lter block includes also variable ampli�ers for the adaption
to di�erent operating situations� For �ne tuning or pilot bunches one needs higher
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ampli�cation than for coarse adjustment and full current bunch trains� The �rst local
oscillator is tuned to one half of the frequency di�erence of the dipole and the monopole
mode� With this frequency the monopole signal is mixed downwards and the dipole
signal is mixed upwards to the common frequency�

IF� �
mono $ dipol



The common frequency is needed for the phase comparison behind the second mixer�
The �lter behind the mixers selects the correct side band of the mixer signal� The
second mixer stage mixes both signals downwards to a frequency of �	MHz for the
�nal �ltering�

So far all components are micro strip�line circuits� This allows to integrate the ring
hybrid� the �lters and the phase shifters inside the mixers as line structures on a single
PTFE printed circuit board� The following lower frequency components are lumped
circuits on an unmatched printed circuit board�

Both quartz SAW �lters have a narrow bandwidth and separate a single mode
of each signal� The following recti�ers and low pass �lters extract the amplitude of
the signals� The magnitude of displacement and the beam current is determined by
these two signals� The phase di�erence between the two second intermediate frequency
signals is measured by the complex mixer between both paths� Due to the scheme
of the �rst mixer pair �up��down�mixing� the phase di�erence between the monopole
and the dipole signal cannot determined only by measuring the phase di�erence of the
second intermediate frequency �IF� signals� The signals are given by�

uIF�mono 	 umono � cos�IF�t$ �LO� $ �LO��

uIF�dipole 	 udipole � cos�IF�t$ �dipole�mono � �LO� $ �LO��

The measured phase di�erence depends on the phase of the �rst local oscillator at
the time of the bunch passage� To get this phase we detect the leading edge of the
monopole signal� A diode recti�es the envelope of the signal� This is done at a position
with broad bandwidth� so we have a sharp rising edge� From the envelope a clipping
line pulse former produces a short pulse to drive a dual sampling bridge sampling the
complex signal of the �rst local oscillator to allow the determination of its phase at the
time of the bunch passage�

After the A�D�conversion of all resulting signals a microprocessor does the non real
time signal processing and the control and regulation of the local oscillator frequencies
and ampli�cations� A frequency o�set of the �rst local oscillator results in linear ramps
instead of a constant signal for the phase� The frequency of this ramps is equal to the
o�set� A frequency o�set of the second local oscillator results in an o�set of the second
intermediate frequency�

The information about the displacement and the beam current will be transmitted
digitally from the microprocessor to the position control system of the structures�
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����� The Support Structure

The approximately �m long accelerating structure has seven support points� spaced
�

��mm apart� resting on a tubular steel girder �called %tube%�� The tube is mounted
on four remote controlled micro movers which are fastened via course adjustment units
to the concrete �oor� The cross section and a side view is shown in Fig� ������ At
the �rst support the rf�structure is �xed to the tube� while at the six other supports
it rests on adjustable pairs of rolls� Therefore the structure is aligned transversely but
longitudinal motion due to thermal expansion is still possible�

The distance of ���	mm between structure supports is a compromise between the
minimumnumber of supports and the natural sag� The tolerance given for straightness
is � �	�m rms while the calculated sag for the given set�up is 
�m only� The supports
are adjusted with respect to an ideal line and the structure is �xed by its own weight�
Deviations from this axis with a wavelength shorter than the support distance can of
course not be corrected this way �compare� Material Preparation and Assembly��

Thermal e�ects which disturb the straightness of the support tube dominate the
transverse displacements once the rf structure is aligned on top� These e�ects have been
investigated in detail with the FEM code ANSYS� The steady state heat distribution
and the time dependent behavior for heat�up are of main interest� The relevant parts of
the somewhat simpli�ed system which has been used in the model are the rf�structure as
a linear heat source at a constant temperature of ���� which is the foreseen operating
temperature� together with the supports connected to the tube and the tube itself�
Radiation into the environment �e�g� tunnel air at 	 degC� and heat �ow into the
support structure has been taken into account� In the D model the components are
considered to be in�nitely long� The �nal geometry consists of an inner support tube
made from stainless steel and two outer heat shields made from aluminum� In between
Styrofoam layers are used for isolation�

One main in�uence is given by conduction via metal parts� Heat �ows from the
rf�structure via the supports through the mechanically stable and thermally resistant
INVAR tube downwards to the center� These tubes are �xed like spokes into the main
tube with a diameter ���� ��
mm� The %spoke%�tube equally splits the heat �ow to
enter the main support symmetrically �Fig� ������� Heat then �ows mainly in the
direction of the tube axis� A heat sink is given by the tunnel �oor� Only temperature
distributions symmetrical with respect to vertical and horizontal mid�planes of the tube
result� They will locally set up mechanical stresses in the tube but� because they are
symmetrical as well� cannot produce bending deformation�
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The second main distortion is given by heat radiating from the rf�structure and heat
conduction via air� The power coupled into the outer Al�shield tube �ows through the
shield wall to the bottom and continues to the tunnel �oor� In Fig� ������ for steady
state conditions� the larger heat conductivity of the shield tube together with the
comparatively lower heat conductivity between tube and heat source as well as tube
and tunnel �oor results in a low temperature di�erence of ��
K between the top and
the bottom of the outer shield� Only a very small fraction of total heat �ow will enter

Figure ������� The steady state temperature in one half of the support geometry is shown�

The heat source is on top�

through the outer Styrofoam layer to the inner shield� This results in a temperature
di�erence over the shield of �T�	���K from top to bottom� By the same principle the
main tube �made from iron� will have a temperature di�erence of �T�	�	�
K from
which a sagitta of only �m results� This value is much lower compared to the initial
goal of �	�m and � after veri�cation in the S�Band Test Facility � simpli�cations can be
considered� in addition time dependent calculations show that due to the Styrofoam
isolation the thermal response is very slow� In Fig� ����� the steady state and the
temperature distribution after � hours is shown� Still a di�erence can be seen� Due to
the slow thermal response fast temperature changes will be decoupled from the motion
of the support�

Vibration� another very important aspect for the design of the support structure�
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Figure ������� The steady state temperature distribution �top	 and the temperature dis�

tribution after �� hours �bottom	 of the two outer aluminum tubes and the inner iron

support tube is shown� A linear heat source on top ��C�	 of the support structure and

a ��C� �oor is assumed for the calculation� The temperature is shown versus the angle

measured from the bottom ���� �	� The calculation demonstrates the demonstrates the

thermal inertia of the support structure�
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has been investigated as well� The lowest resonant frequencies for the tube is 
�Hz for
any vertical �exure� Resonant modes close to �	 Hz or multiples have been avoided�

����� Alignment and Movers

The optimum orbit in the linear collider is determined by the magnetic axis of the
focusing quadrupoles� Once this orbit has been achieved� the electric center of each
accelerating structure has to be aligned with respect to this orbit� This will be achieved
by minimizing the higher order mode power coupled by the beam into the dipole modes
of the section� Therefore the position of the accelerating structure has to be changed
and periodically adjusted during operation� Any transverse motion can be done by a
system similar to that used for moving the focusing magnets in the Final Focus Test
Beam��� at SLAC� Cams are driven in phase via step motors to adjust the position
to about ��	�m relative to the the beam� Some technical details of the the solution
chosen for the S�Band Test Facility are given in Table ���
�

As illustrated in Fig� ������ each section will be mounted on two micro�mover units�
supporting two points at each end� The micro�mover unit at one end will have three
drive motors and the one at the other end two� giving altogether �ve motors for motion
with �ve degrees of freedom� Any long term motion �
 �� minute� thermal or tectonic
up to ����mm will be compensated using this technique�

Table ������ Micro�mover speci
cations

Parameter�Item Speci�cation

Principle of movement Cams phase�driven via step motors
Cavity section�
Weight �			 kg
Length � m

Positioning per section
Two micro�mover units� Front end unit &a 
 motors

Back end unit &a  motors
Cam Radius�o�set �	mm����mm
Maximum range�
Horizontal ��mm
Vertical ����mm
Overall ratio of transmission system �		��
Step size of the positioning system Minimum � 	�
�m

Tolerances
achieved positioning precision�
Horizontal �rms � ���m
Vertical �rms � ��	�m
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����� Temperature Stabilization

An important issue for the operation of a Linear Collider with heavy beam loading is
the temperature stability of the accelerating structure� Simultaneously the �exibility
to handle large variations in beam loading and average power dissipation is required�
The heat source is the rf dissipated in the walls given by the di�erence of the total
input power and the power extracted by the beam� This power is calculated from
the vector sum of the accelerating voltage and the beam induced voltage� taking the
shunt impedance and the attenuation per unit length as well as the repetition rate
and the rf pulse length into account� The temperature variations along the structure
lead to energy variations of the beam� which are given by the phase error per cell
integrated along the accelerating section� The single cell phase error is determined by
the frequency change due to thermal expansion and the group velocity of the cell� This
value is calculated from an average temperature change at each cell with respect to a
constant temperature� where the beam is assumed to be in phase with the rf wave�

The structure is geometrically tapered to achieve a constant power loss per unit
length for no beam loading� Overall four cooling tubes are soft soldered on the surface
of the structure� The water feed and outlet is only at the input end and there is 'u�
shaped% �ow �forward and backward �ow with short connectors at the end� over the
structure length� In order to calculate the exact temperature distribution� one fourth
of the total geometry is modeled� The incoming cold water is going downstream� has a
return loop over the last cell and �ows upstream to the outlet while constantly heating
up and reaching the maximum temperature at the outlet�

For the calculation the following assumptions have been made�

� because of the symmetry only one quarter of the geometry is calculated

� the temperature gradient over the wall with a thickness of � cm has been neglected

� the detailed temperature distribution inside the cell has been neglected

� the water inlet and outlet are on the same end as the input coupler with counter
�ow in the tubes

� brazed onto the �rst and the last cell are a return loop �last cell� and a feed pipe
��rst cell�

shown in Fig� ���	 in a 
�D plot assuming a beam current of 
		mA� The tem�
perature is shown as a function of the azimuthal position between 	 and � � cm and
the longitudinal position between the input coupler and the structure end� Fig� ����
shows the average temperature between the cooling tubes for di�erent beam loading
conditions� This is calculated as the arithmetic average over the azimuth between the
two cooling tubes at each position along the structure length�

The temperature at the surface rises continuously along the length of the structure
in absence of beam current� With increasing beam current the power which is dissipated
along the structure decreases� because the beam induced �eld is small in the �rst cell
and maximum at the end� Therefore the heat �ow into the water is lower at the end of
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Figure ������� Distribution of the surface temperature with a beam current of ��� mA�

One quarter of the structure geometry is used for the simulation of the heat transport�

Shown is the surface between two cooling tubes over the total structure length of � meter�

The �cold	 water inlet shows the lowest temperature while the temperature rises following

the outer boundary of the displayed surface until the water outlet �hot	 is reached�

the structure than at the beginning� Because the heat �ow from the structure surface
to the water is a function of the temperature di�erence between them� the surface
temperature increases at �rst and then decreases along the length with increasing
currents� This e�ect is more pronounced with increasing beam current� The strong
gradients on both ends are produced by the heat �ow into the return tubes�

The integrated phase error turns into a beam energy error along the structure
length� A minimum energy error can always be achieved� if the integrated phase
error cancels towards the end of the structure� Using the inlet water temperature
as a parameter� the phase error is zero if negative phase deviations with respect to
the �	� phase shift per cell cancel with positive deviations towards the structure
end� Calculation shows that at a speci�c point the temperature remains constant
independent of the dissipated rf power or beam loading conditions� This point is used
for temperature regulation and phase error compensation ���� This location of this
point is shown in Fig� ���� given by the cross�over of the curves �

For the details of the technical realization of the water cooling system see sec�
tion ���	� A similar system has been operated very successfully for many years in a
high duty cycle electron linac for nuclear physics ���� where sudden power changes of
more than a factor of hundred have been handled�
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Figure ������� Distribution of the surface temperature averaged over the azimuth for dif�

ferent beam loading conditions� curve � � no beam� curve � � beam current ��� mA� curve

� � beam current ���mA� curve � � beam current ��� mA� In this case the inlet water

temperature was kept constant�
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Figure ������� Surface temperature with optimized inlet water temperature in order to

cancel the sum of the single cell phase error towards the end of the structure� curve � �

no beam� curve � � beam current ���mA� curve � � beam current ���mA� curve � � beam

current ��� mA�
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����� Material Preparation� Assembly and Vacuum System

Set�Up

The vacuum system of the main linac is dominated by the accelerating structure with
a �lling factor of more than �	�� The achievable vacuum in the beam line is therefore
given by the residual outgassing rate of the section under high power conditions� The
achievable vacuum pressure in those structures is dominated by H and H� and is in the
range of �	�� � � � �	���mbar� At the same time the required time for processing is
reduced and the breakdown threshold increases�

Each accelerating section is connected to two vacuum pumps which are placed close
to the input coupler� Nevertheless� the combined conductance of the beam pipe is deter�
mined by the average iris diameter� which is �mm� Assuming a residual outgassing
rate of �	�� torr lit

m� sec
which can only be achieved with carefully cleaned and assembled

structures� the conductance of the six meter section limits the average pressure to
approximately ��	�� Torr� Two pumps are installed next to the high power input
coupler� At the coupler the main source of breakdown can be expected and optimum
pumping should be applied� One pump is connected to the rectangular waveguide
on top of the coupler and the second pump is directly connected to the coupler cell�
Given the average pressure in the beam line and a base pressure at the pump which is
ten times smaller� the installed pumping speed should be approximately �	 lit�sec per
section�
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����	 The Radio�frequency�System

The radio�frequency system provides the rf peak power for the linear accelerator by
converting ac�power to rf power� This� of course� has to be done in the most e�cient
possible manner� Apart fromt the fact that a lot of industrial experience exists for S�
Band klystrons� again lower frequencies are favourable because the peak power� which
could in principle be extracted from a single source� scales with �f��� 	� Independent of
frequency� in order to achieve the highest possible e�ciency� a low micro� perveance is
required� At a �xed peak power� this increases the required beam voltage� The feasible
limit today on the high voltage� which we think is around �		 kV� certainly represents
one limit for this value� Together with the speci�ed e�ciency this almost determines
the maximum peak power which can be extracted from one klystron station�

The modulator consists of two main parts� The AC line to DC converter and
the energy storage device together with the pulse transformer� The modulator has
to convert the AC line power to DC pulsed power for the klystron which is already
the �rst stage where e�ciency plays a dominant role� Classical systems with power
supplies and charging chokes �to double the voltage� are not e�cient enough to be used
in the linear collider� New types of power supplies� which are used to directly charge
the energy storage device exist but have to be tested at the test facility� The energy
storage device� which is a classical Pulse Forming Network �PFN� in our case� has
to provide the energy per klystron pulse� Long RF pulses� which reduce the relative
portion of the pulse which is lost during rise and fall time� require more storage capacity
of the PFN� Economic arguments set an upper boundary� because the investment costs
increase with an increasing number of capacitors� which is one of the cost driving items
of a modulator� This argument also limits in some sense the frequency choice towards
the lower end� because the energy which must be stored per pulse increases ��f�
���
poportional to the �lling time of the accelerating structure and following the scalling
law for the klystron which has been discussed before�

������� The Klystron

One of the strongest reasons for choosing S�Band to be the most favorable frequency
for a linear collider design� is the klystron� S�Band klystrons are industrially manufac�
tured at many places in the world and a tremendous experience is available� especially
from the continuous operation of more than �	 tubes at the SLAC linac ���� Both
arguments present a strong bases for the R�D required for the power sources of such
a large linear accelerator� where the highest peak power possible per station should be
used� This way the number of klystrons per linac can be reduced� which contributes
to cost saving since the cost per klystron does not increase proportional to the peak
power�

The S�Band linear collider requires approximately �		 klystrons operating at an
output power of ��	MW� a pulse duration of ���s and repetition rate of �	 upgradable

�f��frequency� This is simply given by the maximum beam current which can be extracted from

the gun area� at a given reasonable limit for the current density� in a otherwise geometrically scaled

klystron�
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to �		Hz� The e�ciency must reach ��� to limit the total AC power� The power
required for focusing must be minimized� or even better� period permanent magnet
� PPM� focusing should be used� Nevertheless it should be pointed out� that the S�
Band linear collider could be operated with solenoid focusing at the expense of power
which would increase by approximately ���� The life time of the klystrons should be
of the order of �	�			 hours� which requires a robust design with a minimized number
of critical components� Still on average� approximately every 	 hours a klystron will
have to be changed during operation and while the accelerator is running�

The following pages present the status of the development of ��	MW S�Band
klystrons� Then further necessary developments which will lead to a klystron meeting
the speci�cations of a klystron for an S�Band linear collider will be discussed�

Until ���� the klystron producing the highest output power at S�Band frequencies
was the �	�� klystron at SLAC� It operates at a peak power of ��MW with a pulse
width of 
���s and a repetition rate up to ��	Hz ���� In ���� a ��	MW S�Band
klystron was developed at SLAC� It produced a power of ��	MW� but at a shorter
pulse width of only ��s and a repetition rate of �	Hz at full peak power �
	�� Fol�
lowing this development it was anticipated that a ��	MW Klystron with 
�sec pulse
length and �	Hz repetition rate is a reasonable R�D goal which can be achieved in
few years� In ���
 a collaboration between SLAC� DESY� Philips and the Technical
University of Darmstadt started to develop this S�Band klystron and the �rst one was
successfully tested in ����� only � �

�
years later� Until ���� two klystrons have been

built and successfully tested �
���
�� Table ���� presents the design and the achieved
parameters of the klystron�

Design Tube � Tube 
Power Out ��	MW ��
MW ��	MW
Pulse Duration 
�s 
�s 
�s
Repetition Rate �	Hz �	Hz �	Hz
Average Power � kW ��� kW � kW
Beam Voltage �
� kV �� kV �	� kV
Beam Current �		A ��	A ��A

Perveance ������	�� A�V��� ������	�� A�V��� ���	��	�� A�V���

E�ciency �	� �
� ���
Gain �	 dB min �� dB �� dB

Table ������ Design and measured parameters of the ��MW klystrons for the S�Band

test facility

Both klystrons� tube � and � will be used at the S�Band test facility at DESY�
The �rst tube is already in operation� Figure ���
 shows tube �� The total height is
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Figure ������� ��MW S�Band klystron for the S�Band test facility � Klystron � 	
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��m� the diameter of the anode housing is �	 cm and the weight is about 
		 kg without
lead� The cathode has a diameter of �
�
 cm and a cathode loading of ���A�cm�� The
beam area convergence is �	��� The maximum electric �elds on the focus electrode and
anode are ��	 kV�cm and �	 kV�cm� respectively� Seven cavities including the input
and output cavities are in the 
� cm wide drift tube�

The klystron has two output waveguides� which are split and recombined� with
two RF windows in each output waveguide� The waveguide assembly on each side is
the well proven design of the �	�� klystron� The klystron requires a solenoid with a
magnetic �eld of ��		G which has a power consumption of �� kW� The weight of the
solenoid is ��		 kg� A bucking coil is required to achieve zero magnetic �eld on the
cathode surface�

Although both tubes are very similar in general� there are three di�erences between
the two tubes� Already at the design stage it was decided to use di�erent output
cavities for them� Tube � operates with one single cavity whereas tube  has two
coupled cavities at the output� The expectation was� that the second tube would have
a slightly better e�ciency compared to the �rst tube� As presented in Table ����� this
has been achieved� During the test of tube � an oscillation at ���GHz was observed
depending on the beam voltage and solenoid �eld settings and in a less sensitive way
on the �lament power� Therefore it was decided to fabricate tube  with a stainless
steel drift tube between the cavities 
 and �� and � and � instead of using only copper
for the drift tube as for klystron �� This provided additional losses to the disturbing
modes� The cathode was changed to a scandate cathode for tube � whereas tube
� uses an osmium coated M�type cathode� The M�type cathode is known to have a
distinct roll�o� for the beam current versus �lament power curve� Scandate cathodes
have a softer transition while going from the temperature to the space charge limited
regime� This allows to operate tube  over a wider range of �lament power settings
compared to tube �� These measures have been proven very successful� No oscillations
were observed during the tests with tube �

Figure ���� shows the output power versus drive power for di�erent beam voltages
for klystron �� At about �		W of drive power the output starts to saturate� Similar
data exist for tube �

Although the development of the �rst two ��	MW klystrons for the S�Band col�
lider was very successful� further R�D is required� The �rst two tubes have been
constructed in a conservative way by using as much of proven sub�assemblies as possi�
ble� In order to increase the e�ciency and to built a robust� simpler and cost e�ective
klystron a number of changes are required�

The klystrons for the test facility are mounted vertically� but for a klystron to be
used in a linear collider tunnel a horizontal mounting position is required to save tunnel
space� For that reason the klystron must be sti�ened and especially the klystron gun
and the cathode assembly must be supported�

Each of the four windows in the two output waveguides represents a possible source
for klystron failure� Instead of using two windows per output waveguide by splitting
and recombining one could use one window without splitting the waveguide� This
reduces the number of windows to two in total and might reduce the number of window
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failures although the power per window is increased� In this case the window in one
waveguide has to transmit ��MW instead of 
���MW� Further research on window
materials must be performed to achieve this goal� Besides these considerations� the
output waveguide assembly represents an expensive part of the klystron� which makes
the entire production process costly� Another possibility to reduce the costs for a
klystron is the gun assembly� A gun for instance without a big tapered ceramics would
make the fabrication of a klystron easier and cheaper� too�

The maximum e�ciency achieved with the klystrons for the test facility was ���
which is almost su�cient for the linear collider� It is a well known fact that if the
perveance of a klystron decreases the e�ciency increases � for instance see �
�� �� This
means that the beam voltage needs to be increased and the beam current must be de�
creased� On the other hand one has to take into account that the the beam voltage must
be still controllable and can not exceed technologically feasible limits� The proposed
solution is a klystron operating at a micro�perveance of ��	��	�� A�V���� An e�ciency
of ��� could be achieved and the beam voltage is kept at ��� kV� which is only about
�	� above the voltage of the test facility klystrons� Decreasing the micro�perveance
from ��� to ��	��	�� A�V��� in addition supports the construction of a klystron using
periodic permanent magnet focusing �PPM�� Because the beam current decreases� the
e�ect of the space charge forces in the beam is reduced and the beam con�nement is
easier� Table ���� presents the design parameters of a ��	MW S�Band klystron with
micro�perveance ��	��	�� A�V����

Peak Power Out ��	MW
Pulse Duration ���s
Repetition Rate �	Hz
Average Power � kW
Beam Voltage ��� kV
Beam Current ���A

Perveance ��	��	�� A�V���

E�ciency ���
Gain �� dB
Focusing Periodic Permanent Magnet �PPM�

Table ������ Parameters for a PPM focused S�Band klystron

At SLAC a PPM focused X�Band ������GHz� klystron with an output power of
more than �	MW and with an e�ciency up to �	� �
�� has already been developed�
Because of the larger drift tube� the conditions for beam focusing are more relaxed for
an S�Band klystron and the development of an S�Band PPM focused klystron should
be straight forward� S�Band klystrons operating at an output power of ��	MW are
available and their performance has been demonstrated successfully� Some changes�
most of them only moderate� are required to achieve the goals demanded for a linear
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collider klystron�
In parallel to the R�D program discussed before� Thomson � has developed a

��	MW klystron as well and the results have recently been presented �

�� This� as a
matter of fact� proves the industrial available capabilities� speci�cally at S�Band� This
klystron requires a higher beam voltage �up to ��	 kV� as compared to the test facility
klystrons� but less current� The micro�perveance is ��
���	�� A�V���� About  kW
of drive power are necessary to saturate the klystron� Up to now this tube has been
tested at ��s pulse duration and a repetition rate of about �Hz�

Other companies with well known capabilities in this �eld have as well o�ered� as
a �rst step� to rebuild the ��	MW tube which resulted from the common R�D pro�
gram at SLAC� This represents� to our opinion� a strong basis of future R�D for the
development of a PPM focused S�Band tube�
Industry type production lines have been investigated for this klystron �
�� and show
cost reductions which reach the �nal per item cost goal taking into account the antic�
ipated production number per year� both for �rst installation and for the continuous
exchange and upgrade in the linear collider as well� In this study a dedicated klystron
facility is proposed with a plant being designed to �nally produce approximately �			
klystrons per year with an increasing yield starting from �	� and over the �rst four
years going up to �		��

Apart from the production of the klystron� the mean time to repair �MTTR� is
a major issue for the operation of a linear collider� As already mentioned� even with
the anticipated lifetime of �	�			 hours every 	 hours a klystron has to be changed�
while the accelerator is operating� Assuming ��			 hours of operation �	 klystrons
per year have to be transported into the tunnel� and brought back to the klystron
factory for repair� Clearly the capability for klystron replacement must be higher than
the rate for klystron failure� A semi�automatic exchange and start up procedure in
the collider tunnel is conceivable� It should allow a klystron replacement and start up
with a minimum of activies� which must be performed by specially skilled personal�
These considerations must be already taken into account for the klystron design and
its mechanical layout� Collaborations with automatization specialists and klystron
manufactures should be settled� A �rst investigation of the replacement process has
already been performed �
���

������� Line Type Modulator

Line type modulators represent the type of modulator which is most used for the
production of high power� high voltage pulses� Almost all pulse klystrons at linear ac�
celerators in the world make use of line type modulators� for instance all �	 klystrons
at the SLC at SLAC are supplied by line type modulators �
��� Line type modulators
therefore represent a well established and proven technique and therefore are one possi�
ble choice for the generation of pulse power at the S�Band linear collider� The following
pages represent the status of the development of line type modulators for the ��	MW
S�Band klystrons� After presenting the status� parameters of a line type modulator

�Trademark of the French company THOMSON CSF
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meeting the demands of an S�Band linear colldider will be given and a possible setup
will be shown�

The present status of line type modulators for the ��	MW klystrons is given by
the modulators for the S�Band test facility �
��� The facility requires two line type
modulators for the generation of high voltage pulses for two ��	MW klystrons� The
requirements for these modulators are determined by the klystron parameters � see
klystron chapter �� i� e� by the cathode voltage and current� the pulse duration and
repetition rate� The numbers for the line type modulators are listed in Table ����� the
circuit is shown in Fig� �����

Pulse Voltage �
� kV
Pulse Current �		A
Flat Top Pulse Duration 
�s
Repetition Rate �	Hz
Equivalent Square Wave Duration ����s
Rise Time �	 � �	� �		 ns
PFN four lines parallel�

each line ten sections
PFN impedance ��
��
Total Capacitance ����F
Capacitor Capacitance Ci �� nF
Coil Inductance Li ��
�H
Charging Voltage �	 kV max�
Peak Current �primary side� �� kA
Pulse Transformer Ratio � � 


Table ����	� Parameters of the present line type modulator for the S�Band test facility�

The PFN is charged by resonant charging up to twice the power supply voltage�
The total PFN capacitance of ����F together with the charging choke inductance of
��H gives a charging time of ��ms� The HV power supply is rated to a maximum
voltage of ��� kV and an average current of �A� Because the HV power supply is SCR
controlled� which leads to a pulse to pulse voltage stability better than ��� it is not
necessary to use a de�Qing system� The PFN consists of four lines in parallel with ten
PFN sections per line� The nominal PFN impedance calculated by Z�����Li�Ci����

is ��
��� Two lines of the PFN are connected to one thyratron� This reduces the
maximum pulse current per thyratron to less than �	 kA� The two thyratrons can be
triggered independently by two thyratron drivers� The PFN energy is transferred by
a ��
 step up transformer into the klystron� The klystron impedance at the nominal
secondary pulse voltage of �
� kV and �		A is ����� which represents an impedance
of ����� to the PFN� i�e� there is a slight positive mismatch� The rise time of the
high voltage pulse of �		 ns is mainly determined by the pulse transformer with the
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Figure ������� Schematic drawing of the circuit of the present line type modulator at the

S�Band test facility�

transformer ratio of ��
 and the �nite number of �	 sections per PFN line� An end
of line clipper circuit �EOLC� made by resistors� varistors and a diode absorbs the
energy stored in the PFN in case of klystron arcing� Typical waveforms are shown in
Fig� �����

The modulator consists of �ve separate units in total� the PFN unit with the pulse
transformer tank� the charging unit� the HV power supply� a control unit and the power
supplies for the klystron solenoid�

The PFN unit is ��m high and requires a ground space of ���m times ���m� The
PFN with its capacitors and coils� the EOLC� the thyratrons and their drivers are
installed in this unit� The PFN capacitors are mounted horizontally with one side
connected to the aluminum mounting rack� The coils are connected to the other side�
The inductances of the coils can be adjusted by c hanging the tap on the coils and
changing the position of a slug inside the coil� This allows to tune the shape� especially
the �at top of the HV voltage pulse�

The pulse transformer tank is directly connected to the PFN unit� The oil �lled tank
has a diameter of ��m and a height of ���m� Besides a �lament transformer� a blocking
coil and some diagnostics like a capacitive voltage divider and current monitors� the
pulse transformer is the biggest component in the tank� The connection between the
transformer and the PFN unit is made with a transmission line like feed through� It
consists of three parallel copper bands� one band is connected to the PFN capacitor
mounting rack� the other two are connected to the thyratrons� The klystron with the
solenoid sits on top of the tank with the cathode and gun ceramics in the tank oil�

The charging choke and diode and the despiking network are installed in the charg�
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2

1

3

CH1 :  Transformer Primary Voltage  5 kV / div
CH2 :  Klystron Cathode Voltage   118kV / div
CH3 :  Klystron Gun Current   100 A / div
Time :   1 μs / div

U = 536 kV
I = 670 A

Figure �����	� Typical waveforms of the line type modulator at the S�Band test faciltiy �

without e�orts to tune the PFN 	

ing unit� It has a height of ���m and is ����m times ��
�m wide�

The HV power supply is a commercial power supply� It is ��m high and ���m
times ����m wide� It can be operated locally or remotely via a GPIB interface�

All controls are installed in four nineteen inch racks� It is possible to control the
modulator locally and remotely by these racks� About two racks are occupied by
scopes and printers� which were required during commissioning� The interlocks are
accomplished by a programmable logic controller� which also serves for data logging of
analog signals like cooling �ow rates� temperatures and vacuum pressures� The vacuum
power supplies for the klystron� heater power supplies for klystron and thyratrons�
bucking coil power supply and trigger generators are also installed in the control rack�
The solenoid power supplies require the space of three nineteen inch racks�

The total e�ciency of the modulator at the test facility reaches ���� It is de�ned
by the power transferred to the klystron during the 
�sec �at top of the HV pulse�
devided by the wall plug power� The e�ciency contributions of the HV power sup�
ply and the resonant charging system are each nearly ���� This means that most
of the wall plug power� which can not be used for RF generation� is lost during the
energy transfer from the PFN to the klystron� Only the �at top of the HV pulse
can be used for RF generation� Besides a small fraction of ohmic losses during the HV
pulse� it is mainly the energy during the rise and fall time of the HV pulse� which is lost�

Power required for the auxiliaries like the �laments� drivers� core bias or solenoid
power supplies has not been taken into account for the numbers above� A comparison
of the total power required per modulator and the power for the auxillaries for the
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test facility modulator and the modulator foreseen for the Linear Collider is given in
table ����

Adding these numbers together a wall plug power of �� kW is required for one line
type modulator at full repetition rate and output power� plus about 	 kW for the
solenoid and auxiliaries� which is clearly not acceptable for a large scale installation�
The goal for the modulator e�ciency from wall plug to klystron without auxiliaries is
�	��

In order to enhance the e�ciency of the present modulator and to meet the de�
mands of a future PPM focused klystron� further development of the existing line type
modultors is required� Therefore it is necessary to have a closer look at the reasons for
the losses in the present modulator�

The dominant loss in the present modulator is due to the limited power transfer
from the PFN to the klystron� As explained above� this is mainly due to the power
lost during the rise and fall times of the HV pulse� Two e�ects determine the rise and
fall times of a modulator� the number of sections per PFN line and the characteristics
of the pulse transformer� As a rule of thumb the rise time Tr of a PFN consisting
of N sections is given by Tr�T�N� where T is the equivalent square wave duration�
For the modulators at the test facility for instance where T is ����s and N is �	�
one calculates ��	 ns� Another important e�ect on the rise time is caused by the
characteristics of the pulse transformer� Two parameters of a transformer limit the
rise time� The �rst is the leakage inductance of the transformer� The coupling between
the primary and secondary side of a pulse transformer can never be ideal due to the
necessary insulation between the primary and the secondary high voltage side� A part
of the magnetic �eld produced by the primary side does not pass through the secondary
winding of the transformer� which leads to a leakage inductance in series with the load�
The second parameter is the capacitance between the primary and secondary winding�
This capacitance� the stray capacitance of the klystron cathode and the transformer to
ground in addition must be charged during the HV pulse�The higher these capacitances
are the longer is the rise time� Experience shows that decreasing the step up ratio of
a transformer decreases the leakage inductance and the capacitance between primary
and secondary winding� which leads to faster rise and fall times�

A trade o� must be made between these considerations and the fact that decreas�
ing the step up ratio of the pulse transformer leads to an increase of voltage on the
primary side� i�e� an increase of charging voltage of the PFN� The availability of HV
power supplies� low inductance capacitors and thyratrons must be taken into account�
Assuming that �� kV is a technically feasible limit for the voltage on the the PFN and
that a future klystron operates at ��� kV� a step up ratio of ���� for the transformer ia
applicable� By using ���� instead� a charging voltage of �	 kV is required� This leaves
some safety margin if more voltage would be required� The parameters for a future
modulator are shown in Table ����� A shorter �at top pulse duration of only ���s is
required by the klystron� Figure ���� shows the schematic of the circuit�

The PFN has two lines in parallel� Each line consists of 	 sections� The contribu�
tion of the PFN rise time to the total rise time calculated by the rule of thumb formula
given above is less than 		ns� The decrease in step up ratio also lowers the pulse cur�
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Figure �����
� Schematic drawing of the circuit of a future line type modulator

rent on the primary side to ��� kA� Thyratrons capable of more than �	 kV and �	 kA
are already available from industry� This allows to reduce the number of thyratrons
per modulator from two to one� thus reducing the investment and the operations costs
�

With the numbers in Table ���� one obtains an e�ciency of �	� for the power
transfer from the PFN to the klystron� Taking into account ohmic losses by introducing
a factor of 	��� one gets an e�ciency of ��� from the PFN to the klystron� Power is
also lost during the resonant charging process of the PFN� This is mainly due to ohmic
losses in the huge charging choke� which has a resistance of about �		�� and other
components in the charging path� Installing a DeQing system would further decrease
the e�ciency�

Fortunately inverter power supplies are available today� which allow a direct charg�
ing of a PFN to the desired voltage with a good regulation � for instance from Maxwell�
San Diego� USA �� Resonant charging and DeQing is no longer necessary� The supplies
available at the moment are limited to �	 kV� but this is mainly because of the lim�
ited demands for higher voltage up to now� An extensions of this technique to higher
voltage should be possible with only small e�ort� By using these supplies� almost no
losses would appear between power supply and PFN during the charging process� The
intrinsic e�ciency of these supplies from wall plug to power supply output is ���
Therefore it can be assumed that an e�ciency of �� from wall plug to the PFN can
be reached�

Inverter power supplies require a protection against voltage reversal� which is usu�
ally achieved by installing a protecting diode at the output of the supply� Since an
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Pulse Voltage ��� kV
Pulse Current ���A
Flat Top Pulse Duration ���s
Repetition Rate �	Hz
Equivalent Square Wave Duration 
���s
Average Output Power ���� kW
Rise Time �	 � �	� �		 ns
PFN two lines parallel�

each line twenty sections
PFN impedance �����
Total Capacitance 
�	 nF
Capacitor Capacitance Ci ���� nF
Coil Inductance Li ��	 nH
Charging Voltage �	 kV
Peak Current �primary side� ��� kA
Pulse Transformer Ratio � � ��

Table ����
� Parameters of a future line type modulator

EOLC diode must be installed at the PFN on the HV power supply side for klystron
protection reasons anyway� a careful design of this circuit will protect the power supply�
too� and no additional components would be required� Inverter power supplies can be
built in a modular way� Many modules in parallel represent one supply� By installing
one spare module per supply one can run the power supply even in the case that one
module fails� The input voltage of the supplies usually is �		V� three phase� �	Hz� but
it is conceivable to allow an input voltage up to �			V� which would further reduce
the transfer losses in the tunnel�

Multiplying the number for the power supply e�ciency of �� with the number for
the pulse e�ciency of ��� one gets a total modulator e�ciency of ��� from wall plug
to the klystron� Assuming the klystron e�ciency of ���� the power demand from wall
plug per modulator is �� kW�

As for the modulators at the test facility the power for the auxiliaries is not included
in this number� The power required by the auxiliaries is given in Table ����� The power
for a solenoid is not included� because it is assumed that a klystron for a linear collider
would be PPM focused�

The modulator would basically consist of three main components� the PFN unit
with the pulse transformer tank� the HV power supply and a local control unit�

The size of the PFN unit would be approximately the same as for the modulators for
the test facility� The mounting of the di�erent components in the cabinet could be done
in almost the same way as for the modulator at test facilty� The PFN unit at the test
facility was built with a safety margin for the distances of the high voltage components�
which allows to increase the voltage� The same holds for the pulse transformer tank�
In any case� both components must be transportable in the tunnel via the installed
transport system�
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SBTF LC

rf pulse length 
�	�sec ���sec
Klystron e�ciency ��� ���
electric e�ciency AC to HV �at top ��� ���
power required for HV production �� kW ��kW

Klystron �lament ��
 kW ��
 kW
Thyratron �lament and reservoir � kW 	�� kW
Core bias power supply 	�
 kW 	�
 kW
Solenoid �� kW �
Other  kW kW

Total ���� kW ��� kW

Table ������ Power demands for the high voltage supply of the klystron as well as the

auxiliaries of the line type modulator at the S�Band test facility and the modulator foreseen

for the Linear Collider� The number listed under SBTF �S�Band Test Facility	 have been

achieved up to date�

The power supply �ts in one nineteen inch rack of ��m height� It is also conceivable
that one uses two of the racks with reduced height if more space is required� Existing
supplies operating at the same power level con�rm these assumptions�

The control unit has to take the auxiliary supplies and the programmable logic
controller for the interlock� Two nineteen inch racks are required for the installation�

A possible setup of a future line type modulator is shown in Fig� �����
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Figure ������� Possible setup of a future line type modulator
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����
 Rf Drive System

Description of the Problem In a linear collider� the drive line is the power feed
line which is used to excite the high power klystrons� along the linac tunnel� In the
proposed �		GeV center of mass S�Band linear collider� �		 klystrons will require
approximately �		W drive power each� These klystrons are distributed along the 
	 km
long accelerator� Therefore approximately every �m the drive line has to deliver this
amount of power with the appropriate phase and amplitude control within one pulse
and with the required pulse to pulse stability�

So far di�erent ideas have been discussed to solve this problem� For example�
a low power glass �ber could be used to drive a solid state preamplifer in front of
every klystron� or a special drive klystron could power groups of klystrons� While the
�rst version turns out to be a rather cost intensive one� it has certainly the greatest
�exibility� because the low power rf can be manipulated in front of every klystron� The
second version is certainly cheaper but also requires a widely distributed rf control
network� Both systems involve a dedicated distribution system for the low power rf
and consist of a large number of components which tend to fail or have to be replaced
according to the lifetime�

Therefore a technical solution will be discussed which is based on the idea of using
a single high power drive line for many klystrons� This drive line would be powered
by the same type of klystron used to feed the accelerating structures ���	MW peak
power� and is a passive system which should not require any maintenance� Such a
drive line system has a number of drawbacks but also many advantages�

The main problem of a very long drive line is dispersion and energy propagation
velocity� The rf pulse which �lls the accelerating structure and accelerates the beam
is only ���s �� �		m� long� To excite every klystron in time� the drive pulse has to
travel with the speed of the beam pulse� here the velocity of light� along the linac� At
the same time the pulse shape �amplitude and phase� is not allowed to change �mainly
due to dispersion and mode conversion�� especially if phase or amplitude modulation
is used within each single rf pulse�

Ridge waveguide as a drive line A drive line concept based on a ridge waveguide
��	�� see Fig� ����� has been developed which allows a large number of the high power
klystrons to be fed with a single drive line� This type of waveguide ful�lls requirements
which are necessary for a drive line� namely� low losses� low signal distortion due to
dispersion and good suppression of higher order modes� With this concept it should
be possible to cover at least a length of 
 km with a single drive line if one of the high
power klystrons is used to generate the drive signal�

Dispersion In a waveguide which does not support a TEM mode� signal distortion
occurs due to the non�linear frequency dependence of the propagation constant ��
Di�erent portions of the signal travel with di�erent velocities so that the output signal
becomes dispersed� Nevertheless� for narrow band signals � may be approximated by a
linear function throughout the frequency band of interest� In this case the transmitted
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Figure ������� Cross section of a ridge waveguide with circular ridges
and absorbers at the side walls�

signal is identical to the input signal� apart from the amplitude and a time delay� Let
us assume a bandwidth of �MHz and a group velocity of vgr � ��� � c�� With these
parameters and a length of the drive line of 
 km� one obtains a transmission time error
of about 	��� ns which is small compared to the rf pulse length� From this point of
view an even larger dispersion �lower group velocity� would be permissible�

Nevertheless one has to keep in mind that� if the group velocity is smaller than the
velocity of light� delay lines with well�de�ned length have to be inserted between the
drive line and each individual klystron feed� in order to keep the drive pulse synchronous
to the particles� In our case� the length of the �rst delay line is �	m whereas the last
klystron feed is directly connected to the drive line� In between� the length of the
delay lines has to be linearly decreased� For practical reasons one would realize the
delay lines as coaxial cables which unfortunately su�er from a high damping� typically
	�� dB�m� Hence the �rst delay line leads to an additional damping of � dB which is
not serious because the full klystron power of ��	MW is available at the beginning of
the drive line�

Suppression of higher order modes In order to keep the signal delay and dis�
persion small it cannot be avoided to use a highly overmoded waveguide� Two serious
e�ects arise from the excitation of higher order modes� Obviously some of the power in
the fundamental mode is lost if it is converted into other modes with higher damping�
The second more serious e�ect gives rise to signal distortion if the fundamental mode is
converted into higher order modes and some of the power of these modes is converted
back into the fundamental mode at a position farther along the waveguide� In order
to avoid signal distortion by conversion and re�conversion the undesired modes have to
be suppressed �attenuated� to avoid re�conversion�

Nevertheless such an overmoded waveguide may be used if one can control the
higher order modes� In a ridge waveguide� the electro�magnetic �eld of the fundamental
mode is concentrated in the vicinity of the ridges whereas higher order modes extend
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Mode Case � Case  Case 
 Case �

�f in dB�km ���� 
�� ��	� ����

�h� in dB�km ���� 
��
��	� ������	� ������	�

�h� in dB�km ���� 
�����	� ������	� ������	�

�h� in dB�km ���� 
�����	� �����	� ��	��	�

�h	 in dB�km ���
 �����	� ����	� ��	��	�

�h� in dB�km ������	� ������	� �����	� ������	�

�h� in dB�km �����	� ������	� ��	��	� ������	�

�h
 in dB�km 
�		��	� �����	� ������	� ������	�

�h� in dB�km 
�	���	� ��	��	� �����	� ������	�

�h� in dB�km ��
��	� ��	���	� ��	���	� ��
��	�

Table ������ Attenuation constants �f and �h� � � � �h� for the fundamental mode
and the propagating higher order modes� respectively� of a ridge
waveguide�

Case �� Empty drive line made of copper
�Conductivity� ��� � �	
 S�m��

Case � Additional damping due to absorbers at the side walls�
Case 
� Steel shielding �Conductivity � 	�� � �	
S�m��
Case �� Kanthal shielding �Conductivity � 	�� � �	
S�m��

throughout the cross section of the waveguide� Hence these modes can be suppressed
by suitable absorbers located at the side walls� A similar e�ect can also be achieved
by lossy side walls made of steel or Kanthal�

Numerical results A ridge waveguide with shielding dimensions of �a � 		mm��
�b � �		mm� and a ridge radius of r � 

mm is assumed� Due to the high �eld
strength in a drive line it is not recommended to use rectangular ridges which may lead
to discharge at the sharp edges� Instead of this� circular ridges seem to be most suitable�
Figs� ���
	����

 show the transverse �eld distributions of the four propagating modes
with the lowest cuto� frequencies which have been computed with the MAFIA program
package ���� Keeping in mind that the density of the �eld lines is proportional to the
�eld strength� Fig� ���
	 demonstrates that the fundamental mode is well concentrated
at the ridges� The group velocity of this mode amounts to ����� � c� which means that
for a 
 km long drive line a coaxial delay line of ��m� see Fig� ���
�� has to be used
at the �rst klystron feed �corresponding to an insertion loss of ��� dB��

In Table ���� the attenuation of the fundamental and the propagating higher order
modes is presented for various cases� Case � means that we consider an empty drive
line completely made of copper� The attenuation of the dominant mode amounts to
���� dB�km which corresponds to a damping of ��
 dB for a 
 km long drive line� Note
that in the empty ridge waveguide the attenuation of the some higher order modes is
approximately the same or even less than that of the fundamental mode� The situation
changes completely if we insert a lossy material at the side walls of the shielding� Two
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Figure ������� First TE mode� Figure ������� Second TE mode�

Figure ������� Third TE mode� Figure ������� Fourth TE mode�

klystrons

accelerator feeds

drive line

1 2 3 4 5

drive
signal

coaxial
delay
lines

Figure ������� Schematic drawing of a drive line system with �ve feeds
in which the group velocity of the drive line is less than
the velocity of light�
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absorbers with a thickness of d � �mm and a loss tangent of 	� are assumed �case ��
Table ���� gives the additional damping due to the absorbers� The attenuation of the
fundamental mode is increased by only 
�� dB�km whereas the absorbers give rise to
a damping of the higher order modes of at least 
��� dB�km �third higher order mode�
which seems to be strong enough in order to guarantee mode stability�

Since it may be di�cult to �nd absorbers which simultaneously satisfy the high
power and the vacuum requirements� it has also been investigated whether a su�cient
suppression of higher order modes can be achieved by a lossy shielding� i�e�� a shielding
made of steel or Kanthal� Results for a ridge waveguide with a steel shielding are
also given in Table ���� �case 
�� The ridge is still assumed to be made of copper�
The numbers presented in Table ���� demonstrate that the steel shielding has only a
minor in�uence on the damping of the fundamental mode whereas the attenuation of
the higher order modes is signi�cantly increased� Nevertheless the mode selectivity is
not nearly as good as with the absorbers� In order to get a su�cient damping of the
higher order modes the conductivity of the shielding has to be further decreased� With
a conductivity of 	�� � �	
S�m an acceptable suppression of the higher order modes can
be obtained �case ���

In any case� the overall damping of a 
 km long drive line amounts to approximately

	 dB� In order to keep the mode conversion small at the klystron feeds� the coupling
at each individual feed should not exceed �	 dB leading to an total attenuation of
about �	 dB which is tolerable�

����� SLED Pulse Compressor Option

In our reference design two six meter long accelerating structures are directly powered
by one klystron� With this set�up a loaded gradient of ��MV�m is achieved at a
design beam pulse length of �s� In this section� we discuss the option of using a
pulse compression system �SLED� which enhances the rf�peak power at the structures
at the expense of shortening the pulse length� The operation of such a system has
been calculated elsewhere in detail and proven by measurements at many accelerator
laboratories around the world ���������� In the particular case considered here� one
klystron still feeds two six meter long structures� Nevertheless a higher loaded gradient
is achieved and thus an energy upgrade of the collider is realised without the need to
increase the number of pulsed rf�sources�

The SLED concept uses two additional storage cavities with a high quality factor
which are charged over the �rst part of the klystron pulse� Then the klystron phase is
switched by ��	deg and the �eld energy is extracted from the cavity� Fig� ���
� shows
the principle behavior of the SLED system with the respective �eld� cavity charging
and accelerating voltage as a function of time� In Fig� ���
�� an rf pulse width of 
�s
is assumed� After ��s of operation� the phase switch of the klystron takes place�
Taking into account beam loading compensation �see next section�� the beam pulse
can use approximately 	���s of the remaining 	���s rf�pulse� delivering a beam energy
width of approximately �	 percent by compensating the rising part of the accelerating
voltage with the negative slope of the beam loading� The higher rf�peak power allows
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SLED cavity parameters

resonant frequency GHz ����

unloaded Q ��	 			

coupling coe�cient �


beam parameters

number of e� per bunch ����	��

bunch to bunch distance nsec �

number of bunches ��

performance

minimum average loaded gradient MV�m ���

Table ������� Parameters used for the simulation and gradient achieved with the SLED

cavity system�

to increase the beam pulse current� keeping the fractional beamloading approximately
constant� In the simulation we assume a train of �� bunches with a bunch to bunch
distance of � ns and a charge of �� � �	���

The performance of the proposed SLED cavity system is described in Table ����	
assuming standard parameters for the section and the klystron� The original pulse
compressor used at SLAC ���� is based on cavities with Q� � ���			� In this proposal�
cavities with Q� � ��				 are suggested� In ��
�� the performance of a cylindrical
TE����cavity with the required properties has already been realized� It turned out that
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the main problem in the design of such a cavity is� to �nd an operating mode which is
far enough separated from other modes in order to guarantee stable operation�

As shown in Table ����	� a minimumloaded gradient of ���MV�m can be achieved
with the proposed SLED system� about a factor of ��� higher than for the design
without SLED� It should also be taken into account� though� that the overall power
transfer e�ciency is lower by about a factor of 	�� compared to the reference design�

����� Beam Loading Compensation

Description of the Problem For normal conducting linear colliders �compare �����
the transient beam loading in the accelerating structures is typically of the order of
	�
	�� This results in a multi�bunch energy spread if no cure is foreseen� On the
other hand� in a linear collider the transient energy spread has to be controlled down
to a few tenths of a percent�

In this section two methods which are suitable for a su�cient compensation of the
multi�bunch energy spread are presented� namely� amplitude and phase modulation of
the klystron pulse� Both methods can be used with and without SLED system� Since
either concept su�ers from speci�c disadvantages� e�g�� two drive lines are required for
the phase modulation approach� it has not yet been decided which method is to be
used� A �nal decision will be taken based upon measurements on the test facility�

Energy Spread Compensation with the SLED System Let us consider a
set�up with SLED system �rst� In such a scheme the end of the bunch train typically
�ts the end of the rf pulse� In general� for a given pulse train length which has to be
signi�cantly shorter than the decay time of the SLED cavity� there is always a speci�c
current per pulse in order to achieve the same energy at the beginning and the end
of the current pulse while in the middle the energy is higher by several percent� For
the parameters used here the energy spread remains to be of the order of �	� for a
beam current of � �		mA� Solutions to further reduce the energy spread have been
discussed and published already ���� ���� A typical result is presented in Fig� ���
�
using amplitude modulation� where the klystron amplitude is reduced by � 
	� and
linearly step by step ramped back to the maximum value towards the end of the pulse�
In this case� the resulting energy spread is less than 	���

In a set�up where no SLED cavity is used and the beam pulse is comparable or
longer than the �lling time of the section� the amplitude ramp would start at the
beginning of the rf pulse� A linear amplitude ramp almost perfectly compensates the
beam loading of a constant current pulse in a constant gradient section with constant
shunt impedance per unit length� This can be seen in Fig� ���
�� The rf amplitude
�normalized to the maximum amplitude( solid line� and the rf phase �normalized to
�( dashed line� are given in the upper graph� while the lower shows the unloaded and
loaded accelerating gradient with a beam pulse switched on after one �lling time� In
the calculation presented in Fig� ���
�� the amplitude starts at 
� of the maximum
value� The resulting total energy spread over the bunch train lenght is better than
	��� and limited by errors due to the amplitude modulation and klystron power jitter
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within the pulse� For the case presented in �g� ���
� the resulting energy spread is
shown in �g� ���
��

In general� continuous amplitude modulation has the disadvantage of operating
the klystron not saturated� This enhances the amplitude and phase jitter which has a
negative impact on the performance during the ramp� For a detailed study assumptions
on the �atness of the amplitude have to be made and measurements using the test
facility are required�

Energy Spread Compensation with two Anti
Phased Klystrons A second
method for compensating the transient beam loading will be investigated here� Going
o� crest in two succeeding klystron stations towards a phase angle �klystron n� $� and
klystron n$�� ��� will compensate the beam loading at every station and compensates
the single bunch energy spread over two stations� Following this strategy� the single
bunch energy spread is increased at station n but already compensated at station n$��
The residual e�ect on the beam emittance from chromatic dilution is estimated to be
negligible�

Although it is not foreseen here� even the single bunch energy spread can be com�
pensated using this scheme� as has been described in detail in �����

Technically the method can be applied by introducing a phase ramp� While the
phase of the electric �eld stored in the section is still at an average phase angle the phase
ramp starts travelling through the section over the �lling time� comparable to the �lling
of the section with beam induced �eld� In Fig� ���
�� the rf amplitude �normalized to
the maximum amplitude� and the rf phase �normalized to �� are given in the upper
graph� while the lower shows the unloaded and loaded accelerating gradient with a
beam pulse switched on after one �lling time� Here the klystron amplitude is always at
the maximum and the klystron operates saturated� Again the resulting energy spread
�for bunch nr� � and for a bunch after reaching stady state conditions� is shown in
�gure

Technical Impacts For both methods proposed to compensate the transient beam
loading� it is obvious that control for the drive power or the drive phase of the klystrons
is required� From the results presented here it is obvious as well� that the drive signal
is either the same for all klystrons �compare method � used with SLED cavities� or
two classes of klystrons �with ��off� with equal drive signals are existing� Therefore
one common drive line for one linac �or two drive lines for one linac� could in principle
be used and the control problem with the operation and drive for more than thousand
klystrons per linac could be reduced by orders of magnitude�
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Input Power and Phase and Unload. Gradient+ Accel. Gradient

Figure ������� Unloaded and loaded gradient with a beam pulse long compared to one 
lling

time and rf amplitude modulation to compensate the beam loading�
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Input Power and Phase and Unload. Gradient+ Accel. Gradient

Figure ������� Resulting energy spread after phase ramp in front of the accelerating section�
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Figure ������� The 
nal energy spread for bunch � � �start of the rf pulse	 and some


nal bunch after steady state is reached is shown� As can be seen� the single bunch energy

width is not disturbed�
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����� The Quadrupole and Corrector Magnets in the Linac

The linear accelerator will have a FODO structure with �	 � phase advance per cell
starting from the 
GeV damping ring towards the end of the linac� While the phase
advance per cell is kept constant the FODO cell length changes roughly with the square
root of the energy� Overall eight steps are used with a quadrupole magnet between
each section in the beginning and having eight accelerating structures in between close
to the end of the accelerator� Given a maximum pole tip �eld of 	��T� the length
of a quadrupole is given by the high energy end of each of the eight sectors� For
optimal beam steering and beam based alignment capabilities� each quadrupole vacuum
chamber is equipped with a x�y � strip line beam position monitor� and a x as well as
a y corrector� The correctors are designed with a maximum pole �eld of 	��T which
makes air cooling feasible�

The free aperture in the quadrupoles and the correctors is determined by the vac�
uum chamber diameter� This diameter is constant starting from the cut�o� tubes of
the accelerating section throughout the quadrupole chamber� This diameter was cho�
sen according to the smallest iris in the section� which allows modes above the cut o�
frequency of the cut o� tube to leave the accelerating structure� These modes travel
through the beam pipe and can partly be absorbed at this position or travel into the
next strcuture� where the wave will not be in phase with beam any more� The �nal
diameter of the beam pipe is chosen to be �mm�

�����	�� The quadrupoles

The quadrupole is a standard magnet with a maximum pole tip �eld of 	��T and an
aperture of �mm� The necessity to keep the phase advance per FODO cell constant
leads to a variation in maximum pole tip �elds of not more than a factor of two� Each
sector contains one quadrupole type with a given length� The list of quadrupoles and
parameters are presented in Table ������ For the collider and also in the S�Band test
facility� quadrupoles are foreseen which have the windings not �xed to the pole but
to a separate aluminum support� This support is used to decouple the vibration from
water cooling from the pole itself� The concept is described in more detail in ������

The total amount of quadrupoles according to Table ����� is roughly �		 per
linac� Every quadrupole will have its own power supply� And the total additional
length required for the quadrupoles� the quadrupole chamber and the correctors �one
x and one y corrector at every quad� is �		m over a length of approximately �� km�
Therefore the packing factor is ��� in each of the two linacs� The power consumption
per linac will be ���MW for the quadrupoles�

�����	�� The Corrector Magnets

Beside each quadrupole one x and one y corrector magnet is foreseen� The orbit
deviation which should be achievable are assumed to be ��mm� which is almost the
complete aperture of the quadrupoles� The maximum design �eld is 	��T and with
approximately �		 windings� the corrector does not need any additional cooling� The
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section parameter

Sector nr max� Energy drift space Lmagn nr� of quads tot
GeV m m

� � 	�� 	��� �	
 � 	�� 	�� ��

 �� 	�� 	�� �	
� �� ��	 	�
� ��
� �	� ��	 	��� ��
� ��� ��� 	��� ��
� �� ��� 	��
 ��
� �	 ��� 	�� �


Table ������� Parameters for the Linac quadrupoles in di�erent sectors of the linear

accelerator�

length of the correctors is di�erent in each sector as well and starts from 	�	�m going
up to 	���m at the end� Because two correctors per quad are foreseen� �
 of the
required additional length is determined by the corrector magnets� Optimization could
slightly reduce this factor at the expense of more electrical power or less kick strength�
especially towards the end of the linac� if the x�y corrector winding are on one yoke�
So far two separate correctors are foreseen� So far a simple C�type dipole corrector is
assumed� In total �		 corrector magnets are required per linac�

An additional possibility which has not been investigated in detail� is to mount the
quadrupole magnets on micro�movers� These micro movers are comparable to those for
the FFTB ��	�� This way space otherwise necessary for correction coils can be saved�
A cost comparison between the two possibilities is needed before a conclusion can be
drawn�
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��� Beam Dynamics

����� Introduction

The main linac has to provide a beam not only of very high energy but also of very high
quality �i�e� high intensity� low emittance� small energy spread�� The requirements
on the quality of the beam are de�ned by the demands of the high energy physics
experiments at the interaction point� This section will study essentially the emittance
preservation of a multi bunch train on its way through the main linac� The generation
of a low emittance beam is described in section 	�
� while the collimation of the beam
and the �nal focus system can be found in section 	���

The transverse quality of the beam can be degraded by misalignments and vibra�
tions of the main linac components� i�e� accelerating structures and focusing magnets�
The misalignment and the resolution of the beam position monitors �BPM� are also very
important since this determines the possibilities to control the beam quality by various
correction methods� The chromatic eects of the focusing system and the transverse
wake eects in the accelerating structures are the physical mechanism of the emittance
growth� These eects are studied to determine the alignment and vibration tolerances
of the main linac components�

The bunch length is practically frozen in the main linac since the bunch is injected
at an energy of ���
 GeV and is rapidly accelerated to even higher energies� The
longitudinal quality of the beam is de�ned by the energy spread in the bunch� The
acceptance of the �nal focus systems sets a loose upper limit of ���� � on the tolerable
energy spread� A lower energy spread is desirable to minimize chromatic eects and
their implications on the transverse quality of the beam� or can arise from high energy
physics demands for an extremely narrow energy distribution�

The acceleration of a relatively long bunch train can cause various problems with
respect to the stability of the bunch train� A current pulse with ��� bunches and
a population of ��� � ���� Electrons per bunch can excite strong resonant transverse
electro�magnetic �elds� which can cause cumulative beam break�up� a severe instability
�rst observed at SLAC ���� Therefore it is an absolute necessity to damp and detune
this higher order parasitic modes in the accelerating structure� as described in section
	����� The required amount of damping �Q�values of the modes� are investigated from
a beam dynamics view point by computer simulations�

The use of a multi�bunch scheme introduces another complication due to strong
transient beam loading which amounts to roughly �� � energy deviation �peak�to�
peak� over the �rst part of the bunch train if no correction method is applied� The
inter�bunch energy spread can be reduced by the control of the amplitude or phase of
the rf�pulse to a level of ����� see section 	�����

����� Beam Optics

The beam is focused by quadrupole magnets which are arranged in a FODO lattice�
This lattice is characterized by the phase advance per cell and the beta function which
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is scaled with the energy along the main linac� Since the normalized emittance of
� �y � ���
 � ���� m in the vertical plane� envisaged for the SBLC� is a factor ���
�� smaller than in existing linacs� i�e� the SLC at SLAC ���� the preservation of the
emittance is even in the absence of wake�elds in the accelerator structures a critical
issue� For the SBLC a constant phase advance of � � ��� and a scaling of the beta
function with the square root of the energy has been adopted�

� � ���� � �
p
E�

As explained below� a correlated energy spread in the bunch provides a reduction
of emittance growth from coherent betatron oscillations by cancelling chromatic with
wake�eld eects �so�called BNS�damping�� With the above choice for the scaling of
the beta function� this energy spread is constant along the linac� Generally� the choice
of the lattice parameters takes into account a balancing of transverse wake�eld and
chromatic eects�

cells structures ���m �E�GeV E �GeV
� 	� �� � �� ���� ��� ����
� �� �	 � �		 ���� �
�� ����
� �� �� � ��� 	��� ���	 
��

	 �� �� � �
� 
��� ���� ����

 �� ��� � ��� ���� ���� �����
� �� ��� � ��	 ���� ���� �
���
� �� ��	 � 		� ���� 	��
 �����
� �� ��� � 
�� ����� 
��� �
���
� ��� ����

Table ������ FODO lattice for the SBLC main linac� The linac is divided into eight

sections� The beta function is scaled approximately with the square root of the energy�

Actually� the main linac is divided into � section with a constant beta function
FODO lattice in each section� The �rst section is built from FODO cells with one �
m long accelerator section between the quadrupole magnets� while the eights section
has eight � m long accelerator sections between the quads� Table 	���� summaries the
lattice of the main linac� The number of FODO cells and accelerator sections is given
without any overhead for energy management� The energy gains ��E� and energies
�E� are calculated assuming a loaded gradient of ���� MeV�m and an injection energy
of ���
 GeV� The beta function �� is the mean of the beta function in the focusing and
defocusing quadrupoles assuming a �lling factor of �� �� i�e� a cell length of about ����
m in the �rst section of the linac� The required qaudrupole strengths� apertures and
lengths are discussed in section 	������

The emittance growth of the bunch train is studied by a tracking code� called L ����
with uses the environment of the program MAFIA �	�� For these simulations a thin
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Figure ������ Beta function along the SBLC main linac�

lens FODO lattice is used with ideal telescopic system between the eight sections to
match the beta function� Fig� 	���� shows the beta function along the SBLC main
linac� One can clearly identify the eight sections of the main linac and the scaling of
the beta function with energy�

����� Wake Fields and Beam Loading

The accelerating structures of the main linac are �normal conducting� traveling wave
structures operated in the ���� � mode at a frequency of ����� GHz� Each � m long
section is a ��� cell structure made from �cups� �see Fig� 	������ The cell and iris
diameters decrease along the structure in the direction of the beam to achieve a constant
accelerating gradient� The power dissipation is constant along the structure� An
important characteristic parameter of a constant gradient structure is the attenuation
constant 	 � which is de�ned from the ratio of output and input power of the structure
and determines dP�dz� the rf power dissipated per unit length�

Pout

Pin

� exp��� 	 �� dP

dz
� �Pin

� � exp��� 	 �
lsec

� lsec � � m is the length of an accelerating structure�� The attenuation 	 � the frequency
and the Q�value of accelerating mode directly determine the group velocity of the wave
and therefore the iris diameter� The choice of the attenuation 	 � ��

 is a trade o
between unwanted eects due to transient beam loading and wake�elds and on the
other side the required rf�power�

Wake�elds are electromagnetic �elds due to the interaction of the bunch with the
environment� i�e� the accelerating structures� One can distinguish between short range
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Figure ������ One �cup� of a � m long accelerating structure� The structure is made from
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wake�elds� which have implications for a single bunch and long range wake�elds�
which could drive instabilities aecting the whole bunch train�

The short range wake�elds are numerically calculated by the computer code MAFIA
�	� for a �
 cell accelerating structure� which represents the properties of the real � m
long structure su�ciently �
�� Fig� 	���� shows the longitudinal �short range mono�
pole� wake potential as a function of the position in the bunch� The bunch charge
distribution is shown in arbitrary units�

The longitudinal wake �elds directly contribute to the energy distribution in one
bunch �see Fig� 	���	�� The change of the energy distribution after one accelerating
structure is�

�E�s� � G lsec cos�
� � �� f� s�c� �N eWk�s�

� G is the accelerating gradient� lsec the length of the accelerating structure� 
�� f� the
rf phase and rf frequency�� The wake potential multiplied by the bunch charge N e is
added to the contribution from the accelerating mode which depends on the rf�phase
along the bunch�

Transverse �dipole� wake�elds are excited if the beam traverses an accelerating
structure o axis� The �elds excited by the head of the bunch will kick the tail of the
bunch even more o axis� The whole bunch may develop a banana shape tail� This
can strongly degenerate the emittance of the beam� Fig� 	���
 shows the transverse
dipole wake potential as calculated with MAFIA �	� 
�� The head of the bunch is on
the left side of the �gure�

Long range wake�elds are a severe concern with respect to instabilities� Dipole
modes are trapped in the accelerating structure over several cells� The frequency of
the ��� dipole modes of the lowest passband is in the range from 	�� GHz to 	�� GHz�
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Figure ����
� Transverse dipole wake�potential for a � m accelerating section� The Gaus�

sian bunch �� � �		�m	 is shown in arbitrary units� The wake potential is scaled from a

MAFIA calculation performed for a � cell structure ���

Each mode is characterized by the frequency� the Q�value and the longitudinal loss
parameter k

���
k � The transverse dipole wake potential can be calculated according to

the Panofsky�Wenzel�Theorem ����

W
���
� �s� �

X
modes

�
k
���
k �a�

a�
c

��f
sin���f s�c� exp�� ���f��Q� s�c�

The loss parameter is computed for a reference oset a of the beam� The kick �yn
on the bunch n due to the �elds generated by bunch m depends linearly on the oset
ym of the bunch m from the axis of the accelerating structure� �yn � W

���
� �sn�m� ym

�sn�m is the distance between bunch n and m��
Using a mode matching technique the modes of the lowest dipole passband have

been calculated ��� for a simpli�ed geometry with subsections of six homogeneous cells�
The envelope of the long range dipole wake potential is shown in Fig� 	����� These
modes are used for the tracking calculations� If no damping method is used then all
modes will have Q�values of at least ������ Instabilities can be reduced if the modes
are damped� In the following section it is discussed in detail how the emittance of the
multi�bunch train depends on the Q�values of the dipole modes�

More recent calculations ��� indicate that the long range wake due to the lowest

passband is overestimated with this set of modes while contributions from higher pass�
bands are missing� There are several modes in the �th passband �frequency about
��� GHz� with large loss parameters� Fig� 	���� shows the envelope of the long range
dipole wake potential of the �rst and sixth passbands for a smoothly tapered � m long
accelerating structure� A detailed discussion of the subject can be found in section
	�����
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Another long range eect is the bunch�to�bunch energy dierence due to transient
beam loading� One �lling time �tfill � ������s� is needed to build up the accelerating
�eld in the structure� Then the bunch train is injected� After a second �lling time a
steady state is reached� If no compensation method is used this leads to a bunch
to bunch energy dierence of about �� � over the �rst third of the bunch train� It
is assumed in the following that this energy spread is corrected quasi�locally by the
methods described in section 	�����

����� Emittance Preservation

The primary sources of emittance growth are wake �eld eects and dispersive errors
caused by small misalignments and vibrations of the main accelerator components� To
avoid a signi�cant degradation of the beam quality� i�e� essentially to preserve the
transverse emittance� the following cures are considered�

� Beam based quadrupole�BPM alignment�
� Beam based accelerating structure alignment�
� Damping of higher order modes �HOM��
� Active stabilization of quadrupoles�

It is assumed that the starting point of any beam based alignment technique is a good
survey of all accelerator components� All presented results of the study are based on a
prealignment precision of ��� �m of accelerating structures and quadrupole magnets�
This precision has to be obtained with respect to a �straight line� over a distant of
about 
�� m� �i�e� one betatron wave length at the end of the linac�� The beam
position monitors �BPMs� have also to be aligned with respect to the magnetic axis of
the quadrupoles with a precision of ��� �m� Even more important is a high resolution
of the BPMs to measure dierence orbits with a precision of 
 �m�

A common orbit correction technique is a so called �one�to�one� correction using the
readings of nearby BPMs to determine the settings of the corrector magnets� Since the
position of the BPMs with respect to the quadrupoles is only known with a precision
of ��� �m this correction method is not su�cient to preserve the very low vertical
emittance of the bunches� More sophisticated beam based alignment techniques have
been developed at SLAC ����� A steering technique called �DF� �Dispersion Free�
can be used if the emittance dilutions are primary caused by dispersive eects in the
quadrupole magnets� The strength of the quadrupole magnets is varied to determine
the dispersion from dierence orbits� An improved so�called �WF� �Wake�Free� version
of these methods ���� uses evenmore dierence orbits� The strengths of the focusing and
defocusing quadrupole magnets are dierently varied in order to avoid any enhancement
of wake �eld eects�

The alignment of the accelerating structures can be improved by active movers at
each structure which adjust the structure with respect to HOM coupler signals� Two
pairs of HOMs couplers mounted at each � m long accelerating structure are su�cient
to determine the oset and tilt of the structure with respect to the bunch train� It is
assumed that with this method an alignment of the accelerating structures of 
� �m
�rms� can be achieved�
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The dependence of the emittance growth on the various alignment tolerances and
parameters of the HOMs is investigated by computer simulations ��� ���� The �pro�
jected� emittance of the bunch train is computed from the moments of the particle
distributions in phase space� Each bunch is divided into several slices with a centroid
�yn� y�n� and an individual phase space distribution with moments ��n�

yy � etc� The vertical
emittance of the bunch train is given by�

�y �
q
�yy �y�y� � ��

yy�

The second order moments �yy� �y�y�� �yy� of the positions �y� and slopes �y�� are calcu�
lated according to

�yy �
�P
n qn

X
n

qn
�
�yn� � y �� � ��n�

yy

�
�

and analog for �yy and �yy� � The sum includes all bunches and all slices with charge
qn� The emittance is calculated with respect to mean value � y  of the slice centroids
in the bunch train�

������� Multi Bunch E�ects

First� the multi�bunch eects are studied separately� i�e� essentially the cumulative
multi�bunch beam break�up instability� The beam quality of the bunch train is char�
acterized by the relative centroid emittance� i�e� the moment �yy is calculated only
from the centroids �yn� y�n� of each bunch� The vertical single bunch emittance �y �
���
 � ����m�� ��y � 
�� � ����� m at �
� GeV� is used as a reference�

It is assumed that the transient beam loading is compensated by the above men�
tioned local methods �control of the rf�amplitude�� These results are compared with
simulation where the beam loading is switched o during the tracking of the bunch
train� Fig� 	���� shows the results for dierent Q�values of the dipole modes ����� The
Q�values of the undamped HOM�s are larger than ������ An rms accelerating structure
misalignment of ��� �m has been assumed� The quadrupoles are perfectly aligned for
this computer simulation� Each data point corresponds to one random seed of the
simulation� If the beam loading is taken into account but assumed to be locally com�
pensated to �E�E � � � ���� then the relative emittance growth is ����� ���� � for a
Q�value of ���� and ��
� � ���� � for a Q�value of ����� for all the dipole modes�

Therefore� the dipole modes have to be damped to Q�vales between ���� and 	����
This can be achieved by coating of the iris of each cell of the accelerating structure
with lossy material� Additionally� HOM couplers are used which serve also as beam
position monitors and provide the signal for the accelerator structure movers�

Furthermore� it is bene�cial to use slightly� with respect to HOMs� detuned accel�
erating structures to disturb any coherence from one accelerating structure to the next
one� The results show in Fig� 	���� are obtained for �� classes of accelerating structures
with a total detuning range of �� MHz� This detuning of the dipole modes can be done
by a variation of the radius Rcurve of the cups �see Fig� 	������
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Figure ����� Multi�bunch centroid emittance growth due to misaligned accelerating struc�

tures as a function of the Q�value of the dipole modes� An rms accelerating structure

misalignment of ��� �m has been assumed� The vertical single bunch emittance is used

as a reference�

������	 Single and Multi Bunch E�ects

Once that the cumulative multi bunch beam break�up is controlled by appropriate
damping of the dipole modes the single bunch dynamics determines the alignment
tolerances of the main accelerator components� Since multi bunch eects still contribute
to emittance growth due to a residual bunch�to�bunch energy dierence and the long
range wake�eld eects of the HOMs� single and multi bunch eects are studied together�
The emittance of the whole bunch train is again measured in units of the initial vertical
single bunch emittance� Fig� 	���� shows the results obtained by computer simulations
����� The following correction techniques have been used�

� Local compensation of the bunch�to�bunch energy dierence�

� Beam based WF steering�

� Accelerating structure adjustment by means of movers�

The orbit correction with the WF algorithm is applied during a single bunch oper�
ation mode with a reduced bunch population of ��� � ��	� This corrects the dispersion
eects due to the quadrupole misalignment �����m rms after the survey� and de�nes
the required BPM resolution of 
�m� The short range transverse wake�eld eects are
reduced by a beam based realignment of the accelerating structures with movers with
an rms accuracy of 
��m� Transverse short range wake�elds eects are reduced by
a method called BNS damping according to the inventors of the method ����� The
eect of transverse wake�elds can be partly canceled by chromatic eects due to a
correlated energy spread in the bunch� For the SBLC parameters this energy spread is
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Figure ������ Emittance growth due to misaligned accelerating structures and quadrupole

magnets as a function of the Q�value of the dipole modes� Single and multi bunch e
ects

are included� Beam based orbit corrections techniques and an adjustments of the acceler�

ating structures by means of movers has been applied� Each data point corresponds to a

random seed�

just produced by the longitudinal short range wake�elds� i�e� the optimal BNS rf�phase
is just on the crest of the wave ����� It is not necessary to add an additional energy
spread to the bunch� Under these conditions the emittance growth is

��y
�y

� ��� � ��� for Q � 	��� �

as shown in Fig� 	�����
The in�uence of single bunch charge �uctuation and longitudinal jitter on the emit�

tance preservation has been studied in ���� ��� Provided that the total charge of the
bunch train is constant a rms charge �uctuation from bunch to bunch up to �� � has
no signi�cant impact on the emittance growth� Longitudinal jitter of the bunches is
not important as long the jitter amplitude is smaller than the rms bunch length of
�z � ����m� If the charge �uctuation and longitudinal jitter amplitudes stay in this
limits then the in�uence on the energy spread is also not relevant�

����� Orbit Stability

The beam quality is su�ciently preserved for luminosity operation if beam based align�
ment techniques are successfully applied� The WF algorithm is based on at least three
orbit measurements� one with the nominal strength of all quadrupoles and two with a
reduced strength of the focusing and defocusing quadrupoles respectively� Usually it
is assumed that the misalignment of the quadrupoles is unknown but constant during
the application of the algorithm� But this approximation is only valid for short time
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scales and small distances since slow diusive ground motion processes will change the
displacement of the accelerator components with time� This sets an upper limit on the
time available for performing the WF�steering procedure�

The orbit drift induced induced by the quadrupole motion also has an eect on the
emittance dilution� Therefore orbit correction in the linac has to be applied periodically
after certain time intervals�

Additionally� fast �i�e� pulse�to�pulse� quadrupole vibrations due to ground motion
or environmental noise will reduce the luminosity because of transverse separation of
the beams at the IP if their amplitudes are too large� A mechanical feedback system
has been developed ���� which can stabilize the quadrupoles to an accuracy of �� nm
�see section 	���	�� In addition� a fast orbit feedback at the IP can be used within a
bunchtrain �see section 	������ As is discussed in section 	���	� the expected vibration
amplitudes are not a serious problem� but the above mentioned feedback systems can
become more important if a luminosity upgrade with smaller vertical emittance is
considered�

����
�� E�ect of Di�usive Ground Motion

Diusive ground motion processes will vary the displacement of two points in the
accelerator with time� The so called �ATL�rule� seems to apply to a wide range of
ground motion processes� This rule states that the relative displacement �y of two
points separated by the distant L is expected to be

� �y� � A � T � L

after a time T �see also the subsection on ground motion in section 	���� The coe�cient
A depends on the site and ranges from ���
 �m��ms in quiet places to ���� �m��ms
in very noisy places� This study assumes a coe�cient A � ���� �m��ms� which is a
safe choice compared with the value of A � 	 � � � ���� �m��ms measured for the
HERA accelerator at DESY ��	��

The question how fast the orbit measurements for the WF steering have to be
performed to avoid degradation due to ground motion was �rst studied in ����� The
simulation assumes perfectly aligned accelerating structures and an rms misalignment
of the quadrupoles and BPMs of ����m� The time interval between the simulated
orbit measurements is varied and a ground motion process is applied to the accelerator
components according to the ATL�rule� Fig� 	����� shows the centroid emittance of
the slices of a single bunch obtained after WF steering as a function of the time interval
between simulated orbit measurements� The results found under the assumption for
the ground motion is that the time interval between subsequent measurement of orbits
should not exceed two minutes� which should not present a problem�

After addressing the problem how fast a beam based alignment has to be performed
the question arises how often it is necessary to repeat the procedure� We �rst investigate
how the emittance dilution develops as a result of orbit drift caused by uncorrelated
random motion of the quadrupoles� The result is shown in Fig� 	����� for a random
misalignment of ��m �note that the emittance dilution scales with the square of the
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rms quadrupole misalignment�� With Q�values below 	���� we conclude that orbit
correction has to be applied after the quads have moved by �
� nm �rms� in order to
limit the emittance dilution to less than ��� In terms of the ATL�model for diusive
ground motion� this translates into a time of �
minutes after which the beam must be
re�steered to the �golden� orbit which was found previously with the WF�procedure
����� A new �golden� orbit with a WF beam based technique has to be established
every �� days� Otherwise� accumulated errors� which are not corrected by a simple
one�to�one correction� will lead to an emittance growth of more than � ��

����� Possible Improvements

The methods described in the preceding sections are su�cient to safely achieve the
required design emittance at the end of the linac� Additional methods� brie�y sum�
marised in the following� can be applied to further reduce emittance growth and to
open up the possibility of luminosity upgrade with smaller vertical emittance�

� Empirical orbit steering with either non�dispersive bumps �to reduce wake�eld
eects� or dispersion bumps �to reduce chromatic dilution� are common practice
at the SLC and can be used here as well� Transverse beamsize diagnostic stations
will be installed at dierent points along the accelerator to facilitate empirical
optimization for sub�sections of the linac�

� The eect of long�range wake�elds from misaligned accelerating structures can
be compensated to a large extend by fast kickers which are capable to act on
individual bunches� At the end of the linac� each bunch has a slightly dierent
orbit due to the de�ection by the HOMs� This pattern �more precisely� the part
of it which is reproducable over many pulses� of multi�bunch orbit deviations can
be measured and fast �less than � ns pulse width� kickers can be used to remove
it�

� The alignment of BPMs to the magnetic axis of the quadrupoles can be drasti�
cally improved with a beam based technique �by measuring dierence orbits after
changing the strength of each quadrupole individually�� If the alignment thus ob�
tained is su�ciently stable over long periods of time� the repeated application of
the WF�method may become unnecessary�

����� Summary	 Tolerances and Emittance Dilution

The beam dynamics of a multi bunch train in the main linac has been studied� To
preserve the emittance of the bunch train it is necessary to ensure that several tolerances
are kept into partly tight limits� All data given here correspond to a �vertical� emittance
dilution of ��� � ��� for the whole bunch train� The implications on the following
issues are discussed�

� alignment tolerances�

� instrumentation �BPMs��
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� accelerator structures�

The quadrupole magnets and accelerator section have to be prealigned to a precision
of ��� �m �rms� by a good survey� The reference of the survey is a �straight line� over
a distant of a betatron wavelength �i�e� about 
�� m�� The BPMs are mounted in
the quadrupole magnets with the same rms precision of ��� �m� The position of
all accelerator section can be changed by movers between the girder and the section�
Finally� the accelerator section has to be aligned with respect to the beam with a
precision of 
� �m �rms�� A good instrumentation is necessary to achieve this goal�

There are two types of beam position monitors� the stripline BPMs in each quadru�
pole magnet and the HOM�couplers at each accelerator section� The signals of the
HOM�couplers are used to set the motors of the movers while the stripline BPMs are
used to set the corrector strength of the dipole correctors according to a beam based
orbit correction method� The system HOM�coupler�mover has to achieve the above
mentioned alignment precision of 
� �m �rms� for the accelerator structures� The
BPMs have to measure dierence orbits with a high resolution of 
 �m �rms�� which
includes electronic drifts� etc� � The control system has to ensure that it is at least
possible to set all quadrupole magnets and measure the orbits in about ��� s to avoid
degradation of the WF steering algorithm due to ground motion� The amplitude of
fast quadrupole vibrations determines the orbit stability at the interaction point� but
is not expected to have an eect on emittance dilution in the linac�

The long range wake �eld eects due to dipole modes in the accelerator section
can cause cumulative beam break�up of the bunch train� Therefore it is important to
damp and detune these HOMs� Ten types of accelerator structures are foreseen which
are dierent with respect to the dipole mode� The total detuning range is �� MHz for
the dipole modes� Coated irises and the HOM�couplers are used to damp all HOMs to
Q�values between ���� and 	���� The straightness of the � m long accelerator section
has been at least as good as the mover�HOM�coupler alignment system� i�e� 
� �m�
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��� Injection System

����� Electron Source

������� Polarized Gun

At present� all operating polarized electron sources are using DC�guns generating long
pulses in the ns range� usually followed by a bunching system �see e�g� �	
�� A GaAs
cathode is illuminated by suitable laser pulses to extract pulses of polarized electrons�

An injection system� which meets the requirements for SBLC is being built at
the S�Band Test Facility� It uses a pulsed DC�gun operating at �� kV� The following
discussion is based on a gun with similar performances�

Space charge and cathode charge limit Space charge limits the extractable cur�
rent of a DC�gun� The limit can be estimated using Child�Langmuirs law� The �� kV
gun has a perveance of �����A�V���� limiting the current to �A�

A more severe limitation speci�c to GaAs�type cathodes is the so called cathode
charge limit ��
� This limitation is typical for semiconductor cathodes with a negative
electron a�nity �NEA� surface� where a high electron extraction probability is achieved
by the application of alkalis and oxides to the surface of the GaAs crystal� The NEA
surface �together with the p�dopant� which bends the energy bands downwards at the
surface� lowers the vacuum level below the conduction band minimum in the bulk�
resulting in high extraction rates� The limit can be understood as a competition
between the rate of near�thermal electrons arriving from the conduction band at the
surface and the discharge rate of electrons from the surface ��
�

The cathode charge limit can be estimated using SLC data ��
� the SLC gun pro�
duces about 	� nC in a � ns long pulse from a cathode of an area of 	�� cm� close to
the cathode charge limit� A 	�� nm medium�doped ���	����cm�� strained�lattice GaAs
cathode layer is used� The acceleration voltage is 	��MV�m� Thus� the charge density
is limited to � nC�cm��

Since the current density scales linearly with the acceleration voltage E ��
� the
charge density on the cathode will be limited to � nC�cm� for a �eld at the cathode
of �MV�m� With a cathode area of � cm�� the extractable charge is about 	� nC well
above the SBLC requirements�

The charge limit is experimentally veri�ed for bunch lengths in the order of ns�
Conservatively� one may assume that the charge density limit turns into a current
density limit already for bunches as short as ��� ns ��
� With this assumption� the
current will be limited to ���A�cm� for the SBLC gun� To extract bunches of � nC
from the � cm� cathode� the bunch length must exceed ��� ps�

Shorter bunch lengths are preferred� since it would simplify the bunching system�
This can be achieved by increasing the acceleration voltage or by using a larger cathode�
On the other hand� to avoid damaging the cathode by ion bombardment� the dark
current should be kept as low as possible� Besides a careful processing of the gun this
requires low �elds at the electrodes� The SLC gun operates at 	�� kV with a dark
current of less than �� nA� The highest �eld on the electrodes is �MV�m �	
�
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Multi bunch operation For multi bunch operation� an additional e�ect of the
cathode charge limit gets important� the temporary �attening of the bands in the
band bending region due to trapped electrons in the surface states� preventing further
electrons from being extracted� Experiments at the SLC have shown� that the recovery
time of the cathode is in the order of 	� to 	�� ns depending on the cathode thickness
�	
� Using a highly doped� thin cathode ���	����cm�� 	�� nm�� a reduction of the charge
of the second bunch is expected to be only 	�� for bunch to bunch separation of � ns�
For the following bunches� a steady state at a reduced charge will build up�

Polarization� quantum e�ciency and lifetime A polarized electron beam is
produced by applying circular polarized laser light on a strained lattice GaAs cathode�
SLC data show a polarization maximum of more than ��� at a laser wavelength
of ����	� nm ��
� Unfortunately� the quantum e�ciency drops sharply for highest
polarization to ��	 � � � ����� In addition� the quantum e�ciency depends strongly on
the operating conditions of the gun� High dark current of more than �� nA and poor
vacuum conditions reduces the quantum e�ciency signi�cantly� The vacuum must be
maintained below 	�	���� mbar� In addition� activation of the cathode by cesiation is
regularly required� To obtain a reasonable up time of the source� a loading system
which enables loading and removal of the cathode without breaking the gun vacuum is
essential� Conditioning of the gun� regular cesiation and other cathode manipulations
will be done with the cathode removed� A transport chamber will allow to insert a
cathode prepared in a separate preparation chamber�

SLC is operating their gun with the same cathode for more than a year with a
quantum e�ciency between ��	 and ���� at highest polarization� The regular cesiation
required to maintain this e�ciency is done in situ without breaking the vacuum ��
�

Laser Most polarized electron sources use lasers based on Ti�Sapphire� which are
commercially available� especially for cw and pulsed applications with low repetition
rates of a few tens of Hz� These lasers are tunable in a wide range around ��� nm and
exceed easily the power or pulse energy requirements for most sources�

The laser may consist of Ti�Sapphire oscillator producing a long pulse of ��s with
an energy of 	mJ� It is pumped by a Nd�YAG laser system running at ��Hz� The
long pulse is sliced into ��� short pulses with a distance of � ns between the pulses and
a length of 	 ns or shorter if required using resonant Pockels cells� It is also possible�
to generate the pulse train directly in a pulse train oscillator running at 	��MHz�
The pulse train will be ampli�ed by a Ti�Sapphire power ampli�er to ���J per pulse�
On the cathode� about 	��J are required to produce an electron bunch of � nC� An
extensive feedback system is used to stabilize the pulse energy and phase�

������� Injector Linac

This section explains the conventional electron injector and pre�linac� The injector linac
is composed of two main parts� It starts with the injector consisting of the electron
source and a bunching system followed by the linac part responsible for accelerating
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SBTF SBLC

�t� train repetition frequency �Hz
 ��
It� average current in train �mA
 ���
Tt� length of train ��s
 �
bunchlength at injector exit � 	���GHz

energy at injector exit Ekin � �MeV

Tbb� bunch to bunch separation �ns
 �� 	� � �
nt� bunches per train �� 	�� ��� ���
qb� charge per bunch �nC
 ��� ��� ��� 	��
�SHB�� frequency of 	� SHB �MHz
 	�� 	��
length of gunpulse �ns
 � ��� � ��� � 	��� ���
gun peak current �A
 � � � �

Table ������ Comparison between required injector parameters for SBTF and SBLC op�

eration�

the beam up to the damping ring energy of �GeV � Determined by the longitudinal
and transverse acceptance of the damping ring� upper limits for the energy spread
and the normalized emittance at the end of the injector linac are �E�E � 	� and
�rms
n � 	 � 	�� �mmmrad� respectively� The time structure and bunch population are
given by the collider parameters� Based on a �t � ��Hz repetition rate Tt � ��s long
bunchtrains with an average current of It � ���mA are required� Being separated by
�tb � �ns each of the ��� single bunches in one train carries a charge of qb � 	��nC
equivalent to a bunch population of Nb � 	�	�� � 	���e�� The accelerating part of the
injector linac will consist of an S�band linac adopting the same technique as proposed
for the SBLC main linac� For �GeV roughly �	 regular �m long accelerating structures
�� � 	� �����mode� 	�MV�m� intersected by focussing quadrupoles are needed� i�e�
an overall accelerator length of about ���m� One 	��MW � ��s S�band klystron
supplies two �m structures� Applying the same scheme of beamloading compensation
as in the main linac the energy spread at the end of the linac is dominated by the
bunchlength at its entrance� To obtain �E�E � 	� the injector has to deliver bunches
of a length less than 	���GHz � 	��� ps in time corresponding to a length of ���mm if the
beam is relativistic� In that case the injector is fully responsible for the bunching and
the �rst accelerating section takes over a bunch which longitudinal dynamics is already
frozen� The clear�cut between bunching and acceleration guarantees an independant
operation of the injector and accelerating sections� For this reason the beam should
leave the injector with a kinetic energy of Ekin � �MeV � � � ���� Since the damping
ring acceptance is large the emittance constraint on the injector part is relaxed and
does not represent a severe problem�

Except for the bunch spacing �tb the design of the injector for the S�Band Test
Facility �SBTF� is based on the same parameters� For the purpose of wake�eld re�
lated studies the bunch spacing �tb can be varied between �ns� 	�ns or ��ns in the
SBTF� Keeping the average current within the bunchtrain at It � ���mA results in
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a maximum bunchcharge of ���nC in the last case� Table ����	 compares the injector
requirements for the SBTF and the SBLC� Having found a reasonable concept for the
SBTF injector there is no doubt that an injector for the SBLC can be realized in the
same manner� since the operation conditions are more relaxed in terms of bunchcharge�
Thus the following paragraphs are going to present the performance of the SBTF in�
jector as derived from EGUN or PARMELA calculations as well as has been measured
at the existing part of it� Requiring multibunch operation in combination with high
bunchcharge a conventional scheme as sketched in Fig� ����	 based on a thermionic gun
with a gridded cathode followed by a bunching system using two subharmonic �SHB	
and SHB�� and two fundamental bunchers �TWB	 and TWB�� was decided for� The
impact of the deviating SBLC requirements on the presented layout for the SBTF
injector will be discussed at the relevant design steps�

Electron Source Production of ��s long bunchtrains with ���mA average current
is required� The current the gun has to deliver is determined by the length of the
gunpulse and its charge� For clean capture at SHB	 the gunpulse should have a length
in the order of a quarter of its period time� In order to relax the requirements on
the gun the frequency of the subharmonic buncher SHB	 has to be as low as possible�
but nevertheless has to match with the time structure of the bunchtrain� That is why
SHB	 runs at 	��MHz in SBTF respectively needs to be 	��MHz at SBLC� which
implies a gunpulse length of about FWHM � �ns respectively FWHM � 	��ns�
For SBTF operation the maximum charge including a ��� safety margin has to be
	�nC � ��� � 	���e� resulting in a gun current of �A� For SBLC parameters the
situation is more relaxed� The required guncharge is only �nC� i�e� less by a factor of
� and its current reduces by a factor of � down to �A due to the shorter pulse length�

The gunvoltage of �� kV �dc� has been chosen as low as possible in order to simplify
the process of bunching and keeping the SHB amplitudes at moderate levels� On the
other hand as shown by PARMELA calculations this value is high enough to tolerate
spacecharge e�ects �bunchlengthening and energy modulation� in the �� cm long drift
up to SHB	� Based on the EIMACY��� cathode grid assembly� which emits from
a circular cathode area of � cm� �equivalent to �mm in radius� a gun geometry was
modelled by means of EGUN simulation� The result is shown in Fig� ������ With a
��mm anode cathode gap this gun has a calculated perveance of �����A�V ���� At
�� kV this is equivalent to �A space charge limited current� which was experimentally
proven when driving it with single pulses of a few �s in length�

Extraction of bunchtrains consisting of short pulses is achieved by means of a spe�
cial pulser that is housed inside the ���mm long gun ceramic close to the gun cathode�
In combination with a high bandwidth optical transmission and ampli�er system the
pulser input is supplied with �ns wide pulses of ��V peak and the desired time struc�
ture� The gunpulser ampli�es these pulses by means of a three stage triode circuit
interconnected by ferrite loaded coaxial transformers in which the third triode with
its anode directly connected to the guncathode operates in a current source mode�
Measured at �	�� cm behind the gun at wall current monitor CM	 Fig� ����� shows
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the beampulses having a FWHM�length of typically ���ns� a subnanosecond risetime
and a peak current of up to ���A� which is less than the gun capability since it is
limited by the current output of the last triode stage� Due to a saturation e�ect of the
interstage transformer cores we observe a drop down from 	�nC in the �rst pulse to
a ��� equilibrium level within the �rst � pulses of a ��s bunchtrain with ��� pulses
in �ns mode� Although reduced down to �nC this bunchcharge is by a factor of ���
well beyond the required ���nC for �ns operation� Except for the �rst � pulses the
intensity stability is better than �� over the whole bunchtrain�

This scheme of bunchtrain production has been sucessfully commissioned and ful�lls
all the requirements in terms of time structure� bunchcharge as well as stability in
intensity and timing ��
� Since the intensity requirements are more relaxed for SBLC
this scheme might even work at �ns operation but has not been tested yet� If not
applicable a resonant driving circuit for the gun can be used alternatively�

Bunching System Starting with the EGUN calculated transverse beam parameters
at the gun exit a �� kV � 	�nC pulse with a length of FWHM � ���ns �FW � ���ns�
was used as an input to PARMELA calculations in order to optimize the process of
bunching and lead to a layout as shown in Fig� ����	 ��
�

Starting with z � � at the gun anode a 	��MHz cavity �SHB	� with a ��mm
wide gap is located at z � �� cm� Running at an amplitude of about �� kV more than
��� of the initial charge can be found in 	��� of ���MHz at a distance of 		� cm
downstream of SHB	� Therefore a second cavity SHB� with a gap of ��mm running
at ���MHz is centered at z � 	�	 cm� The optimum longitudinal focal point appears
already �� cm behind the SHB� gapcenter at z � �	� cm� At this position PARMELA
predicts a bunchlength of FWHM � ��	�ns equivalent to about ���� of S�band�
Measurements at that position show a bunchlength of ��� ps with a transmission of ���
when starting with a typical gunpulse ����ns � ���A� of 	�nC �	�
� Unfortunately this
measurement was bandwidth limited by the wallcurrent monitor and thus represents
an upper limit for the true bunchlength� Without further measures the mentioned
transmission and bunching results are only valid for the �rst pulses in the bunchtrain�
since the following ones are heavily a�ected by amplitude and phase changes in the
cavities due to beamloading� Made from stainless steel both cavities have a Q� � ����
and a R�Q about ��� respectively 	�	�� They are powered by a 	� kW � ���s pulsed
RF transmitter each� Neglecting its decay the beam induced voltage �U � 	 �R�Q � q�
after half of the ��s bunchtrain with ���mA has passed the cavities is 	� kV in SHB	
and �� kV in SHB�� By means of a feedforward system acting on the amplitude and
phase control circuits of both transmitters it is possible to obtain similar amplitude
and phase conditions for every bunch of the train when entering the cavity�

Being still too long for the linac the bunches continue the process of longitudinal
compression when entering a ��cell S�band travelling wave structure �TWB	� having
its �rst cellcenter at z � �	� cm� TWB	 operates in �����mode� has a phase velocity
of � � ��� and is expected to run with a gradient of �MV�m� TWB	 is followed by
a 	��cell� � � ����� �����mode S�band travelling wave buncher �TWB�� running at
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	�MV�m and being separated from TWB	 by only � cm when measuring the distance
between the last cellcenter of TWB	 and the �rst cellcenter of TWB�� The �����
mode was chosen to reduce the group velocity in order to relax the power requirement
on the feeding klystron� Looking roughly �� cm downstream of TWB� simulations
predict a bunchlength of less than 	� ps� which has not been experimentally proven yet
since the hardware is not commissioned up to this point� Simultaneously both TWBs
accelerate the beam up to about �MeV � Therefore a short relativistic bunch enters
the �rst regular accelerating section at z � ��� cm�

When used as an injector for the injector linac at SBLC the same bunching system
can be applied except that SHB	 has to be replaced by a 	��MHz cavity and the
distance between SHB	 and SHB� may be optimized� Beamloading e�ects are identical
because the average current in the bunchtrain remains the same�

Transverse Dynamics Up to SHB� the free aperture of the beampipe has a diame�
ter of ��mm� While getting shorter� the beampulses are transversely focussed by means
of a longitudinal magnetic �eld Bz created by distributed solenoids AF� to AF��� At
the guncathode Bz is set to zero with the help of bucking coil AF	� With two matching
solenoids AF� and AF� the beamsize is adjusted to �ll about ��� of the beampipe�
because a large ratio reduces spacecharge e�ects� and is tried to be kept constant up to
SHB�� With a level around 	��Gauss around SHB	 Bz slowly increases more or less
according to the law of a Brillouin �eldstrength� Just before entering TWB	 the beam
is focussed down to half its transverse size by means of a steep rise of Bz� which �nally
ends at a level of 	���Gauss and staying constant there until it decays to zero at the
middle of the �rst accelerating section where the last solenoid ends� The longitudinal
dependence of Bz and the maximum horizontal beamsize are shown in Figs� ����� and
������

The normalized horizontal and vertical rms�emittance �rms
n as a function of the po�

sition z along the injector is plotted in Fig� ������ Starting with 	��� mmmrad at the
gun exit as calculated with EGUN the normalized rms�emittance �� cm further down�
stream was measured to be about �� mmmrad for a �nCgunpulse ��ns � ���A� by
means of the pepperpot technique �	�
� Nevertheless this value is heavily deteriorated
when entering TWB	 and stays almost constant at around 	��� mmmrad after that�
O� axis particles su�er from transverse forces in the electromagnetic �eld of TWB	�
As they vary in time with the S�band frequency each longitudinal segment of the bunch
is a�ected in a di�erent way� which leads to a so called RF�induced emittance growth�
With ���� of S�band the bunch is quite long when entering TWB	� Therefore this
e�ect is most severe in the �rst few cells of it� When the bunch is short all particles
are more or less a�ected in the same manner and the emittance stays constant� This
e�ect can be reduced by decreasing the transverse or longitudinal beamsize or both�
Since compression transversely or longitudinally is easier with a reduced bunchcharge
the emittance growth will pro�t from the SBLC parameters�
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Conclusion A feasible concept for the injector linac complex of the SBLC was pre�
sented� The SBTF scheme of bunchtrain production and bunch compression� which
has been partially commissioned� can be copied for a SBLC injector� when replacing
the �rst subharmonic buncher by a 	��MHz system� Since no switching between
di�erent interbunch spacings and a much smaller bunchcharge is required� the SBLC
parameters will be easier to achieve compared with the SBTF layout� Acceleration up
to the damping ring energy will be done adopting the same technique as proposed for
the SBLC main linac�
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Figure ������ Layout of the injector for the SBTF�
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Figure ������ Gun geometry with equipotential lines and space charge limited electron rays

calculated at �� kV �

a� 	ns�div b� ��ns�div c� ���ns�div

Figure ����	� Measured gunpulses at CM�� The �rst pulse of the bunchtrain a�� the initial

part b� and the whole bunchtrain c� of �	
 bunches with 
ns spacing�
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Figure ������ Solenoidal �eldstrength Bz along the injector�

Figure ������ Maximum horizontal beamsize and given aperture along the injector�

Figure ������ Normalized horizontal and vertical rms�emittance along the injector�
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����� Positron Source

������� Introduction

A fundamental intensity limit for positron sources is given by the thermal stress which
is built up in the conversion target due to the energy deposition of the primary beam�
In case of the SBLC a complete bunch train contributes to the thermal stress in the
target� Between successive linac pulses the target can be rotated so that the heat load
is distributed over the target and contributes only to the average heat load� In Table
����� the design parameters of SBLC are compared with parameters reached at the
SLC positron source which is the positron source with the highest intensity operating
so far�

The SLC source is operating close to the stress limit of the target� An extension of
this kind of source by � orders of magnitude in intensity seems to be impossible with
a reasonable e�ort of technological development� Therefore a new concept based on
the conversion of high energy wiggler radiation in a thin target has been developed
�		� 	�
� The scheme allows also to produce polarized positrons but the technological
demands for a polarized source are higher than for an unpolarized source� The present
design is for an unpolarized source but allows for a later upgrade to produce polarized
positrons�

parameter SLC SBLC
� of positrons p� pulse ����� � 	��� ���� � 	���

� of bunches p� pulse 	 ���
pulse duration � ps � �s
bunch spacing ��� ms � ns

repetition frequency 	�� Hz �� Hz

Table ������ Comparison between SBLC and SLC parameters�

������� General Layout
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A schematic layout of the source is shown in �g� ������ The source is designed to
produce twice as much positrons as required� The ���GeV electron beam is used after
collision as primary beam for the positron production� Due to the strong beam�beam
forces during the interaction process the emittance of the beam is increased and the
energy distribution has developed a long tail of low energy particles� The outgoing
electron beam is separated from the incoming positron beam and then collimated in
order to remove the low�energy tail� More than ��� of the particles pass through
the optics �see section ��������� The �nal beam emittance is �x 
 	 � 	��� m and
�y 
 	 � 	��� m� su�ciently small to match the beam to the successive wiggler section�
The wiggler is a conventional wiggler of �� m length� Here photons are generated with
a broad energy distribution extending up to above �� MeV� A dipole section of ���m
length separates the electron beam from the photon beam and guides it to the beam
dump� The photons are used to produce electron�positron pairs in the thin conversion
target� A minimum spot size of the photon beam on the target of �min����mm can be
realized� The heating of the target is dominated by the ionization losses of electrons and
positrons given by Edep � �MeV cm��g per charged particle� Thus the temperature
rise of the target �T can be estimated as�

�T �K
 �
�Ne � � � 	��

c �A � �
�����	�

where c denotes the heat capacity in Jg��K��� A the source area in cm� and � the
e�ciency of positron capture after the target�

In order to get N positrons� �N�� particles �electrons and positrons� have to emerge
from the target� The heat load of the target is determined by three more or less free
parameters�
� the heat capacity of the target material c�
� the e�ciency of the capture optics ��
� the source area A�
An increased source area counteracts a high capture e�ciency� because the phase�space
density of the emerging positrons is reduced� thus a small source area is favorable�
Since in the present design the photons are generated in a wiggler� rather than by
bremsstrahlung in the target� a high positron yield is reached with a thin target of only
��� radiation length �X�� thickness� Compared to a conventional source the thermal
stress of the target can be signi�cantly reduced by two e�ects�
� one is able to use a material with low nuclear charge Z which in general have a high
heat capacity�
� the divergence of the positron beam is small due to the reduced scattering in the target
and hence the capture e�ciency is increased� A conventional target requires many
radiation lengths for the full development of the electromagnetic cascade� Positrons
which are produced in the �rst steps of the cascade will not emerge from the target due
to the ionization losses inside the material� The ionization loss per radiation length
depends on the material and is lower for high Z materials� Hence a high Z material
has to be used in a conventional source in order to reach a high positron yield� In
thin targets� however� the conversion e�ciency is in �rst order independent of the
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material� hence it is possible to use a low Z material which has a higher heat capacity
�Dulong�Petit�rule�� In the present design a Titanium alloy is foreseen as conversion
target which allows to increase the particle density in the target by about an order of
magnitude as compared to a high�Z Tungsten�Rhenium alloy�

The second advantage of a thin target is the reduced multiple scattering which
determines the transverse beam emittance of the positrons� The rms scattering angle
scales with the square root of the path length of the particle in units of X�� The rms
scattering angle scales non�linearly with the target thickness since in a conventional
source most of the positrons are produced close to the target exit� Nevertheless� the
transverse momenta of the positrons produced in a thin target are considerably smaller
than the transverse momenta of positrons from a conventional source� Therefore the
capture e�ciency is increased by a factor ��� in the present design as compared to a
conventional source�

The capture optics behind the target is of a conventional design� Since the positrons
have a broad distribution of transverse and longitudinal momenta they have to be
accelerated in a acceleration section embedded in a solenoid �eld� The acceptance
of a solenoid channel is characterized by a large spot size and small angles while the
positrons emerging from the target have a small spot size and large angles� To match
the positrons to the acceptance of the solenoid� an Adiabatic Matching Device �AMD�
is used� It consists of a tapered solenoid �eld which starts with a high initial �eld and
tapers down adiabatically to the constant end �eld�

After acceleration to an energy of 	������MeV the positrons are separated from the
electrons and the photons in a magnetic chicane� The electron and the photon beams
are dumped and the positron beam is accelerated to its �nal energy and transferred to
the damping ring�

The safety margin of a factor of two in the positron production rate is valid for
���GeV electron beam energy� For operation at lower energy this margin is reduced�
Without modi�cations� the source can be used down to about 	��GeV� Operation at
lower energy with full design positron beam intensity requires to increase the length of
the wiggler�

In the following the components of the positron source will be discussed in more
detail�

������� Spent Beam Capture System

Due to the very strong beam�beam force the particles which do not pass through the
center of the opposing bunch are strongly de�ected� This disruption e�ect causes a
broadening of the angular distribution after the interaction� The beam size remains
nearly constant or even decreases due to the focusing pinch e�ect�

For all investigations a data set of roughly 	����� particles was created with a
beam�beam simulation code using the parameters at the interaction point� Fig������
shows the phase space distributions both in the horizontal and vertical plane� The
di�erences in the distribution are caused by the �atness of the beam�
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Figure ����
� Horizontal and vertical phase space distribution after the interaction�

The de�ected particles emit high�energy synchrotron radiation �beamstrahlung��
This statistical process causes a broad energy spread of the disrupted beam and a
mean energy loss of �� of the initial energy� A non negligible part of the beam has lost
more than 	�� energy� Fig������ shows the energy distribution after the interaction�
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Figure ������ Energy spectrum of the disrupted beam

The disrupted electron beam leaving the IR is separated from the incoming positron
beam by a using a crossing angle of �mrad� Therefore the disrupted beam after the IR
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Figure ������� Vertical magnetic �eld as a function of distance from axis� The spent

electron beam enters the quadrupole with a horizontal o�set of ��mm�

enters the �nal doublet �FD� for the incoming positron beam 	�mm displaced from the
magnet axis� The �eld of the �nal quadrupole with a geometry as shown in Fig�����	�
in section ��� has been analyzed numerically� Fig�����	� shows the vertical magnetic
�eld as a function of distance to the symmetry axis of the quadrupole� The shape shows
that there are higher order multipole components which are changing along the path
through the FD due to the increasing distance from the axis� The emittance growth
caused by the non�linearity of the �eld and by the synchrotron radiation has been
determined by particle tracking simulations� It is found that the horizontal emittance
is about two orders of magnitude larger than that of the incoming beam�

For the investigation of the beam capture optics the matched optical functions after
the FD are determined for sub�ensembles of the spent beam obtained by applying an
energy cut removing part of the beam which has lost more than a certain fraction of
energy�

At the end of the FD the separation from the incoming positron beam is ���cm with
a total angle of ����mrad �����mrad due to the de�ecting e�ect of the FD �eld�� This
allows to place a doublet of half�quadrupoles 	�m downstream from the FD� A bending
magnet and a second quadrupole doublet are used to match the optical functions to
the beginning of the chromatic correction section�

Chromatic Correction System

After initial separation of the spent beam as described above a magnet lattice basically
very similar to the horizontal CCS for the incoming beam follows� The boundary
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conditions for the design of this beam�optical system are�

� The geometry of the beamline should be such that it �ts together with the FFS
into the same tunnel�

� The bending magnets have to be su�ciently weak to avoid strong emittance
growth from synchrotron radiation�

� The momentum bandwidth has to be large to accomodate a large fraction of the
broad momentum distribution of the spent beam�

Starting from a basic layout which ful�lls the �rst two conditions an optimization of
the bandwidth is performed by adding sextupoles at strategic positions in the lattice�
An ensemble of trajectories representative of the spent beam properties is tracked
through the system and optimum sextupole strengths which lead to a minimum beam
emittance at the end of the lattice are determined� The procedure is similar to the
one applied in ref� �	�
� The amount of spent beam accepted by the system is directly
related to the maximum tolerable emittance in the wiggler� As shown in �g� ����	��
the horizontal emittance starts growing rapidly if more than �������� of the beam
is passed through the beamline� indicating that the low�energy tail falls outside the
bandwidth of the optics� In this range the vertical emittance does not exceed the value
of y � 	��� m which is �ve times lower than required for the unpolarized source� So
due to the limitations on the horizontal emittance� even with an optimized achromatic
system it is not possible to transport the whole beam from the IR on through the
capture optics and afterwards through the wiggler� Thus the low energy tail which
contains a considerable fraction of the beam power has to be collimated�

After the end of the CCSs the optics is continued with a drift space of ��m and
a quadrupole triplet� The beam is focused such that the radiation emitted in a ��m
long wiggler hits the target in a focal point ��m behind the wiggler i�e� ��m behind
the last quadrupole doublet�

Fig� ����	� shows the geometry of the whole capture system with the wiggler and
the drift space to the target with regard to the beam delivery system of the oncoming
positron beam� The separation between the two beamlines is su�ciently small to �t
into a tunnel of �m diameter�

The optimization of the optics and the need to collimate the major part of the
low energy particles in regions without optical elements �see Table ������ results in a
capture e�ciency of ����� of the disrupted electron beam�

Fig� ����	� and �g�����	� shows the maximum beam envelopes of the disrupted
beam along the capture optics with the position of the collimators� The ��m long
wiggler is positioned between ���m and ���m downstream from the IP� In this region
the maximum vertical beam size does not exceed values of �mm�

Inside the wiggler in the horizontal plane some particle amplitudes are growing
although the whole beam is focused on the target� The reason is the remaining chro�
maticity which causes a defocused low energy subset of the captured beam�
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Figure ������� Optics of the spent beam capture system from the end of the FFQs to the

end of the CCS�

Stability of the positron source

The e�ciency of the capture optics for the disrupted electron beam depends on the
parameters of the interacting bunches� The optics and the collimation system described
above are developed for interacting bunches with design parameters� In reality� the
capture e�ciency for the disrupted beam may not be constant but depends on the
energy spread due to beamstrahlung� As explained above� the beamstrahlung is a
function of the bunch charge and other interaction parameters�

If we consider a perturbation of the interaction� for example a displacement of the
orbit� the spent electron beam would not be disrupted like in a head�on interaction�
Hence the number of captured electrons passing the collimation system can be higher�
The positron bunches in the next pulse have a higher charge which in turn causes a
higher electron beam energy spread after the IP� The �xed energy acceptance of the
capture optics then leads to a lower intensity electron beam for the photon production�
In the second pulse after the perturbation the positron bunch has a lower charge and
so the system can oscillate� For a stable operation of the linac� this oscillation must be
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Figure ������� Horizontal emittance at the end of the CCS vs� percentage of the initial

beam obtained by an energy dependent cut� The thick line shows the horizontal emittance

limit for the unpolarized source�

Collimator Distance from Collimated Remarks
IR doublet �m
 power �KW


COL� �����	���� ����� between the IR doublet
and the 	st half�quad

COL	 ����������� ����� between the �nd half�quad
and the �rst dipole

COL� �	��������� ������ behind the �rst dipole and
the following quad

COL� 	������	����� �	���� driftspace inside the CCS
COL� 	�������	���� ����� driftspace inside the CCS
COL� �	����������� 	����� dr�tspace inside the CCS
COL� ������������� ����� driftspace inside the CCS
COL� �	����������� �	��� driftspace after the CCS
COL� ������������� ��	� �m before the wiggler

Table ����	� Collimator positions and collimated beam power�

damped�

The investigation of stability is started considereing the maximum possible pertur�
bation� i�e� the case that the bunches do not interact at all� The electrons pass the
collimation system completely and the positron bunches for the next pulse have a 	��
higher charge than designed� The next interaction is simulated with this asymmetric
bunch charges� The outgoing disrupted electron beam was tracked through the cap�
ture optics to obtain the e�ciency for the following pulse� This yields a new �reduced�
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Figure �����	� Beam line for the disrupted beam with the �	m long wiggler �lower branch�

and the incoming positron beam �upper branch�� At the end of the capture optics the

separation is ���m�

positron intensity for the next interaction� etc� Fig� ����	� shows the resulting behavior
of the bunch charge as a function of interactions after the perturbation� The oscillation
decreases and so the positron source can be operated stably from this point of view�

E�ciency Gain due to Parameter Change at the IP

The e�ciency of the capture system is limited by higher order geometric and chromo�
geometric aberrations� With a relatively moderate adjustment of the interaction pa�
rameters� both the horizontal beam emittance and the energy spread can be reduced�
thus decreasing the population of the tails in the spent beam which have to be colli�
mated� This is demonstrated in Fig� ����	� where the spent beam capture e�ciency is
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Figure ������� Vertical envelope for an ensemble containing ���	� of the spent beam�

shown as a function of the horizontal beta of the positron beam at the IP� An increase
of ��x�e

	� by a factor of two already reduces the amount of collimated spent beam from
	���� to ��� At the same time� the luminosity is reduced by only about ���� which
can be compensated by a slight reduction of the vertical beam emittance� With such
a parameter modi�cation� an e�cient operation of a polarized positron source would
be greatly facilitated�
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������� Wiggler

A planar wiggler consists of a row of short dipole magnets with constant �eld strength
but alternating �eld direction� For a large period length �w the photon number spec�
trum can be approximated by the well known photon number spectrum of dipole mag�
net� Fig� ����	� shows the photon number spectrum of a 	m long dipole with a
magnetic �eld of B�	��T�
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Figure �����
� Photon number spectrum of a planar wiggler with B����T at a beam energy

of �	
 GeV�

In order to reach a small spot size of the radiation on the target the electron beam
is focused through the wiggler onto the target� The contribution of the natural opening
of the wiggler radiation to the spot size can be approximated by�

�SR �
eB�w
��pe

� �L�� �D� �������

Here pe denotes the electron momentum� L the wiggler length and D the driftspace
between the wiggler and the target�

For L ���m and D ���m the period length �w should not exceed ��� cm in order
to reach a spot size contribution of ���mm� Since the electron beam emittance is quite
small a gap height of only �mm is su�cient to transport the beam through the wiggler�
Today wigglers and undulators based on permanent magnet technology are widely
used in both synchrotron radiation sources and free electron lasers� Period length and
magnetic �elds similar to the values discussed above are not unusual for these devices�
In contrast to the sinusoidal �eld distribution of a synchrotron radiation device a more
rectangular distribution would be favorable for the positron source in order to keep
the length of the wiggler shorter� Various inexpensive proposals of wigglers with a
rectangular �eld distribution and similar period length are discussed in ref� �	�
�
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������� Target

A high energy photon passing through a material can create an electron positron pair
in the �eld of a nucleus �pair production�� These charged particles again lose en�
ergy on their way through the material via collisions with electrons �ionization� and
radiation processes in the �eld of a nucleus �bremsstrahlung�� The ionization losses
account for the majority of heat deposition in the material� while photons produced
via bremsstrahlung may once more produce electron positron pairs� This sequence
continues� i�e� the number of electrons� positrons and photons increases exponentially�
while the mean energy of the particles decreases� The development of the shower de�
cays when the particle energy drops below �	�MeV because the energy loss due to
ionization exceeds the production of photons at low energies� Bremsstrahlung and pair
production are essentially inverse processes� hence they can be characterized by a com�
mon parameter called the radiation length X�� The radiation length of a material is
approximated by�

X��

� �
��r�eNA�

A
� Z�Z � 	�ln�	��Z���� �������

where A is the atomic weight� Z the nuclear charge� � the density of the material and
NA Avogadros number�

Since for important electromagnetic processes �bremsstrahlung� pair production�
multiple scattering� some or all of the dependence upon the medium is contained in
the radiation length� it is convenient to measure the target thickness in terms of the
radiation length� Besides bremsstrahlung and pair production the shower develop�
ment is in�uenced by many other processes like Compton scattering� M�ller scattering�
Bhabha scattering� photo e�ect etc� A complete treatment of the development of an
electromagnetic cascade is possible only with a numerical simulation code� The fol�
lowing calculations have been performed with the code EGS� �	�
� The EGS code is
a general purpose package for the Monte�Carlo simulation of electromagnetic showers�
Since its formal introduction in 	��� it has been extended and improved and a lot of
comparisons with experiments have veri�ed the performance�

Fig� ����	� shows the positron yield per electron as function of the target thickness
for di�erent materials� The incoming photon beam has been generated in a 	m long
wiggler of 	��T magnetic �eld� For a target thickness above ���X� the yield increases
slowly before it starts to decrease again� Since the multiple scattering increases the
beam emittance with increasing target thickness� the optimum overall e�ciency� i�e�
including the capture e�ciency� is found at about ���X�� At this thickness the yield
for a low Z material like Titanium is only about 	�� lower than for Tungsten�

In Fig� ������ the temperature distribution in a Titanium target induced by a single
train of wiggler photons from a ��m long wiggler of 	��T is shown� As a safety margin
the number of positrons produced in this simulation exceeds the nominal value behind
the capture optics by a factor of two�

The maximum temperature rise of ��� �C is slightly higher than the maximum
temperature reached in a Tungsten�Rhenium target close to the stress limit given in
ref� �	�
� The density of charged particles is about � times higher in the Titanium
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Figure ������� Positron yield vs� target thickness for di�erent materials� The photons are

generated by a �	
 GeV electron beam in a �m long wiggler of ��� T magnetic �eld�

Figure ������� Radial and longitudinal temperature distribution in the Titanium target�

The spotsize of the incoming beam is �x�y�
��mm�

target but due to the � times higher heat capacity the temperature does not increase
dramatically�

Besides the temperature rise the mechanical constants of the target material have
to be taken into account� Experimental data for the maximum heat load of a low
Z positron conversion target are not available even though the material is used in
high power collimators� In order to scale the results obtained for high Z targets to
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material c � E P��� �Tcrit x� �
�J�kg
 	���K�� 	���N�m� 	�
N�m� K�� cm g cm��

W���Re ��	� ��� ���� �	�� ��� ���� 	���
Ti ���� ��� 	�	� ���� ��� ���� ����

Ti��Al����Sn ���� ��� 	�	� ���� ��� ��� ����
Ti�	�V�		Cr��Al ���� ��� ���� ���	 			� ��� ����

Table ������ Material constant of Tungsten�Rhenium and various Titanium alloys�

the case of low Z targets the material constants can be combined with respect to their
proportionality to the mechanical stress Pt � �T�E induced by heating ��� expansion
coe�cient� E� elastic modulus��

The induced stress has to remain below the ���� yield strength P��� which is the
stress where the deformation of a material ceases to be elastic� Pt 
 P����

Table ����� lists material constants for the Tungsten�Rhenium alloy used in the
SLC positron source and various Titanium alloys� The geometrical dimensions of the
SLC target �thickness� ��	 cm� and a Titanium target �thickness� 	�� cm� as well as the
dimensions of the electron and photon beam spot size on the target are comparable�
Therefore the temperature distribution in the targets is similar and the ratio P�����E �
�Tcrit can be used to compare the maximum temperature rise that the target can
withstand� It is seen from Table ����� that the maximum temperature in a Titanium
target can be up to twice as large as in a Tungsten target�

The average heat load of the target amounts to � kW� therefore water cooling of
the target is necessary� In order to avoid a rotating feed through for the cooling water
a winch mechanism can be utilized as at the SLC source �	�
�

������	 Capture Optics

The particles which emerge from the target have to be accelerated in a cavity embedded
in a solenoid �eld for focusing� Here the �nal emittance and the e�ciency of the
positron source are de�ned� Since� compared to the thick target of the conventional
source the multiple�scattering is reduced in a thin target� the transverse momenta of
the positrons emerging from the target are smaller� Fig� �����	 compares transverse
momenta of a SLC�like source with those of a thin target source driven by photons
from a wiggler�

The smaller transverse momenta lead to a higher capture e�ciency of the positrons
behind the target� In order to match the emittance of the positron beam� characterized
by a small spot size and a large divergence� to the acceptance of the solenoid which is
determined by a large spot size and a small divergence a matching section is introduced
between the converter target and the �rst accelerating cavity� The matching section
consists of a so�called Adiabatic Matching Device �AMD�� a tapered solenoid starting
with a high initial �eld and tapered adiabatically down to the constant end �eld� The
acceptance of the system is matched to the acceptance of the damping ring so that no
particle losses occur later in the damping ring� Besides the acceptance of the damping
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Figure ������� Comparison of transverse momentum distribution for a SLC�like source

��X�� W� dotted line� and a thin target as proposed here �
��X�� Ti� solid line��

ring that limits the useful acceptance of the matching device two mechanisms lead to an
emittance growth of the positron beam in the matching device and hence to additional
particle losses�
� emittance growth due to non adiabatic �elds�
� bunch lengthening due to path length and velocity di�erences�
R� Helm has found a solution for the particle motion in an adiabatically varying solenoid
�eld �	�
 from which he derived the optimum on�axis �eld distribution for the matching
device along the longitudinal coordinate z as�

B�z� �
Bi

	 � g � z
�������

where Bi is the initial solenoid �eld and g the taper parameter�
The condition for an adiabatic �eld variation is then given as �gpe���eBi� 	 	� In

order to ful�ll this condition for particles with higher energy the taper parameter g
has to be small� However� this means that the matching section becomes long and
that the bunch lengthening becomes stronger� An optimum is reached with g���m��

in the present design� Figure ������ shows the energy distribution of the positrons as
they emerge from the target and the fraction of captured particles for the optimized
optics� Figure � shows the longitudinal distribution of the positrons behind the AMD�
While the core of the distribution represents the incoming electron beam ��s� ���mm
or � 	� RF phase � a long tail has been developed due to bunch lengthening e�ects�
The positrons in the tail will be lost in the damping ring since the curvature of the
RF leads to a large energy deviation of these particles� In the simulation an energy
acceptance of �	� corresponding to an RF phase of ����� is assumed�

A capture e�ciency of 	�� is reached with an initial �eld ofBi � �T� Fields of up to
� T have already been realized �	�
� For the preacceleration a standard S�band structure
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embedded in a solenoid �eld of ���T can be used� With a gradient of ��MV�m the
bunch lengthening in the �rst acceleration section is su�ciently suppressed� Table �����
collects important parameters of the positron source�

������
 Low Intensity Auxiliary Source

For the commissioning of the positron damping ring� the main positron linac etc�� a
source that works independent of the main electron linac would be desirable� Most of
this work can be done or even has to be done at low intensities� Therefore a conventional
low intensity source will be integrated into the high intensity source� An electron beam
of only ���MeV is su�cient to produce a few per cent of the design positron current
using the thin Titanium target and the capture optics of the high intensity source� In
this case the heat load of the target is high but does not reach the limits that have been
previously discussed� The electron source for the low intensity positron source can also
be used to provide electrons for the main linac for electron�electron and gamma�gamma
collisions� respectively�

������� Potential Upgrade to a Polarized Positron Source

The proposed positron source allows also to produce polarized positrons as it was orig�
inally proposed by V� E� Balakin and A� A� Mickhailichenko �	�� 		
� The technological
demands are� however� much stronger in this case� Therefore the polarized source is
regarded as a potential upgrade option�

In order to produce circularly polarized photons a short period helical undulator
of about 	��m length has to be used instead of the planar wiggler� Since only the
on�axis photons are completely circularly polarized o��axis photons have to be scraped
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Wiggler

peak �eld 	�� T
period length �	 mm
gap height � mm

��spot size on target ��� mm
� of photons p� electron ���
mean photon energy �� MeV
photon beam power ��� kW

Target

material Ti�alloy
thickness 	��� cm ����X��

pulse temperature rise ��� K
av� power deposition � kW

Adiabatic Matching Device

initial �eld � T
taper parameter �� m��

end �eld ��� T
capture cavity iris radius 		 mm

General

capture e�ciency 	��
� of positrons p� electron �
norm� e	�beam emittance ����� m

total energy width ��� MeV
required D�R� acceptance ���� m

Table ������ Overview of the positron source main parameters�

o�� This requires that the spot size of the photon beam on the target is dominated
by the natural opening of the radiation rather than by the emittance contribution
of the electron beam� Therefore the distance between the undulator and the target
has to be increased to 	��m and the electron beam emittance has to be decreased to
�x � � � 	���� m and �y � 	���� m� The emittance requirement can easily be ful�lled
for the vertical plane but is di�cult to achieve in the horizontal plane� Improvements
of the interaction region layout are necessary to avoid the strong emittance growth
resulting from the o�set of the outgoing beam in the �nal quadrupole�

The parameters of the helical undulator are demanding and have not been reached
so far� With a period length of 	 cm an on�axis �eld of 	��T has to be reached� These
parameters can be realized only with superconducting technology at a gap radius of only
�mm� A detailed technological design of an undulator with the required parameters
has not been worked out yet�

The polarization of the circularly polarized photons is transferred to the electron�
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positron pairs during pair production� For the calculation of the processes in the target
the EGS� code has been extended� The code includes polarization e�ects for pair pro�
duction� Bremsstrahlung and Compton scattering and yield a maximum longitudinal
polarization of a polarized positron source of �������
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��� Damping Ring

����� Introduction

In a �rst design of a damping ring for the SBLC ��� the FODO� Inverse	Bending	Cells
and the Chasman	Green lattices were investigated
 The Chasman	Green lattice has
been chosen� because its dynamic aperture was two to three times higher than for
the other structures
 For a storage ring built of �� identical cells the acceptance is
��mmmrad� not taking into account magnet errors


In order to meet the strict requirements on the damping time� damping wigglers
have to be introduced in the storage ring
 Conventionally� the ring is replaced by a
racetrack structure� two arcs with bends and two long straight sections that accommo	
date the damping wigglers� injection� extraction and the RF	system
 In such a scheme
the dynamic aperture is drastically reduced
 In the design of ��� the length of the
straight section was around �m and the acceptance dropped from �� to �
�mmmrad


The damping rings for the ATF	damping	test	facility ��� and the NLC	project ���
are also racetrack in shape
 But there the arcs are based on the TME �Theoretical
Minimum Emittance� ��� lattice� which results in a smaller emittance
 The application
of a TME	lattice to a storage ring has been done �rst for Super	ACO ��� and recently
proposed for a low	emittance synchrotron light source ��� �� ��


In a recent design ��� for a �m damping ring for the SBLC project we found
that the reduction of the dynamic aperture is less drastic when the damping wigglers
are distributed around the ring
 The requirements concerning the emittance and the
damping time could be ful�lled with a TBA	lattice ��� whose straight sections are
occupied by damping wigglers


Furthermore� the radiation power of a wiggler with a length of �m �E � �GeV� I
� 
�A� is in the same order as that of the ESRF	Wigglers
 Hence the handling of
such a power can be done


In this section we present a re	design of the damping ring which pro�ts from the
larger dynamic aperture of a lattice with distributed wigglers
 The proposed design is
based upon the ESRF	synchrotron	light source ����


����� Damping Ring Requirements

The requirements for the damping ring are given by the parameters of the SBLC
�Section �
�� and the speci�cation of the injection system �Section �
��
 The time
structure of the SBLC� relevant for the damping ring design� is presented in �gure
�
�
�


The emittance of the beam from the pre	accelerator is ���m for electrons and ���

to ���m for positrons
 According to the parameters� the damping ring has to reduce
the emittance within a time of �ms down to � � ���m horizontally and � � ���m
vertically
 Here� an emittance dilution budget of ��� from the damping ring to the IP
is taken into account
 Having a pulse length of ��s� the circumference of the damping
ring has to be more than �m
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Figure ������ Time structure of the SBLC �frep � ��Hz� tpuls � ��s� 	tpuls � �ns� fRF
� ���MHz for the ring RF�system	


The damping of the emittance within a storage ring is�

�f � �inj � e��N� � �equ � �� � e��N� � ��
�
��

where �inj is the emittance of the injected beam and �equ is the equilibrium emit	
tance of the damping ring
 N� is the number of damping times the beam has been
stored� i
e
 N� � t��D� where �D is the damping time


From eq
 ��
�
�� follows the necessary equilibrium emittance �equ at a given accu	
mulation time t�

�equ �
�f � �inj � e���t��D

�� e���t��D
��
�
��

The required vertical damping times for the di�erent injection emittances are given
in table �
�
�
 The requirements for the horizontal plane are more relaxed� N�x � ���
and �x � ���� ms


The equilibriumemittance �equ in the vertical direction as a function of the damping
time �D with is presented in �gure �
�
� for the the injection emittances � � ���m
and � � ���m respectively
 The vertical equilibrium emittance is determined by the
alignment tolerances and the correction procedures �see below�
 At �rd generation
light sources coupling factors of less than � � are normal
 With an emittance in the
x	 direction of � � ���m and a coupling factor of � �� the vertical emittance will be
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Figure ������ The equilibrium emittance in the vertical direction as a function of the

damping time �D
 �f � � � �
�� m � rad� t � ��ms and �inj � � � �
�� and � � �
��m

respectively
 The �nal emittance �f � � � �
��m


� � ���m
 In order to meet the requirements for the SBLC	DR� the damping time
must be smaller than �
� ms


�inj N�y �y Remarks
m � rad ms
� � ��� �
� �
� Positrons
� � ��� �
�� �
� Positrons
� � ��� �
�� �
 Electrons

Table ������ Required vertical damping time �y for the SBLC damping ring for a storage

time of ��ms and a �nal emittance �y�n of � � �
��m


We thus adopt the following requirements for the damping ring�

�x�n � � � ���m � �y�n � ���m and �y � ���ms� ��
�
��

The energy of the damping ring should be in the range between �
� and �
�GeV
 At
an energy of �GeV the normalized emittance of � � ���m translates into an absolute
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horizontal emittance of ��� �����m which is in the domain of a fourth generation light
source ����� about an order of magnitude below existing third generation light sources
����


The damping time of a storage ring without any insertion devices is given by�

�i �
�C�m� � ���m�

���� � Ji � �E�GeV ��ms ��
�
��

with C the circumference� � the curvature of the bending magnets� Ji the partition
number for the corresponding mode and E the energy of the beam
 With the circum	
ference and energy �xed to � m and � GeV� respectively� and the highest reasonable
magnetic �ux of �
� T� the lowest possible vertical damping time becomes �� ms
 A
further reduction can be done only with damping wigglers which� on the other hand�
in�uence also the emittance ���� ���
 By a proper design of the wigglers� however� the
equilibrium emittance may be lower� too


����� Lattice of the Damping Ring

In principle the requirements set on the damping ring can be met with a racetrack
design� as already proposed for the other linear collider projects
 However� another
variable to consider is the dynamic aperture which has to accommodate the required
beam current
 Based on our investigations for a fourth generation synchrotron light
source ���� we propose to adopt a design with a distributed wiggler arrangement similar
to a light source� with the places for insertion devices occupied solely by damping
wigglers


The design of 	 existing or proposed 	 light sources are based on di�erent lattice
structures� FODO� DBA� TBA and TME ����
 Their emittances scale by the following
law�

� � Cq � �� � �
Jx

�K � �

��
p
��

� 	� ��
�
��

with the constant Cq � ���� � ����� and the variables� � the Lorentz factor� 	 the
de�ection angle of the bending magnet� Jx the horizontal partition number� and K the
quality factor of the lattice
 The quality factor as it is de�ned through eq
 ��
�
��
is implicitly a measure for how compact a machine can reach a given emittance
 The
K	values for di�erent optics are summarised in table �
 The DBA lattice has the lowest
K value achieved in practice


Because damping wigglers have to be introduced� one should also consider how
much space for insertion devices are available with di�erent optics
 The DBA has the
most space� which has been shown in an investigation by Wrulich ����


According to both arguments above� we have chosen a DBA lattice based on the
ESRF design ���� as the best candidate for the damping ring lattice
 The lattice
functions within a unit cell of our SBLC damping ring design are given in Fig
 �
�
�a
and in Table �
�
� the parameters of the ring are compared to those of the ESRF
 The
machine functions within a unit cell including the damping wiggler are presented in
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Optic K�theoretic K�real Machines
FODO �� � PETRA
DBA � �
� ESRF

�
� ELETTRA
TBA �
�� �� BESSY I

�� ALS
TME � 	 	

Table ������ The quality factor K for dierent optics


Fig
 �
�
�b
 As a result of the focusing of the wigglers in the vertical direction the
shape of the vertical betatron functions looks di�erently by installing a wiggler in the
straight section
 The betatron functions in Fig
 �
�
� have been matched to the same
working points Qx � ����� Qy � ����� respectively� with and without wigglers


ESRF SBLC	DR
Energy �GeV� � �

Beam current �mA� � �
Magnet bending radius �m� ��
���� ��
����

Bending �eld �T� 
�� 
����
De�ection angle per magnet �
��� �


Circumference �m� ���
� ��
Number of super periods �� ��

Horizontal working point Qx ��
� �
��
vertical working point Qy ��
� �
��

Momentum compaction factor ��� � ��� ���� � ���
Synchrotron damping time �ms� �
� ��
�
Horizontal damping time �ms� �
� ��
�
Vertical damping time �ms� �
� ��
�

Horizontal emittance �nm rad� �
� �
�
Vertical emittance �nm rad� 
�� 
��
Horizontal chromaticity 	���
� 	��
�
Vertical chromaticity 	��
� 	��
�
Energy spread �
E�E� ��� � ��� �� � ���

Table ������ Comparison of the main parameters of the SBLC damping ring with the

ESRF design


As given by eq
 ��
�
�� the damping time is determined by the circumference�
the radius of curvature and the energy
 To reach a small damping time at a �xed
circumference� the radius should be as small as possible
 The radius of curvature also
in�uences the emittance and the momentum compaction factor �� � is proportional to
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Figure ������ The lattice functions within a unit cell of the proposed SBLC damping ring


The de�ection angle per magnet is � degrees and the periodicity is ��
 �a	 the bare DBA�

cell and �b	 half of the DBA�structure with a damping wiggler in the straight section
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��� �eq
 ��
�
��� and � is proportional to �
 The momentum compaction factor of a
DBA lattice is given by�

��DBA� �
� �NM

C
f� � � � 	

��
� sin	g ��
�
��

with NM is the number of bending magnets of the ring and 	 the de�ection angle
of each bending magnet in degrees
 Due to the larger bending radius of the ESRF� its
� is approximately � times higher than the SBLC	damping ring
 All other factors of
the two designs are more or less in the same range


The dynamic aperture of the bare ring �without damping wigglers� is given in Fig

�
�
�
 The corresponding acceptances are ���mmmrad horizontally and �mmmrad
vertically
 Although the dispersion function of the SBLC	damping ring is smaller than
for the ESRF	ring which leads to higher sextupole strengths� the dynamic aperture is
larger
 The calculations for the dynamic aperture have been performed with the codes
MAD ����� RACETRACK ��� and BETA ����
 The results of all three codes are in
good agreement �better than ����
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Figure ������ The dynamic aperture of the bare SBLC damping ring including harmonic

sextupoles
 These values have been calculated with the code MAD


The shifts of the tune with energy and betatron amplitude are presented in Fig

�
�
� and Fig
 �
�
�� respectively
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 No errors have been taken into account
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The calculations of the tune shift with the energy deviations have been done in the
range of � ��
 From Fig
 �
�
� one can conclude that the energy acceptance of the
bare lattice is larger than � �� which is more than su�cient


With increasing amplitudes of the betatron oscillations the tunes are moving in the
directions of the half order resonances� which determines the dynamic aperture too

With the amplitudes of �gure �
�
� the working point crosses only the resonance line
Qx � � �Qy � � � �� which is a harmless one


The maximum amplitudes in �gure �
�
� are smaller than in �gure �
�
� for the
dynamic aperture
 The reason is because for the calculation of the tune shift a combined
e�ec from the x and y direction exists
 Taking this into account the results shown in
Figs
 �
�
� and �
�
� are compatible


����� Introduction of Wigglers

The wigglers have an e�ect on the damping time� the energy spread and the emittance

The relations ���� ��� are given in Table �
�
�


������� E�ect on the Emittance

The SBLC damping ring has �� straight sections
 Six are needed for injection� ex	
traction and the RF system
 The length of a straight section 	 from quadrupole to
quadrupole 	 is � m
 Therefore� the length of one wiggler could be around � m� result	
ing in an overall length of �� m of installed wigglers
 The maximummagnetic �eld of
a wiggler is �T leading to a minimum radius of curvature of �m
 The period length
of the wigglers has been set to 
�m
 With these values� the emittance is according to
Table �
�
��

�x�wi � �x�� � ��� � ��� � ����mrad

�x�n � � � �x�wi � ��� � ���mrad
��
�
��

The contribution of the term IID� �I�� is roughly ���
 Hence a reduction of the emit	
tance can be achieved by altering the period length of the wiggler� the 	 value in the
middle of the straight section or the magnetic �ux in the wiggler� as is demonstrated
in the following examples�

By changing the period length to 
��� m� the emittance is reduced to �������mrad


In our special case the emittance scales with the 	 value in the middle of the
straight section as�

������� � const ��
�
��

which means that by reducing  from ��
m to �
m the normalised emittance becomes
�� � ���m


The emittance as a function of the radius of curvature in the wigglers is shown in
Fig
 �
�
�
 This curve runs through a minimum at a curvature of �wi � � m� which
was chosen for the wiggler
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Table ������ Eects of the wigglers on the damping time� emittance and energy spread

�wi � �� �
�

���LID ��������wi�

�x�wi � �x�� �
���IID

�
�I�

�
�

����IID
�

�IID
�

���I�
�
�I�

�
��

�	
E�wi � �	

E�� �
���IID

�
�I�

�
�

����	IID
�

�IID
�

���	I�
�
�I�

�
��

I�� � � � I�� are the well known synchrotron integrals�
IID� � � � IID� are the contributions of these integrals by the wigglers

These integrals are given by ���������

IID� � Lwi�����wi�

IID� � � � Lwi��� � ���wi�

IID� � ��� � Lwi � ��wi���� � ����wi�

IID� � IID� �h�i� � IID� �h�i� � IID� �hi�

IID
 �h�i� � ��
wi
�LID

������
wi

� �

� �

�
��� � h�i

IID
 �h�i� � ����wi�LID
������

wi

� h�i

IID
 �h�i� � ��
wi
�LID

�
����
wi

� h�i

In a straight section of length l� and with the initial values
�� �� and �� one gets the values�

�s� � � �
s�

��
� ��s� � � s

��
� ��s� � �

��

h�s�i � � �
�

	
� l�

�

��

h��s�i � ��

�
� l�

�

��

h��s�i � �

��

From the evaluation of the di�erent contribution it follows that
IID� �h�i� and IID� �h�i� � IID� �hi�
 Hence IID� �h�i� and IID� �h�i� can be neglected
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Figure ����� Dependency of the emittance on the radius of curvature in the wiggler


In summary� by changing the period length from 
� to 
��� m and reducing the
	value in the centre of the straight section from ��
m to �m a factor of �
�� in the
emittance can be gained


������� E�ect on the Damping Time

The damping time �i as function of the Energy E�� the revolution time T�� the partition
function Ji and the radiation loss U per turn is as�

�i � � � E� � T�
Ji � U ��
�
��

U on the other hand is determined by the radius �� of the bendings� the overall length
LID of the wigglers and the curvature �wi in the wigglers�

U � Cq � E
�

��
f� � LID � ��

����wi
g ��
�
��

Combining these equations the damping time results in�

�wi � �����ms � ����m�

Ji � �E��GeV ��f� � ��
�w
� LID
���w

g ��
�
���

which is visualised in Fig
 �
�
� 

According to Fig
 �
�
� the damping time can be decrease by reducing any or both

of the radii of curvature
 In our special case the damping time including wigglers scales
with the radius of the bendings as well as the wigglers like
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Figure ������ The damping time as function of �� with �wi � �m �b	 and as a function of

�wi with �� � ����� �a	


�y � ������Bend � const and �y � ������wi � const ��
�
���

According to eq
 ��
�
��� the most e�ective way for changing the damping time is
the variation of �wi


By keeping the radius of the bending magnet as well as the magnetic �ux in the
wigglers constant and alternating the energy of the electrons the damping time shows
in comparison with eq
 ��
�
�� only a small variation with the energy�

�y � E���� � const ��
�
���

The most e�ective way to change the damping time� without signi�cantly changing
the emittance� is to vary the radius of curvature of the wiggler and the beam energy


For the SBLC damping ring the chosen parameters �Bw � � T� �w � �
 m� �w �

� m� E � � GeV� �� � ��
�� m� result in a damping time �y � �
�� ms which ful�lls
the requirements


In summary it may be stressed that the proposed SBLC	DR design with emittance
�x of ��� ���� ms and damping time �y of �
�� ms meets the requirements ��x � � ����
m�rad and �y � �
� ms�
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������� E�ect on the Energy Spread

The installation of the damping wigglers has an e�ect on the energy spread too �see
table �
�
��
 Because IID� and IID� are larger than I�� and I

�
� the energy spread increases


With the values� I�� � 
���� I�� � 
���� IID� � � and IID� � �
��� the energy spread
increases by a factor of �
�� to 	E

E
� ��� � ���


����� RF System

The layout of the RF system is determined by the radiation loss per turn�

U � c
 � E�

��
f� � LID���

����
wi

g

� UBend � UWiggler

� �����KeV � ����KeV � ����MeV

��
�
���

The energy acceptance �
E
E
�
RF

of the RF system should be about ten times the
energy spread� i
e
 around � �
 It is given by

�E

E RF
�
p
k� �
q
F �q� ��
�
���

with

k� �
U

� � � � h �E�

��
�
���

and

F �q� � �f
q
q� � � � cos�����q�g ��
�
���

With an over	voltage factor of q � ��� to �
 the energy acceptance is from �
��
� to �
� �� which is just in the proper range
 For the layout of the RF	system one
has to bear in mind� that the over voltage factor q in�uences the bunch length� too

A high q value leads to a small bunch length� hence also from this point of view the
over	voltage factor can be used for choosing the right bunch length


The klystron has to deliver the following power�

PKlyst � PCAV � PBeam � PRefl � PHOM ��
�
���

��
�
���

� ����PCAV � PBeam � PRefl� ��
�
��

With Pre� �  the coupling factor becomes

opt �
PBeam
PCAV

� � ��
�
���

and with Pin � PBeam � PCAV it follows
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PCAV �
Pin


and PBeam �
 � �


� Pin ��
�
���

By taking an over voltage factor of �
 the necessary overall installation of the
cavity voltage is �
� MV with a beam power PBeam of �
� MW


The number of cavities is determined by the power which can be fed through the
input coupler
 For the ELETTRA normal conducting cavity ���� as well as the HERA
superconducting one ���� it is around �� kW
 Hence overall � to �� cavities have to be
installed
 The CESR 	 superconducting cavity �������� is designed for an input power
up to �� kW
 Already achieved have been �� kW
 This means that � to � cavities
have to be installed
 The speci�cation of the CESR 	 cavity are� G � � MV�m� VRF
� �
� MV� Q� � � � �	� �R�Q � �� ��cell� QL � � � �� and leff � 
� m�
 Taking �
cavities with a gradient of �
� MV�cell the overall RF voltage leads to q � �
�� with
an RF energy acceptance of �
� �


By taking an over	voltage factor of q � �
� and the phase �s � ����� degrees� the
synchrotron tune results in

�s � �s
��

�
q

� h�cos�s
��

� eVRF
E�

�s �
p
���� � ��� � ���� � ���

�s � �s � �� � �s � ���
h�TRF

� ���� � ��

fs � ����� KHz

��
�
���

The bunch length is then� with 	E
E

� ��� � ���


z �
� � c
�s

�
s�E� � ���� mm ��
�
���

����� Instabilities

������� Single Bunch Instabilities

Themicrowave instability� sometimes referred to as turbulent bunch lengthening� causes
an increase in both the momentum spread and the bunch length of a bunched beam

The threshold �peak� current Ip is given by ����

I thp �
� � � � � � �E�e�

�ZL�n�
� �
E�E�� ��
�
���

�ZL�n� is the broad band impedance of the storage ring
 With

I thp �
NE � e � cp
�� � 
z

��
�
���
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and the average current Iaver of one bunch

Iaver �
NE � e � c
�� �R ��
�
���

we get�

Iaver �

p
�� � � � �E�e�

ZL�n
� 
z
R
� �
E�E�� ��
�
���

With Iaver � 
� mA� � � ���� ����� 
z � � ����m� �
E�E� � ��� ���� and R � ��
m one gets for the broad band impedance a maximum value of �ZL�n� � 
��
 The
broad band impedance is given by the vacuum chamber and the cavities�

�ZL�n� � �ZL�n�chamb� �NCAV � �ZL�n�CAV ��
�
���

At the synchrotron light source ELETTRA a broad band impedance of �ZL�n� �

�� has been measured ��������������
 It is assumed by some estimations that the
contribution of the four cavities is 
��� hence the vacuum chamber has an impedance
of 
���
 We assume a similar value here� too
 From the measured loss factor of
the CESR superconducting cavity a broad band impedance of 
�	
� � could be
determined ��������
 With � cavities the contribution of the RF	system to the broad
band impedance is 
��	
� �
 From this we can estimate the impedance as�

�ZL�n� � ��� � ��� � ��
�
��

which is about a factor of two larger than desirable
 However� by taking into account
the Spear scaling rule�

�ZL�n�eff � �ZL�n�� � �
l
b
���� � �� � ����

�
���� � �� � ��
�
���

the e�ective impedance appears to be below the allowed value
 So bunch lengthening
seems to be avoidable� but not with a large safety margin and further studies of this
issue are required


������� Multibunch Instabilities

With ��� stored bunches and a total current of �mA� multibunch instabilities are of
concern
 In this case the frequency of a Fourier component of the beam current is in
resonance with a higher order mode of the cavities
 The resonance conditions for the
longitudinal direction is�

fcbn � �p � h�Ncbn �Qs� � f� ��
�
���

f� � revolution frequency� Ncbn � coupled bunch number� h � number of bunches�
Qs � synchrotron tune and p is an integer
 The distance between coupled bunch mode
frequencies is equal the revolution frequency f�� which has for the DR a value of ���
�
kHz
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The higher order mode frequency fHOM is a function of the dimensions of each cavity
�for each cavity the fHOM �s can be slightly di�erent� and furthermore �for conventional
cavities� the frequency depends upon the cavity temperature ��������������


The growth rate for the longitudinal coupling bunch instability is

�

�k
�

� � Ib � f�
� � fs � �E�e� � fcbn �RS�k ��
�
���

Ib is the total current within the ring and RS�k is the shunt impedance of the
corresponding HOM
 Stability is guaranteed if

�

�k
�

�

��
��
�
���

where ���� is the damping rate of the synchrotron oscillations
 Taking a shunt impedance
ofRS�k � � k� �which is typical for a normal conducting cavity� results in a maximum
current of ��� mA


The shunt impedances of the HOM�s within a CESR	 superconducting cavity are in
the range of 
� 	 
� k�� leading to an instability threshold of I � �� mA
 Hence the
coupled bunch instabilities are of no importance when using superconducting cavities


As in the longitudinal direction there are coupled bunch instabilities in the trans	
verse direction� too
 For a transverse impedance of R� � �� M��m �which is typical
for a normal conducting cavity� the maximum stored beam within the DR is �
 mA

The transverse impedances of the CESR	SC	cavity are smaller than 
�� M��m lead	
ing to a threshold current of ��� mA
 In this case� however� other contributions to
the impedance �in particular the resistive wall impedance� may become dominant

Whether or not a feedback system is required� must be determined by more detailed
investigations
 In any case it should be noted that the issue of multibunch instabilities
is signi�cantly relaxed compared to the B	factory rings presently under construction
at SLAC and KEK


����� Complete Ring Layout

The length of the straight section is � m which allows to install four cavities
 For
the installation of the necessary number of cavities of the RF system a total of four
straight sections are needed
 Accounting for one straight section each for injection and
extraction� every sixth straight section must be without a damping wiggler
 Thus the
damping ring can be composed of six identical super	periods consisting of six unit cells�
�ve with wigglers in the straight sections and at each side the matching sections �Fig

�
�
��
 The lattice functions within a super period are presented in Fig
 �
�
�


To get for the full matching section �see �gure �
�
��� the same phase advance as
inside the unit cell one has to introduce in the straight sections � quadrupoles
 The
one in the middle must be� according to the behaviour of the wiggler� a defocusing one

The same phase advance has to be kept in order to avoid reductions in the dynamic
aperture
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Figure ������ Layout of the SBLC damping ring
 The periodicity is six


The dynamic aperture� the tune shift with energy and the tune shift with particle
amplitude of the damping ring with wigglers are presented in Figs
 �
�
����
�
�� and
�
�
��� respectively
 The calculations have been done without any errors and misalign	
ments


According to these results the acceptances are Ax � ��� mmmrad and Ay �
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Figure �����
� Lattice functions within one super period of the SBLC damping ring
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���mmmrad� which is su�cient
 The energy acceptance is larger than � �
 The
calculations of the tune shift with amplitude �see Fig
 �
�
��� are performed with a
coupling of ��� between the y	 and the x	 direction
 Hence the maximum amplitudes
according to Fig
 �
�
�� are in agreement with the dynamic aperture presented in Fig

�
�
��
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Figure ������� Dynamic aperture of the SBLC damping ring


The reduction of the dynamic aperture in the presence of magnet misalignments
is demonstrated in Figs
 �
�
�� and �
�
��
 The graph corresponds to normally dis	
tributed alignment errors of �x � �y � ���m where the Gaussian distribution was
truncated at �



Figure �
�
�� includes the misalignment of bendings� quadrupoles and sextupoles�
Fig
 �
�
�� shows the e�ect of sextupoles misalignments only
 In both cases a correction
of the closed orbit has not been performed


The dynamic aperture including closed	orbit deviations due to magnetic misalign	
ment and �eld errors ��B�B � � � ���� �G�G � � � ���� is presented in Fig
 �
�
��

Drawing an inside semi circle of the dynamic aperture the stable region would be
�x � ��mm and �y � �mm resulting in the acceptances Ex � ��mmmrad and
Ey � ���mmmrad
 For the injected positron beam with �inj�� � ���mm � mrad it
follows a ratio Ax�
x�inj � ��� and Ay�
y�inj � ���
 For the injected electrons these
radios are ten times higher
 Hence the acceptance of the machine is large enough to
capture the incoming particles
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Figure ������� Tune shift with energy of the SBLC damping ring
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Figure ������� The dynamic aperture of the SBLC damping ring with average alignment

errors of all magnetic elements 	x � 	y � ��m


����	 Alignment Tolerances and the Vertical Emittance

The vertical equilibrium emittance is essentially determined by the magnet and beam
position monitor �BPM� alignment tolerances and by the orbit correction procedures
applied
 We used the PETROS computer code to simulate alignment errors and orbit
correction procedures
 Assuming rms magnet and BPM position tolerances of ��m�
the MICADO algorithm �a standard orbit correction method applied routinely at LEP�
HERA and other storage rings� ���� is applied in several iterations until the quality
of the orbit does not improve anymore
 From � di�erent random seeds of errors we
obtain an average vertical normalized emittance of ��
� 
������ m
 So the required
emittance could just be achieved with the assumed tolerances and standard correction
techniques
 Further improvements are possible by introducing dispersion correction
orbit bumps and�or skew quadrupoles� and by better e�ective alignment of the BPM�s
w
r
t
 to the magnets using beam	based methods


����
 Speci�cations of the Magnet Elements

The injected electron beam has a normalised emittance of � � ���m which leads to a
maximum beam size of 
�mm �� 
�
 In order to get a su�cient quantum lifetime the
acceptance should be a factor six to ten larger
 Including closed orbit deviations of �
mm and a thickness of the vacuum chamber of � mm it was chosen to have a gap in
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Figure ������� Dynamic aperture of the SBLC damping ring with misaligned sextupoles
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the bending magnet of � ��mm and a bore within the quadrupoles and sextupoles of
r� � � mm
 With a pole tip �eld for the quads and sextupoles of 
�T and 
�T�
respectively� the maximum gradients are gmax � �T�m and g�max � ��T�m�
 The
speci�cations of the magnets for the electron damping ring are summarised in Table
�
�
�


For the positrons the size �� 
� of the injected beam will be �mm
 A factor of
� between the physical aperture and the cross section should be enough in order to
get a su�cient lifetime� because the acceleration time is only �ms
 The gap within
the bendings was chosen to be � � mm and the bores within the quadrupoles and
sextupoles of � �� mm
 Similar values have been used for �rd generation light sources

With this diameters in the quads and sextupoles the maximum gradient decreases to�

gmax � �� T�m and g�max � ���T�m� ��
�
���

The speci�cations of the magnets for the positron damping ring are summarised in
Table �
�
�
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Table ������ Speci�cation of the magnets for the electron damping ring


Bendings�

Energy � GeV
Number of magnets ��
Curvature ��
�� m
Magnetic �ux 
��� T
Gap � mm
Magnetic length �
�� m
Ampere turns ��
� kA
Number of coil windings ��
Nominal current ���

Quadrupoles�

Type QA QB QC QD QE

Number �� ��� �� �� ��
Magnetic length �m� 
� 
� 
�� 
� 
�
Aperture �mm� �
 �
 �
 �
 �

Gradient �T�m� �
 ��
� ��
 ��
 ��

Ampere turns �kA� 
�� �
� �
�� �
�� �
�
Number of coil windings � � � � �
Current �� �� ��� ��� ��

Sextupoles�

Type S� S� SH SV

Number �� �� �� ��
Magnetic length 
� 
� 
� 
�
Aperture �
 �
 �
 �

Di�
 gradient �T�m�� ��� �� ��� ���
Ampere turns �kA� 
�� 
��� �
��� �
��
Number of coil windings � � � �
Current �A� � ��
� �� ��
�
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Table ������ Speci�cation of the magnets for the positron damping ring


Bendings�

Energy � GeV
Number of magnets ��
Curvature ��
�� m
Magnetic �ux 
��� T
Gap � mm
Magnetic length �
�� m
Ampere turns ��
� kA
Number of coil windings ��
Nominal current ���

Quadrupoles�

Type QA QB QC QD QE

Number �� ��� �� �� ��
Magnetic length �m� 
� 
�� 
�� 
�� 
�
Aperture �mm� �
 �
 �
 �
 �

Gradient �T�m� �
 ��
 ��
 ��
 ��

Ampere turns �kA� 
�� �
�� �
�� �
�� �
��
Number of coil windings � � � � �
Current �� ��� ��� ��� ���

Sextupole�

Type S� S� SH SV

Number �� �� �� ��
Magnetic length 
� 
� 
�� 
��
Aperture �
 �
 �
 �

Di�
 gradient �T�m�� ��� �� ��� ���
Ampere turns �kA� �
��� �
�� �
��� �
���
Number of coil windings � � � �
Current �A� ��� �� �� ���
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��� Bunch Compressor

����� Introduction

In this section� a detailed design for a single stage beam bunch length compressor for
the is presented� Compression is achieved by introducing an energy�position correlation
along the bunch with an RF section at zero�crossing phase followed by a short bending
section with energy dependent path length �momentum compaction�� The motivation
for a wiggler design is presented and many of the critical single bunch tolerances are
evaluated� A solenoid based spin rotator is included in the design and transverse
emittance tuning elements� diagnostics and tuning methods are described� Bunch
length limitations due to second order momentumcompaction and sinusoidal RF shape
are discussed with options for compensation�

����� Bunch Compressor Design Issues

The bunch compressor design is in	uenced by several criteria


� The compressor must reduce the bunch length extracted fom the damping ring
to the appropriate size in the linac�

� The system must perform a �� degree longitudinal phase space rotation so that
damping ring extracted phase errors do not translate into linac phase errors which
can produce large nal beam energy deviations�

� The system must not signicantly dilute the transverse emittances and should
include tuning elements for correction�

� With its low energy and initially small energy spread� the bunch compressor is a
convenient place to include solenoids for full control of the spin orientation�

� The compressor should be short� simple and as error tolerant as possible�

����� Bunch Compressor Parameters

The rms bunch length at the entrance to the linac �for uncorrelated Damping Ring
energy spread ���� is

�zl �
q
�� � �k����

z�
� ����

��
�������

with � � R ��s�
��s�ds and k � ��eV�

�E�

� where � and � are dispersion and bending radius
along the beam line while V� and � are amplitude and wavelength of the RF system�
E� is the beam energy�

The minimum bunch length is achieved when � � ���k which also decouples the
linac phase from the DR phase� The momentum compaction is chosen to achieve the
desired linac bunch length and the RF voltage is then given


� � ��

k
�

�zl
���

eV� � ��RFE�

���
� �������
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parameter symbol unit
Energy E� GeV �
rms horizontal emittance 	x mm�mrad ���
rms vertical emittance 	x mm�mrad ���
rms DR bunch length �z� mm �
rms DR energy spread ��� � ���
rms linac bunch length �zl mm ���
rms linac energy spread ��l � ���
RF wavelength �RF m ���
RF voltage V� MV ���
RF gradient GRF MV�m ��
length of RF section LRF m ����
momentum compaction � m ����

Table ������ Bunch compressor parameters� Emittance values represent those immediately

after DR extraction and are smaller than the design values at the IP in order to have a

safety margin�

The resulting energy spread at the linac entrance is approximately amplied by the
inverse of the bunch compression factor�

��l � ���

s
�z�
�zl

� � � ���
�z�
�zl


 ��zl � �z�� �������

The damping ring �DR� and initial linac parameters relevant for bunch compressor
design are listed in Table ������

����� Bunch Compressor Optics

A simple way to produce the necessary momentum compaction is with a chicane made
of four horizontal bending magnets� A chicane of total length ��m for the SBLC design
is possible� however� the peak dispersion required is large at ���m� With ���� rms
energy spread the horizontal beam size becomes very large ��x���mm� and dipole
eld quality tolerances become tight� A more error tolerant design is achievable with
a wiggler section ��� made up of Np periods each with two bending magnets and two
quadrupoles�one at each zero crossing of the dispersion function� If the bends are rect�
angular and each of length LB with angle �B and separated by �L� and the quadrupoles
alternately reverse sign to produce a phase advance per cell of �x�� �y�� the momen�
tum compaction� �w� and the horizontal emittance growth due to synchrotron radiation
�SR�� ��	x� are given by ���


�w �
�

�
��B�Np���L� LB�� �

�
��Np � ��LB� �������

��	x � ����� � ����m� �GeV ��� � E�
�Np

j�Bj���L� LB�

L�
Bjsin�xj �������
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parameter symbol unit
momentum compaction �w meters ����
dipole magnet length LB meters ���
bend�to�bend separation DL meters ���
bend angle � dipole B degrees ����
total length Ltot meters ��
maximum x�dispersion �max mm ���
SR x�emittance dilution �	x�	x� � ���
dipole magnetic eld B� kG �����
number of periods Np � �
phase advance per period qx degrees ��

Table ������ Wiggler design parameters �NOTE� All non�correction quadrupoles in the

entire beamline are of length �� cm and pole�tip radius � cm��

By setting the necessary momentum compaction ��� and choosing a horizontal SR
emittance dilution of ����� a dipole eld strength of �� kG� and roughly minimizing
dipole magnet length and peak dispersion� the wiggler design parameters listed in Table
� were developed� With j sin�xj�� minimized at �x � ���� the number of periods is
chosen so that each dipole at peak dispersion has an opposing dipole separated by �
in betatron phase advance
 all orders of dispersion generated by equal multipole eld
components cancel� The peak horizontal beam size in the wiggler is ��� mm�

����� Peripheral Sections and the Full Beamline

In addition to the primary function of bunch compression� the beamline described here
also includes sections for spin rotation� cross�plane coupling correction� and phase space
diagnostics� This section describes these modules �for reference� the entire beamline is
depicted in Fig� �������

������� Spin Rotator

It can be shown ��� that for a chicane type �half serpent� ��� spin rotator ��� con�
structed from horizontal and vertical bending magnets� and for � �� SR vertical
emittance dilution� the relationship between the length of the bending magnets and
the beam energy is discouraging
 L�m� � �� � E�GeV �� Even at � GeV the dipoles
are about ���m long� Therefore a spin rotator based on superconducting solenoids is
proposed prior to bunch compression� Since the damped beam is 	at �	y�	x � �� the
cross�plane coupling induced by the solenoids must be compensated� This is achieved
by rotating the spin by ��� around the longitudinal axis with a pair of ��� solenoids
separated by a �re	ector� beamline which causes the solenoid pair�s coupling to cancel
while their spin precession adds� In this way the solenoid coupling is always canceled
regardless of the solenoid settings as long as the solenoid pairs have equal strength
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parameter symbol unit
momentum compaction �w meters �����
e�ective solenoid length Lsol meters �����
maximum solenoid eld Bz kG ����
total arc bend angle  degrees ����
total length of rotator system Ltot meters ��
number of dipole magnets ��� degree arc� Ndipole � �
dipole eld B� kG ���
SR x�emittance dilution �	x�	x� � � � ���	

momentum compaction of all arcs �a m ����
chromatic 	y dilution ����� � ����� �	y�	y� � ���
chromatic 	y dilution ����� � ����� �	y�	y� � ���
chromatic 	y dilution ����� � ����� �	y�	y� � ����

Table ������ Spin rotator parameters

������ By separating two such solenoid pair systems with a ��� spin rotation around
the vertical axis �i�e� an arc of total bend angle � � ������ full arbitrary control of
the spin orientation is possible� The focusing e�ect of the solenoids is corrected with
four matching quadrupoles per paired solenoid section� The matching quadrupoles are
positioned between the paired solenoid sections and the central arc� At � ���� rms DR
energy spread the emittance dilution due to chromatic coupling of the four solenoids
together at maximum eld is negligible at ����� The parameters of the spin rotator
system are given in Table ������

������� Coupling Correction Section

In order to empirically correct anomalous cross�plane coupling due to either damp�
ing ring extraction errors or spin rotator errors� a skew correction section �SCS� is
included immediately following the nal rotator solenoid� The system is constructed
from four small skew quadrupoles with zero nominal strength� The rst and second
skew quadrupoles are separated by betatron phases of ��x � ��y � ���� This is also
true for the third and fourth skew quadrupoles� The second and third are separated
by ��x � �
��y � ��� such that the four skew quadrupoles orthogonally control
the four coupling coe�cients in the beam
 hx�yi� hxy�i� hxyi and hx�y�i� respectively�
The four skew corrections are actually orthonormal in that the emittance sensitivity
to each skew quadrupole is designed to be a constant �i�e� �x�y is equal at each skew
quadrupole�� The relative emittance increase for one thin skew quadrupole of focal
length f at beta functions of �x�y is

	y
	y�

�

vuut� �
	x�
	y�

�x�y
f�

� �������

With skew quadrupoles of �� cm length� � kG pole tip elds and � cm radii� a factor
of about two in emittance increase can be corrected per skew quadrupole�
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������� Diagnostic Section

It is important to provide measurement capability after the bunch compressor so that
the beam emittance and matching can be monitored and corrected before entrance
into the main linac� Following the wiggler section is a simple set of three FODO cells
with phase advance per cell of ��x � ��y � ���� By placing four wire scanners ���
near the vertical focusing quadrupoles the ideal four�wire scanner phase sampling is
available to make high precision emittance and beta function measurements in each
plane� The nominal rms beam size at the scanners is chosen as �� �m vertically and ��
�m horizontally� A matched beam is easily identied since in this case the beam sizes
per plane are identical at each of the four wire scanners� The cross�plane coupling in
the beam is not fully measurable with this section� However� by simply minimizing the
vertical emittance �	at beam� with the four SCS skew quadrupoles all coupling can
be corrected �with some iteration necessary in extreme cases�� A direct measurement
capability is achievable� if desired� by using six wire scanners with phase advances
similar to the SCS described above ����

������� Compressor RF Section

The energy�position correlation is introduced with �� meter S�Band structures with
gradient of ��MV�m in order to produce the necessary ���MV for full bunch com�
pression�

������� The Combined Beamline

The four sections described thus far �spin rotator� coupling correction� bunch compres�
sor and diagnostics� are combined using various appropriate matching quadrupoles to
preserve the periodic beta functions in the various FODO cells� The combined system
	oorplan is laid out in Fig� ������ The system� including the ��� meter spin rotator
bump� should t inside a � meter diameter tunnel� The angle of the rst arc may be
reduced and the angle of the third arc equally increased if it is necessary to horizontally
displace the outgoing beamline relative to the incoming one� It is only necessary that
the middle arc remains xed so that the electron or positron spin orientation is fully
controllable over a sphere�

����� Tolerances

������� Single Bunch Tolerances

The large energy spread and strong bending of the wiggler present some challenges for
transverse emittance preservation� especially in the vertical plane� Several important
tolerances are examined below� Table � evaluates these tolerances


� A rolled dipole magnet introduces vertical dispersion which� if not corrected� will
chromatically lament in the main linac and dilute the vertical emittance�
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3.09 m 0.62 m

Spin Rotator SCS RF Wiggler Diagnostics

0 50 100 150

Figure ������ Schematic layout of complete beamline 	oorplan� Solenoids and the RF�

module are in black
 dipole magnets are in white �quadrupole magnets not shown��

� A quadrupole �sextupole� eld component in a dipole with horizontal dispersion
will dilute the horizontal emittance through the generation of rst �second� order
horizontal dispersion� The symmetry of the wiggler optics introduces a strong
cancellation of these two e�ects if the dipole eld errors are similar for all magnets�
This tolerance� when applied to the wiggler dipoles� can therefore be considered
as a constraint on the eld uniformity over the eight inner wiggler dipoles �the
rst and tenth have near zero dispersion��

� A misaligned quadrupole will generate vertical and�or horizontal dispersion�

� A rolled quadrupole in a non�dispersive section will couple the beams while a
rolled quadrupole in a dominantly dispersive section will generate vertical disper�
sion� Table � lists a range of roll tolerances with the tightest tolerance on one of
the matching quadrupoles just after the RF section and also on the quadrupole
in the center of the �� degree arc� The loosest tolerances are on the wiggler
quadrupoles which are weak�

� There are also tolerances on the di�erence of the eld strengths between the
paired solenoids and also on the absolute gradient of the eight quadrupoles which
make up the re	ector beamline between the paired solenoids� These tolerances
have been evaluated with tracking and are included in Table ������ These tol�
erances assume no correction� The re	ector beamline quadrupole gradient tol�
erances are evaluated at the maximum solenoid eld and vary over the eight
quadrupoles� The tightest of the eight are for the two quadrupoles which are
most centered between the paired solenoids�

� If the phase� �RF � of the compression RF were to deviate from the zero crossing
this energy o�set will advance or delay the phase of the bunch as it enters the
linac and upset the collision timing at the interaction point �IP��
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tolerance symbol unit
wiggler dipole magnet roll tolerance jj �rad ��
quad� eld in wiggler dipole �r���� mm� jb��b�j � ��� � ����

sext� eld in wiggler dipole �r���� mm� jb��b�j � ��� � ���


F�quad� x�misalignment tolerance j�xj �m ���
D�quad� y�misalignment tolerance j�yj �m ��
Quadrupole roll tolerance range jj mrad ��� � ��
Paired solenoid eld di�erence tolerance j�bz�Bz�maxj � �
re	ector quad� grad� tol� range �max� sol�� j�G�G�j � ��� � ���
compression RF phase stability tolerance j�RF j degrees ����

Table ������ Single element tolerances for wigglers and spin rotators for � �� emittance

dilution or jhzlij � �zl�� longitudinal stability at the IP �no correction assumed��

The roll tolerances are quite tight and probably di�cult to achieve� However� these
tolerances can be relaxed by an order of magnitude by including small normal and
skew quadrupoles of zero nominal eld to be used for dispersion correction�

������� Damping Ring Extraction Phase Tolerances and Limits for Bunch

Compression

The compression arguments presented thus far are limited to linear e�ects� In fact the
bunch is not innitely compressible and at some point second order momentum com�
paction limits the achievable bunch length� the second order momentum compaction�
��� the linac bunch position of a particle has a quadratic dependence on its DR bunch
position�

zl � ��� ������� � �� � k��� ������z� � ��k
�z�� � ��� � ��k

�z�� �������

The approximation made in eq� ����� is possible since ���� � � and k � ����� For a
wiggler� the approximate relationship between the second and rst order momentum
compaction is

�� � ��

�
�� �������

For a DR bunch length distribution which is Gaussian �i�e� hz
�i � �hz��i�� and �full
compression� �k � ������ the linac rms bunch length is

��
zl
� hz�l i � hzli� � ����

��
�
�

�
� �



z�

��
�������

If � is reduced in order to compress the bunch toward zero� the second term on the
r�h�s� of eq� ����� begins to dominate the nal bunch length� The minimum achievable
bunch length is given by


�zl�min �
q
�
p
�����z� ��������
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In addition to limiting the achievable bunch length� the second order momentum
compaction also gives rise to a quadratic linac �phase� dependence on DR �phase��
Thus� DR extraction �phase� errors� hz�i� will transform into nal beam energy devia�
tions roughly depending on the mean accelerating RF phase in the main linac� h�i ���
at RF crest�� For small �phase� errors� zl � �� and including only the RF curvature
in the main linac� nal beam energy deviations� h�Ei� can be approximated by

h�Ei � ��� tanh�i
�

� hzli� ��������

The DR extraction �phase� jitter tolerance is then


jhz�ij �
vuut jh�Eij��
��j tanh�ij � ��������

The necessary stability of the longitudinal beam position at the interaction point
�IP� also sets a tolerance on DR �phase� jitter� The DR �phase� jitter tolerance for
fraction bunch position IP stability of jhzlij � �zl�n �e�g� n ��� is

jhz�ijtol �
s
���zl
�n

��������

The bunch length is also limited by the sinusoidal character of the compressor RF�
Including the �rd order term of the sin�z�� expansion and not including the second
order momentum compaction� the bunch position of a particle in the linac� for full
compression where k � ����� is

zl � ��� �
�

�

�
��

�

��

� z	�
 ��������

and for a DR bunch length distribution which is initially gaussian� the rms bunch
length is

��
zl
� ����

��
�

�

��
�
�
��

�

�

� ��

z�
��������

In this case the minimum achievable bunch length is in the direction � 	 �� The
DR extraction �phase� jitter tolerance due to the sinusoidal RF is given by

jhz�ijtol � �

��

�
�j�Ej

j tanh�ij
� �

�

��������

Required IP longitudinal stability sets a DR �phase� jitter tolerance of

jhz�ijtol �
�
��zl
n

�
�

��
��
� �

�

��������

Bunch length limitations and DR phase jitter tolerances for both second order
momentum compaction and sinusoidal RF e�ects are summarized below in Table V�
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parameter symbol unit

linac linear bunch length �zl mm ���
linac frequency fRF GHz ���
linac mean acc� phase h�i degrees ���
The following include the e�ect of second order momentum compaction only�

linac rms �nd order bunch length �zl mm ����
min� �nd order linac bunch length �zl�min mm ����
DR �phase� tol� for h�Ei � ����� jhz�ijtol mm �deg� � ����
DR �phase� tol� for jzlj��zl � ��� jhz�ijtol mm �deg� � ����

The following include the e�ect of the sinusoidal RF only�

linac rms sinusoidal bunch length �zl mm ����
min� rms sinusoidal linac b�l� �zl�min mm ����
DR �phase� tol� for h�Ei � ����� jhz�ijtol mm �deg� � ����
DR �phase� tol� for jzlj��zl � ��� jhz�ijtol mm �deg� � ����

The following includes both non�linear bunch length limitations�

linac rms bunch length �zl mm ����

Table ����	� Bunch length limits and DR phase jitter tolerances
 due to second order

momentum compaction and sinusoidal compressor RF each taken in isolation� The DR

extracted bunch length distribution is taken as a Gaussian for these calculations� The

phase tolerances speci�ed in deg� are w�r�t� the compressor�RF� They are smaller by a

factor of three for the damping ring RF�system�

It can be shown that the two non�linear bunch length limitations discussed above
approximately add in quadrature� The net rms bunch length� including both e�ects� is
listed at the end of the table� Note� with these non�linear e�ects the rms bunch length
results are somewhat dependent on the initial DR extracted bunch distribution�taken
as a Gaussian here�
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��� Beam Delivery System

����� Introduction

The Beam Delivery System �BDS� is the transfer line which transports the beam from
the linac exit to the interaction point �IP� of the collider� Its main function is to
demagnify the beams and to bring them to collisions with spot sizes down to ��� nm
� �� nm at the center of the detector� The overall � �		 � 
		 demagni�cation from
linac to IP is mostly produced by a strongly focusing quadrupole doublet 
�
m distant
from the IP� Together with a weaker upstream doublet� it comprises a �nal transformer
�FT�� or telescope� with �� � � demagni�cation�
The chromaticity of the �nal doublet� together with the expected �����	�� incom�

ing beam relative energy spread� leads to large aberrations which blow up the spot size
if uncorrected� The FT is therefore preceded by a Chromatic Correction Section �CCS�
where sextupoles� located in dispersive regions� create the necessary quadrupole correc�
tion for the o��energy particles� The energy bandwidth of this correction determines
the energy acceptance of the whole system�

The optics of the Final Focus System �FFS�� namely the combination of the Chro�
matic Correction Section and the Final Transformer� derives from the one of the SLAC
Linear Collider FFS ��� with one essential di�erence consisting in separate� rather
than interleaved� horizontal and vertical chromaticity correction sections� The non�
interleaved CCS optics which requires more space but in return reduces considerably
the amount of non�linear aberrations� has been adopted and operated successfully by
the Final Focus Test Beam �FFTB� facility �
� at SLAC In addition to the two non�
interleaved pairs of sextupoles� additional sextupoles are placed at strategic positions
to improve the bandwidth of the system�

The transverse beam tails passing through the doublet quadrupoles produce syn�
chrotron radiation which in turn can be a source of background in the detector� The
photon energies and angles are maximum in the last doublet where masking is di��
cult� As seen in Fig������� the collimation requirement for a complete clearance of
the interaction region is about �	���x � 
��y � The beam halo� possibly generated in
the linac� is therefore scraped o� in the collimation section �CS� by an arrangement of
spoilers and absorbers described in Section �����

A short Linac Matching Section �LMS� matches the beam from the linac exit to
the entrance of the collimation section�

The essential ability to measure the beam emittances after the linac and before
�nal focus system and to correct the incoming transverse coupling is provided by the
Tuning and Diagnostic Section �TDS� �see Section ������ following the Collimation
Section�

Finally� changing the beam sizes and angular divergences at the IP in order to
optimize the collision parameters without modifying the FT and CCS sensitive optics
can be done in the Beta Matching Section �BMS�� located between the TDS and the
CCS�
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����� Magnet Lattice and Optics

The magnet lattice and beam optical functions along the beam delivery system are
shown in Fig������ The geometry is arranged such that the system �ts into a straight
tunnel �see Fig� ���
� and matches the required crossing angle at the IP of � mrad�
The BDS is composed of the � sections whose function has been described above�

sqrt(bx/m)/10e+02 

sqrt(by/m)/10e+02 

neg. disp.x/1.0e-01 m 

neg. disp.y/1.0e-01 m 

     2.0         2.0    

     1.0         1.0    

      .0          .0    

    -1.0    

0.0   145.2       290.5       435.7       580.9       726.2       871.4      1016.6      1161.8      1307.1      1452.3     

Figure ������ Beam optics of the SBLC delivery system�

� The Linac Matching Section �LMS� is composed of six quadrupoles� including
the last focusing linac quadrupoles� which provide enough free parameters to match
the beam to the entrance of the collimation section and therefore to tune the beam
sizes at the collimator locations�

� The Collimation Section �CS� provides  regions of combined high horizontal
and vertical betas as well as large horizontal dispersion� Each region hosts a pair
of Titanium collimators to intercept o��momentum and large �x and y� amplitude
particles� In normal operation� their aperture is set to ��x and ���y and they collimate
particles with more than 
�
� momentum o�set� The last two collimator pairs are in
phase with the last doublet� they intercept the sine�like trajectories �with respect to the
IP� which have the largest amplitudes in this doublet and therefore produce the most
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harmful part of the synchrotron radiation in the last quadrupoles� The two upstream
collimator pairs are in phase with the IP and thus intercept the cosine�like trajectories�
This second phase collimation is necessary to protect the detector from phase mixing�
of chromatic or non�linear origin� occurring between the collimation section and the
last doublet� To minimize the chromatic phase mixing in the CS itself� the chromaticity
created by the CS high�beta regions is corrected locally by embedded sextupoles pairs�
in a way similar to the one described below for the CCS�

COLLIMATION TUNING CCS FINAL
TRANFORMER

IPx

Figure ������ Horizontal survey of the beam delivery system�

� the Tuning and Diagnostic Section �TDS� is a section devoted to measuring
and correcting the sensitive transverse coupling� inherited from the Linac transport
and�or created in the Collimation Section� The coupling correction is performed in
the Skew Quadrupole Correction Section �SQSC� which hosts four skew quadrupoles
located at the proper relative phase advances to cancel the four coupling coe�cients of
the transverse beammatrix� Tuning is done by minimizing the vertical emittance which
is measured� together with the horizontal one� in the Emittance Measurement Section
�EMS�� The EMS is a simple FODO lattice with three and a half �� cells along which
four wire scanners are regularly disposed every �� in phase space� Each wire scanner
measures the horizontal and vertical spot sizes� expected to be about equal to ��m
and ���m� This is therefore in the range of solid carbon wires as the ones currently
and reliably operated in the SLC� The regularity of the beam phase advances and spot
sizes at the wire locations optimizes the reconstruction of the transverse emittances
from the spot size measurements�

� the Beta Matching Section �BMS� contains � quadrupoles which allow to
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match the beam matrix at the entrance of the �nal focus system over a wide range
of parameters� Since the �nal focus system is a pure demagnifying telescopic system�
the BMS can therefore be used to �ne tune the beam at the IP as well as the phase
advance from the collimators to the last doublet� It can also be used� for the start�up
operation� to blow up the beam as much as a factor �	 with a relative variation of the
quadrupole gradients limited to about � 
	�� The BMS magnets need therefore to be
tunable over this range�

� the Chromatic Correction Section �CCS� is a one to one transformer com�
posed of two FODO sections with four �	� cells each� Both sections contain four
bending magnets symmetrically disposed to generate a closed horizontal dispersion
bump� and a pair of strong sextupoles to tune the chromaticity� Since the two sections
have opposite quadrupole polarities� the �rst one corrects the horizontal chromaticity
and the second one the vertical chromaticity� Each of the four sextupoles is located
next the central quadrupole where the phase advance is a multiple of ��
 and the
relevant beta�function is maximum� In this way the sextupoles do not generate geo�
metric or chromatic aberrations other than the ones needed to cancel the chromatic
aberrations from the last doublet� With these two pairs of sextupoles alone� the result�
ing bandwidth amounts to �	���� su�cient to accomodate most of the energy spread
of the beam ��E�E�	����� peak�to�peak spread �	����� In order to avoid spot size
dilution from the tails in the beam energy distribution and to create a comfortable
safety margin� a further optimisation of the bandwidth is applied by adding sextupoles
at strategic positions in the lattice� The applied optimisation procedure is described
in detail in ref� ���� The resulting bandwidth is ������ as shown in Fig� ����� The
additional sextupoles are weaker than the four main ones and introduce only negligible
geometric aberrations�

With opposite dipole polarities� the two sections of the CCS create an S�shaped
orbit with two opposing de�ection angles of about mrad generated by four 

�
m
long dipoles with a �eld of ��mT at a beam energy of 
�	GeV� The beam relative
energy spread due to synchrotron radiation along these � dipoles and the relative energy
loss between sextupoles of the same pair are both very small� about 
� �	���

� the Final Transformer �FT� is a telescopic system which achieves the �nal de�
magni�cation of the beam spot sizes by a factor of �� horizontally and � vertically� It is
composed of a weak and a strong doublet separated by �
	m� The strong �nal doublet�
located inside of the detector� is composed of two quadrupoles of ��	T�m and 
�	T�m
gradient� respectively� The stronger� vertically focussing one has an aperture radius of
�mm and a length of ���m� the corresponding parameters for the weaker� horizontally
focussing quadrupole are aQ��mm and lQ�
m� A superconducting solenoid has to be
foreseen around the quadrupoles in order to shield the iron from the strong �eld of the
detector� Superconducting coils are used in the strong vertically focussing quadrupole
�superferric design�� A detailed technical design for the �nal doublet still needs to
be worked out� but �eld calculations based on the cross section shown in Fig� ����
indicate that the required �eld quality can be achieved and that the gradient can be
increased to accomodate an upgrade of the beam energy to about ��� GeV�

Besides the two quadrupole doublets� the Final Transformer contains three dipole
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magnets which create a dispersion bump at the position of the weak doublet� This
allows compensation of the vertical chromaticity locally and contributes to the large
momentum bandwidth of the system� The synchrotron light from the dipoles is col�
limated such that the remaining radiation fan can pass freely through the interaction
region�

OPERA-2d
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Figure ������ Final quadrupole cross�section�

� Crossing angle
Because of the � ns �about 
m� bunch separation� the beams have to collide at

an angle to avoid parasitic interactions� With a total crossing angle of �mrad� the
outgoing beams are su�ciently o�set to safely avoid the so�called multibunch kink
instability� Furthermore� this separation is large enough for providing enough aperture
for the outgoing synchrotron light� The disadvantage of the crossing angle scheme is
a reduction of the luminosity due to the e�ective increase of the horizontal spot size
at the IP� This e�ect can be avoided by rotating the bunches of both beams in the
horizontal plane by half the crossing angle so that the beams collide quasi head�on
��crab�crossing��� In this design� the rotation is provided by a combination of the
correlated energy spread in the bunches with a �nite horizontal dispersion at the IP�
The dispersion is easily generated by a slight detuning of two quadrupoles in the CCS�
Simulations of the beam�beam interaction show that the correlated energy spread from
the wake�eld in the linac is su�ciently linear for this dispersive crab�crossing scheme
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to keep the luminosity reduction at a crossing angle of �mrad within about �� �see
Fig� �����

Luminosity vs. crossing angle
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Figure ������ Luminosity reduction vs� crossing angle with �solid line� and without �dashed

line� the dispersive crab crossing scheme�

� Tracking Results
Results of tracking simulations through the entire BDS are shown in Fig������ They

have been performed with an ensemble of 
�			 particles representing the longitudinal
and transverse distribution in the bunch at the end of the linac and they include
the e�ect of synchrotron radiation in the magnets� At a beam energy of 
�	GeV
the dilution of the spot size at the IP amounts to only 
�� Results at higher and
lower energies were obtained by assuming that the normalised emittances and the
beta�functions at the IP remain unchanged� Over the entire energy range foreseen�
including the �st stage upgrade to Ecm���	GeV� the increase of the spot size remains
below �	��

� Magnets and Beam Pipe Apertures

The required strengths of the BDS quadrupoles ��nal doublet excepted� and sex�
tupoles correspond to maximum pole tip �elds of about 	��T at a beam energy of

�	GeV� assuming an aperture radius of �mm� A � cm diameter stainless steel beam
pipe is acceptable from the impedance point of view since the relative energy spread
and energy loss induced by the resistive wake�elds along �� km of beam pipe are about
�� �	���
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SBLC-BDS: Beta* vs. Energy Deviation
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SBLC-BDS: spot size dilution vs. beam energy
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Figure ����	� Energy bandwidth of the beam delivery system calculated from the energy

dependence of the beta�functions at the IP �top� and relative spot size dilution vs� beam

energy �bottom��

����� Sensitivity to Errors

Displacement and magnet errors occuring upstream of the beta matching section �BMS�
will be accurately detected in the diagnostic section and corrected� Downstream errors
will be more di�cult to measure with the fewer and less precise beam size monitors
equiping the IP and its image point at the exit of the CCS� This section is thus devoted
to the study of the sensitivity to errors of the BMS and FFS �nal sections�

This error sensitivity is calculated from the �rst and second order derivatives of
the IP orbit and transfer matrix with respect to magnet errors as well as from the
�rst order derivatives of the T�matrix of the transfer map� This information� stored in
large arrays� allows one to calculate the sensitivity of the optical system to any kind
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of misalignments� vibrations or magnet �eld instabilities�
Once translated in terms of luminosity loss and spot size growth� this information

can also be used to calculate tolerances of the �nal focus system to misalignment or
�eld errors� To do so� one has to specify a model that describes the source of these
errors� their spectrum and correlations over time and distance� In this section� the
following two simple situations are considered� �rst� �xed �or static� errors a�ecting
only one magnet� assuming all other elements are perfectly aligned and tuned� and
second� uncorrelated random transverse vibrations a�ecting all magnets of both �nal
focus beam lines� More realistic models taking into account ground motion are studied
in Sect�����

� Static Tolerances
The static tolerances are shown in Figs� ����� ����� assuming a beam energy spread

of 	����� They are derived from a 
� reduction of the luminosity calculated by
assuming that one beam is perfectly matched while the other beam is a�ected by the
error considered� In all pictures� the inverse tolerances are plotted in such a way that the
highest bars correspond to the tightest tolerances� Black bars give the tolerances with
no steering corrections� while the white bars give tolerances with IP o�set corrections
included� Besides the last doublet quadrupoles which� as expected� set the tightest
tolerances� the CCS bending magnets show also a high sensitivity to skew rotations
and �eld errors� Dispersion errors� especially vertical ones� are mainly due to last CCS
quadrupoles and the �rst FT doublet�

� Uncorrelated Vibration Tolerances

For the model of mechanical vibrations where magnet transverse motions are un�
correlated and have the same horizontal and vertical RMS� ��mag�

x and ��mag�
y � the RMS

of the resulting relative beam o�set� crossing�angle and the single beam dispersions at
the IP are then given by�

��x� � 	��� � ��mag�
x � ��y� � 	�
�� ��mag�

y

���x � ���� rd�m � ��mag�
x � ���y � ��� rd�m � ��mag�

y

�D�

x
� �
�� � ��mag�

x � �D�

y
� ��
� ��mag�

y

Actually the o�set RMS ��x� and ��y� do not include the dominant contribution
from both the opposing last doublets which can be directly read from Figs� ���� and
�����
In this model� small luminosity losses can be parametrized as

�L�L� � �
�� f���mag�
x ���� nm�� � ���mag�

y �
��� nm��g �no o�set correction�

for the fast jitter with no steering correction done �again excluding the contribution
from the last doublets�� and

�L�L� � �
�� f���mag�
x �
�� nm�� � ���mag�

y ���� nm��g �with o�set correction�

for the case where steering correction is done� In the �rst case� the luminosity loss
is dominated by the beam relative o�sets� In the second case� this contribution is
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removed and the luminosity loss is mainly coming from spot�size growth with a small
contribution from the vertical crossing angle� Since a fast IP orbit steering feedback
is foreseen� the latter case is the relevant one here� The 
� luminosity loss tolerances
can be read immediately from the above expressions� With the 	���� energy spread
considered� the horizontal spot�size growth induced by horizontal misalignments comes

� from waist�shift and ��� from horizontal dispersion while the vertical spot�size
growth induced by vertical misalignments comes �� from yx��coupling and ��� from
vertical dispersion� The vertical spot�size growth induced by horizontal misaligments
comes totally from waist�shift� and the horizontal spot�size growth induced by vertical
misalignments comes totally from xy��coupling�
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Figure ����
� FFS Sensitivity to transverse displacements �black bars� with IP o�set �

white bars� IP o�set corrected��
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Figure ������ FFS Sensitivity to skew rotations and 	eld errors �black bars� with IP o�set

� white bars� IP o�set corrected��
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����� Ground Motion

Ground motion is an important issue for the linear collider� because it may result
in misalignment of focusing and accelerating elements and thus in trajectory o�set
and emittance dilution� Ground motion in�uence is more severe in the beam delivery
system� where tolerances are the tightest� It is therefore natural to discuss it in detail
in this chapter� Some relevant considerations appear in the chapter describing beam
dynamics in the main linac as well�

�Mathematical description of ground motion consists in spectral representa�
tion� because the relevant quantity y�t� s�� the vertical position of the ground surface�
can be considered to move in a �random� fashion and should be characterized there�
fore by the corresponding power spectrum P ��� k� ����� Other characteristics �such as
the measurable temporal power spectrum of absolute motion taken in a single point
p���� the spectrum of relative motion of two separated points 	���L�� the correlation
C���L� and the power spectrum P �t� k� of the misalignment y�t� s��y�	� s� etc���� are
all related to P ��� k��
While spectral properties of the ground motion are described by the power spec�

trum� spatial spectral properties of the considered focusing structure of the linear
collider can be described by a spectral response function ����� The errors induced by
misalignments� such as the rms beam o�set or the rms beam dispersion at IP� can be
determined by the integral of the corresponding spectral response function with the
power spectrum of the misalignment� For example the rms beam dispersion at the IP
is

h
��t�i �
Z �

��
P �t� k�G��k�

dk


�

The spectral response functions Go��k� or G��k� show� in terms of rms relative o�set
or beam dispersion� the spectral response of the considered focusing section to the
misalignment having spatial period 
��k �Fig�������
The spectrum of misalignments� if produced by ground motion� exhibits the follow�

ing evolution

P �t� k� �
Z �

��
P ��� k� 
 �� � cos��t�� d�


�

In most cases it is essential to have the orbit stabilization feedback taken into
account� The equilibrium beam characteristics� for example the rms equilibrium beam
o�set at the IP� can then be estimated using the function F ���� which characterizes
the spectral performance of the feedback� integrated with the ground motion spectrum
and the corresponding spectral response function�
However� orbit stabilization or tuning algorithms may be quite complex and their

performance may depend on many factors such as BPM or mover resolution� In these
cases analytical methods based on the spectral response function cannot be applied�
thus direct simulations of ground motion ���� and particle tracking should be used to
determine the beam degradation�

� Measured information on ground motion is known from studies performed
in many laboratories all over the world ������	��
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Figure ������ Spectral response functions for the relative o�set Go��k and for the beam

dispersion G��k for the SBLC Beam Delivery system�

It is known that the power spectrum p��� of absolute ground motion �which contains
contribution of all k� grows very fast with decreasing frequency� In quiet conditions
it behaves approximately as p��� � ���� in a wide frequency band� The motion is
unavoidable as it consists of seismic activity� At low frequency f � � Hz signi�cant
contributions to absolute ground motion come from remote sources like water motion
in the oceans� atmospheric activity� temperature variations� A well�known example
of the ocean in�uence is the peak in the band 	�� � 	�
 Hz with a few micrometers
amplitude �Fig�������

On the other side� in the band f � � Hz the noise produced by human activity is
usually dominating over the natural noise and the power spectrum depends very much
on the local conditions �location of sources� depth of tunnel etc��� Locally generated
noise can be much bigger than remotely generated� For example the spectrummeasured
at the tunnel of an operating circular accelerator �DESY HERA collider� presents high
amplitudes at f � � Hz due to noise generated by di�erent technical devices �Fig�������
This noise may have a big amplitude and poor spatial correlation� Technical devices
of the future linear collider therefore should be properly designed in order to pass as
low vibration as possible to the tunnel �oor�

It is known from correlation measurements ��� �	� that in quiet conditions the
motion in the band f � 	�� Hz can be considered as wave�like� i�e� the frequency
� and wave number k are connected via phase velocity v� At f � 	�� Hz the value
of v was found to be close to the velocity of sound in the surrounding media� about
�			 m�s at LEP and about 
			 m�s at the SLC tunnel� For cultural noise this
value decreases rapidly� the value of v determined from the SLAC data behave as
v � �	 � ��		 exp��f�
Hz� m�s �for f � 	�� Hz� ��	�� HERA measurements gave
v � 		 m�s ���� The SLAC measurements have shown �at least at this place and these
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conditions� that contribution of non�wave motion is negligible for f � 	�� Hz�
The motion at f � 	�� Hz is di�erent� The elastic motion �produced by the moon�

for example� is present here also� but of much bigger relevance is the inelastic di�usive
motion� probably fed by the elastic motion and caused by its dissipation� The motion
is believed to be described by the �ATL law� ���� which states that the relative rms
displacement after a time T of the two points separated by a distance L is

h�Y �i � AT L

The parameter A was found to be A � �	�	�
 �m�s�
m�
 at di�erent places� One can
see that this displacement is proportional to the square root of the time and separation�
this stresses the random� non wavelike� di�usive character of the slow relative motion�
The parameter A was observed to be smaller in tunnels built in solid rock� It also

depends on the method of tunnel construction� in the tunnel bored in granite A � �	�	
�m�s�
m�
 was observed� while in a similar tunnel built by use of explosions� the
parameter A is found to be � times larger probably because of the rock fragmentation�
arti�cially increased during construction ���� The high frequency correlation in the
second case is also poor� The parameter A tends also to be smaller in deeper tunnels
�����
The ranges of T and L where the �ATL law� is valid are very wide� In ���� it was

shown that �ATL law� is con�rmed by measurements of ground motion in di�erent
accelerator tunnels in the range from minutes to tens of years and from a few meters
to tens of kilometers� The measured relative power spectra� presented in ��� and in
��
�� exhibit the �ATL� behavior for f � 	�� Hz �for L � �	 m�� These measurements
indicate that the transition region from wave to di�usion motion is placed at rather
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short times �a few seconds�� Measurements of the closed orbit motion in the HERA
circular collider have shown that the power spectrum of this motion corresponds to the
�ATL law� in a wide frequency range� from f � 	�� Hz down to f � �	�	 Hz and the
parameter is A � �	�� �m�s�
m�
 ��
��

The very slow motion can be systematic �not described by power spectrum� as well�
Such motion has been observed at LEP Point � and PEP ��� where some quadrupoles
move unidirectionally during several years with rate about 	�� � � mm�year� Points
spaced by a few tens of meters can move in opposite directions� The amplitude of the
motion can be larger than the one of di�usive motion� The motion is probably due to
geological peculiarities of the place or due to relaxation if the tunnel was bored in solid
rock�

The elements of the linac will be placed not on the �oor� but on some girder�
which could amplify some frequencies due to its own resonances� It is not only this
ampli�cation that is dangerous� more important is that the di�erent girders can amplify
or change the �oor motion in di�erent ways� and hence spoil correlation of the �oor
motion� It is therefore preferable to push the girder resonances to high frequencies
where the correlation is poor anyway and �oor amplitudes are smaller� This requires
�rm connections of the girder to the �oor� The active systems ����� which can help to
isolate the quadrupoles from high frequency �oor motion� should be made insensitive to
small frequencies �below � Hz�� otherwise imperfections and noise in the active system
may reduce the correlation present for slow long�wavelength motion�

� A model of the ground motion spectrum P ��� k� can be built ���� with the
assumption that the low frequency part of motion is described by the �ATL law� ����
and the high frequency part is produced mainly by waves� The waves are assumed to be
elastic� transverse� propagating at the surface of the ground with uniform distribution
over azimuthal angle� The �ATL law� is included to the model in a modi�ed form�
in order to prevent overestimation of fast motion� which is an intrinsic feature of the
pure �ATL law�� The spectrum� which include both the waves and the modi�ed �ATL
law�� is the following

P ��� k� �
A

��k�
��� cos�kB�A����� �X

i

ai
� � �di�� � �i���i��


q
���v�� � k�

We consider two set of parameters to cover two extreme cases of seismic conditions�
Parameters of the �rst model are the following� A � �	�� �m�s�
m�
� B � �	�	

�m�s��� The single peak described by �
 � 
� � 	�� Hz for the frequency of the peak�
a
 � �	�m

��Hz for its amplitude� d
 � � for its width� and v
 � �			 m�s for the
velocity� This parameters represent quiet conditions�

The second model corresponds to seismic conditions with big contributions from
cultural noises �as in the HERA tunnel in operating conditions�� The parameters are
the following� A � �	�� �m�s�
m�
� B � �	�� �m�s�� and three peaks� f
 � 	���
f� � 
��� f� � �	 Hz� a
 � �	� a� � �	��� a� � �	���m��Hz� d
 � �� d� � ���� d� � ����
v
 � �			� v� � 		� v� � 		 m�s� The corresponding spectrum of relative motion is
shown on Fig�����	�
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Figure ������� Absolute power spectrum measured in a noisy conditions �HERA during

operation ��� compared to absolute and relative spectra for di�erent spatial separation L

calculated from the second model�

� Beam o�set and spot size at the IP of SBLC have been calculated ana�
lytically using the models of ground motion spectrum P ��� k� and the corresponding
spectral response functions� determined in linear approximation �����
The most harmful e�ect of misalignments of focusing elements is the relative ver�

tical o�set of the opposite beams at the IP �Fig�������� The tolerance on the o�set�
corresponding to 
� luminosity loss� is around  nm for SBLC� It corresponds to crit�
ical times around � s for the quiet model and � ms for the noisy model� This means
that the repetition rate based feedback ��	 Hz� can provide luminosity stabilization
if a low or medium level of cultural noise is present� Applying active stabilisation of
magnet supports �see section ���� will help to reduce orbit jitter to amplitudes which
can be handled by the repetition rate based feedback� The fast orbit feedback within
a bunchtrain based on the pilot bunch measurements� described in section ����� can
stabilize luminosity even for a high level of cultural noise�
Transverse displacements of focusing elements generate spot size growth at the IP

induced by dispersion� longitudinal shift of the beam waists and xy�coupling gener�
ated by o�set beams in quadrupoles and sextupoles� Corresponding spectral response
functions have been calculated and the beam size growth due to all these e�ects has
been determined �Fig�����
�� The main contribution to the vertical beam size growth
comes from the vertical dispersion� One can see that the critical time scale for 
�
luminosity loss is about 
	 s that imposes quite relaxed requirements to the beam size
stabilization feedback described in section �����
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����� Phase Space Measurement and Tuning

������� Introduction

With the experience gained from two existing �nal focus systems �SLC and the �nal
focus test beam� FFTB�� the various tuning techniques which are required to produce
the small beam sizes at the IP are already mature and well tested� For the next
generation of linear colliders� the tuning used at the FFTB ���� is particularly relevant�
In the following sections� we will discuss the application of these and other tuning
techniques to the SBLC beam delivery system�

������� Energy Measurement and Correction

The beam delivery system o�ers several near optimum positions for the precise mea�
surement of the relative energy �momentum� error of the bunches� Both the collimation
sections and the chromatic correction sections have symmetric high dispersion points
positioned �I apart in betatron phase� allowing any betatron component of the hori�
zontal beam o�set at these points to be e�ectively canceled out by taking the sum of
the two measurements� The resolution of such a system is given by �a� the value of
the dispersion function �b� the resolution �noise� of the BPM and �c� the accuracy of
the cancelation of the betatron component� Table ���� gives the relevant parameters
for the four sets of symmetric dispersion points available in the SBLC beam delivery
system� The resolution is calculated assuming the given BPM precision �� �m� and a
�conservative� random beam jitter of ���

section Dx �mm� x �m� �x ��m� �BPM ��m� resolution
collimation �� �� �� � � � �	��
CCS X �� 

�	 
	 � �	��

CCS Y 
� � �� � � � �	��

Table ������ Key parameters for �I paired BPMs used as spectrometers in the beam delivery

section� The collimation section refers to both the sine� and cosine�like sections which have

identical parameters�

Either of the two BPM pairs in the collimation sections can be used in an energy
feedback system to compensate any variation in beam energy� using two back�phased
correction cavities situated at the exit of the linac�

������	 Beam Based Alignment

The most critical aspect of the initial �nal focus tuning is the alignment of the magnets�
The strong quadrupoles and sextupoles within the system have tight tolerances that
must be met in order to reduce optical aberrations below the acceptable values� Since
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Figure ������� Schematic of coupling measurement and correction section together with the

downstream six wire array emittance measurement section� The fodo parameters for the

emittance measurement station are chosen to give a �� measurement resolution �assuming

a � �m rms wire��

the alignment tolerances are tighter than can probably be achieved using conventional
survey techniques� the position of the magnets must be corrected using the beam
based alignment techniques already successfully demonstrated at the FFTB ����� The
excitation of each magnet is changed and the resulting di�erence in downstream orbit is
recorded� from which the relative o�set of the magnet with respect to the beam can be
estimated� Each magnet �excluding dipoles� is placed on a remotely translatable stage
�magnet mover� which enables the precise �sub�micron� positioning of the magnet �
	��
With high precision BPMs �approximately � �m�� alignment precisions on the order
of a micron or less should be feasible� The strong Sextupoles can be aligned using the
waist shift techniques �rst demonstrated successfully at the SLC �
���

������� Coupling Correction

With emittance ratios of 
��� it is important to reduce any cross plane �X�Y� corre�
lations in the �dimensional beam phase space� The linear correlations �hxyi� hxy�i�
hx�yi and hx�y�i can be completely removed with four skew�quadrupoles placed at non�
degenerate phases� There are two possible correction schemes that can be applied�

�� measure the correlations and adjust the four skew�quadrupoles accordingly�


� generate a set of four orthogonal coupling knobs� and minimise the vertical emit�
tance as a function of each in turn �
���

In SBLC� both possibilities are supported in a single tuning section� The lattice shown
in Fig� ����� is chosen to make each single skew�quadrupole correct an independent
coupling term �i�e an orthogonal knob� �
��� Immediately downstream of the skew�
quadrupoles is a ��wire emittance measurement section as described in �

�� which is
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capable of a relative emittance measurement error of approximately ��� The vertical
emittance is minimised as a function of each skew�quadrupole strength in turn� It
should be noted that the skew�quadrupoles are only orthogonal over a limited range
around zero� should a large amount of correction be required� then the procedure must
be iterated�
The orthogonal split�phase lattice utilised for the coupling correction also a�ords

an elegant de�coupled measurement of the four individual X�Y correlations� Four wire
scanners are placed at the same locations as the skew�quadrupole as discussed in �

��
Each wire scanner has an additional angle wire �the u�wire�� which together with the
horizontal and vertical wire measurements can be used to determine the hxyi correlation
of the beam at that wire scanner� At each wire scanner location� the measured hxyi
correlation relates directly to an individual correlation term of the beam as measured
at the �rst wire scanner �as shown in Fig� ������� Together with the downstream
emittance measurement station� the coupling measurement station allows the complete
determination of the �dimensional phase volume� the results of which can be used to
determine the settings of the matching quadrupoles �skew and normal� with the aid of
some suitable optics program� preferably on�line�

������� Beta Matching

By design� a �nal focus system for a linear collider contains large chromatic elements
which are so positioned in order to cancel the resulting aberrations� Given the delicate
balance of this cancelation and the subsequent tolerances of the components� it is highly
desirable to limit the amount of tuning which takes place within the �nal focus to a
minimum� the IP tuning should be considered as a �nal �ne tuning of the IP phase
space �see section �������� To facilitate this� care must be taken to make sure that the
incoming phase space is matched correctly to the �nal focus� The wire array system
described in section ����� allows the determination of the full �dimensional phase
volume� from which the setting of the a� skew�quadrupoles in the coupling correction
section and b� the normal quadrupoles in the downstream �matching section can be
determined� As an additional cross check� a single wire scanner can be placed at the
IP image point at the entrance of the horizontal chromatic correction section� If the
�nal focus lattice is correctly adjusted� then a waist at this wire scanner corresponds
directly to a waist at the IP� Waist scans can be made at the wire by driving six
upstream quadrupoles in the correct �non�linear� fashion�
��� Assuming the coupling
has already been corrected� the �function at the image point can be obtained from the
waist scan information� and a subsequent adjustment made to obtain the correct beam
size� For the design vertical emittance the vertical beam size at the image point is �		
nm �� � � ��y�� the measurement of which is well beyond the carbon �ber limit and
will require laser technology or possibly a gradient undulator beam size monitor�
��

������
 IP tuning

The �nal focus optics must �rst be checked and if necessary adjusted to given the
correct box�structure lattice� Speci�cally the �I sections between sextupoles in the
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chromatic correction sections must be measured using the corrector�BPM null method
outlined in ����� Additional wire scanners at the intermediate IP image points can be
also used to check the consistency of the optics �since they should all measure the same
beam size�� Unfortunately the beam sizes at these downstream image points have a
large contribution from the chromaticity generated by the CCS sextupoles� and so it
will be necessary to turn the sextupoles o� during the measurement�
Final �linear� tuning of the IP phase space requires in principle six orthogonal

knobs�

�� X and Y waist IP shift�


� X and Y IP dispersion�

�� hxyi and hx�yi coupling�
For the last case �coupling�� only the hx�yi is important� since there is no generating
term for the hxyi correlation due to the single phase nature of the lattice �this assumes
that the incoming coupling has been corrected using the techniques described in section
������� The remaining coupling term can be tuned out using a single skew�qudrupole
placed close to the �nal doublet� or using the sextupole mover technique discussed
below�
All �ve required tuning knobs can be easily generated using transverse displacement

of the sextupole pairs in the CCS� This technique is particularly appealing since errors
in alignment of the sextupoles are expected to be a signi�cant source of the aberrations
we wish to use them to correct� For a given sextupole pair� the transverse o�set
�horizontal and vertical� can be driven symmetrically or anti�symmetrically� The two
sets of sextupoles movers can be ganged together to produce orthogonal X and Y
knobs �for the waist and dispersion correction�� Table ���
 shows the various knob
combinations while Table ���� gives the numerical parameters� Exactly the same e�ect
can be achieved by placing small normal and skew quadrupoles at the sextupoles and
ganging the power supplies in pairs�

symmetric a�symmetric
horizontal waist shifts horizontal dispersion
vertical hx�yi and hxy�i vertical dispersion

Table ������ The four combinations of sextupole movers and their e�ect at the IP�

The typical amount by which the sextupoles must be displaced depends on the size
of the scan range and subsequent correction necessary� As a good guideline� we assume
that a scan range is such that it increases the e�ective IP �function by a factor of three
�i�e� it increase the beam size by a factor of

p
��� Combining the above coe�cients into

orthogonal knobs� Table ��� gives the amount of transverse motion of each sextupole
to complete a � scan �for the coupling� only the vertical beam size is scanned using
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X Y
X CCS waist ��	 �	

dispersion ��� 	���
coupling ��

Y CCS waist �� �
dispersion ��	 
�	
coupling �	

Table ������ Coe�cients for the various mover combinations given in Table ������ The

coe�cients are per unit sextupole o�set�

the vertical CCS sextupoles�� Mechanical movers of a similar design as those developed
for the FFTB �
	� should be adequate given the requirements in table ����

CCS X ��m� CCS Y ��m� motion
x�waist ��� �	��� horizontal
Y�waist �	��� ��� horizontal
x�dispersion 
�� horizontal
y�dispersion 
�
 vertical
coupling ��� vertical

Table ������ Expected motions of the sextupole pairs in the X and Y CCS to give orthogonal

�� scans at the IP�

All the tuning described above requires some measurement of the beam size at the
IP� While colliding beams are available� beam�beam scans can be used as a tuning
signal� as can any fast luminosity monitor� It is considered essential that a single beam
diagnostic be available at or near the IP for initial tuning and fault diagnostics� A laser
interferometer beam size monitor�
�� will be placed some �	 cm along the beam axis
from the actual IP� The focal point of the beam must be moved to the location of the
the laser monitor requiring an adjustment of the �match �a waist shift�� Such a waist
shift is easily produced by the sextupole pairs as previously mentioned �a symmetric
horizontal displacement of 


 �m for X and ��	 �m for Y��

����� Luminosity Stabilisation

The alignment tolerances in the beam delivery system are some of the tightest in the
machine� While it is expected that initial beam�based alignment can achieve these
tolerances� the question still remains how stable the system is over time� given that
ground motion will slowly displace all the components from their ideal positions� The
e�ects of ground motion on the luminosity can be separated into three distinct time
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scales�

�� displacement of the beams relative to each other at the IP


� dilution of the IP beam sizes by linear optics aberrations

�� dilution of the IP beam sizes by non�linear optics aberrations�

The relative displacement of the beam at the IP has the shortest time constant�
if the e�ects of ground motion are left uncorrected� the luminosity drops rapidly as
the beams move out of collision� Assuming that this o�set is corrected using the
proposed fast feedback system �section ������ the next e�ect is that of linear optics
aberrations increasing the beam size at the IP� As the ground motion displaces the
magnets� the RMS of the beam trajectory through the system will increase rapidly�
generating spurious dispersion� IP waist shifts and X�Y coupling �the latter two e�ects
coming from the strong sextupoles in the chromatic correction sections�� These e�ects
can be dramatically reduced by routinely re�steering the beam delivery systems� In
addition� the linear IP tuning knobs can be scanned during routine luminosity operation
to remove any residual linear aberration not corrected by the steering� Once ��� and �
�
are corrected� the only remaining e�ects are non�linear aberrations �most notably non�
linear dispersion�� When these e�ects become large enough to reduce the luminosity
below an acceptable limit� then the beam delivery system will require invasive tuning�
and most probably a re�alignment of the magnets �using beam�based alignment��
To study the e�ects of ground motion and how e�ective the various tuning and

orbit correction strategies are� a purpose built simulation tool known as MERLIN has
been developed at DESY� The MERLIN model of the SBAND beam delivery system
has the following key points�

�� both electron and positron systems are simulated� and the luminosity is calculated
from the results of particle tracking though both �independent� models


� ground motion �ATL� is applied to both electron and positron models in a con�
sistent way to obtain the correct correlations between the two

�� components can be placed on girders �supports�� and will then move together
under the in�uence of ground motion

� each magnet has an associated BPM� both of which are placed on magnet movers
�which in turn are placed on a support��

Figure ���� shows recent result of the MERLIN SBAND BDS model� The four
graphs shown are the averaged results of running twenty random seeds for the ground
motion� with A � �	���m��m�s� The logarithmic time scale represents thirty days of
running� The �rst graph �a� shows the e�ect of ground motion alone with no tuning�
from which it is clear that the luminosity drops below an acceptable level within sec�
onds� The second graph �b� shows how the e�ect of the IP steering feedback stabilises
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Figure ������� Simulations of luminosity �relative to the design value� as a function of

time� Four separate simulation runs are shown depicting �a� no correction
 �b� IP beam

o�set correction �IP steering feedback�
 �c� full ��to�� orbit correction of both electron and

positron beams and 	nally �d� application of linear knob tuning every 	ve days �see text

for additional details��

the luminosity by keeping the beams in collision� The critical time for luminosity loss
is now of the order of a minute� Graph �c� shows the e�ects of so�called one�to�one
orbit correction� the beams are steered to zero the beam o�set in all the BPMs �and
consequently the centres of the their associated magnets�� Particular care is taken to
steer to the centre of all sextupole magnets and the �nal doublet �in the latter� a single
BPM placed between the two doublet magnets is used�� The result indicates that a ��
drop in the luminosity after approximately  days can be expected� Finally� applica�
tion of linear tuning knob scans �here applied every � days� can recover the luminosity
almost back to its original value� The tuning cycle scans the following �knobs��

�� IP angular dispersion �x and y�


� IP waists �x and y�

�� IP dispersion �x and y�

� IP coupling �ym IP waists �x and y�
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Figure �����	� IP dispersion tuning history from a MERLIN simulation� The graph shows

the average over �� random seeds of the vertical IP dispersion knob
 represented as an

rms contribution �in nm� to the vertical IP beam height ��rms � ��	� ������ The error

bars represent �� standard deviations of the �� random seeds�

�� IP dispersion �x and y�

�� IP coupling �y only�

Angular dispersion is corrected via the use of sets of pairs of quadrupoles and skew�
quadrupoles placed in the sine�like collimation system� The tuning signal is a beam
size monitor placed just in front of the �nal doublet� where IP angular dispersion be�
comes dispersion� Although the presence of angular dispersion does not in�uence the
directly the beam size at the IP �to �rst order�� it does cause the waist and dispersion
scans to be coupled� requiring iteration of the tuning procedure� By �rst zeroing the
hy��i correlation at the IP� the waist and dispersion scans are e�ectively de�coupled�
and iteration is no longer required� The four remaining tuning knobs �waist� dispersion
and coupling� are corrected by remotely displacing the sextupoles in the CCS� by gang�
ing the �I sextupole pairs together in symmetric and anti�symmetric combinations�
pure dispersion� coupling and waist shift knobs can be obtained� These knobs are as�
sumned to be scanned against a fast luminosity monitor� and the signal maximised�
Since the only source of waist motion and coupling are the sextupoles� it was expected
�and observed in the simulation� that the ��to�� steering would e�ectively eliminate
these aberrations by centering the beams in the sextupoles� The main term causing
lumoinosity loss is the residual dispersion which remains after application of the ��to��
steering� Figure ����� shows the history of the IP dispersion correction for a typical
seed of ground motion�
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����� Beam	Beam E
ects

The two colliding bunches focus each other at the interaction point� reducing the ef�
fective beam cross section compared to the nominal one� The actual luminosity is
thus larger than the geometrical one by the pinch enhancement factor HD� Due to
the bending of their trajectories the particles emit a radiation called beamstrahlung�
The resulting energy loss smears the luminosity spectrum and has thus to be limited�
which in turn limits the achievable luminosity� The resulting spectrum is especially
important for studies of the top quark at threshold and is discussed the appropraite
section in more detail�

The strong bending of the trajectories requires a numerical simulation to estimate
the actual luminosity and the beamstrahlung� The numbers in the following are ob�
tained using the computer code Guinea�Pig �
��� For the standard beam parameters
of SBLC the simulations yields a luminosity of ��� � �	�� cm��s�
 �HD � ���� and an
average relative energy loss of the beam particles of � � 
���� The total power of the
beamstrahlung of one beam is about 
		 kW�

The beamstrahlung is emitted into a small cone in the forward direction of the
beams� Its angular spread is dominated by the angular spread of particles in the
bunches during the interaction and the core is well below 		�rad� The photons pass
the �nal quadrupoles safely� They have to be collimated outside the detector to protect
the magnets of the line for the spent beam� The possibility for this collimation was
investigated for TESLA and found to be feasible this should also apply for SBLC�

The beamstrahlung increases the background produced in the interaction point� An
important contribution to the background are the three processes creating e�e��pairs�
ee � ee�e�e��� �e � e�e�e�� and �� � e�e�� where the real photons are due to
beamstrahlung� The pair particles are produced mainly at small angles with respect
to the beam axis but since their energy is small their trajectories are strongly bent by
the �elds of the beams� If a particle moves in opposite direction of the bunch with the
same sign of charge� it is de�ected by the �elds to a relatively large� energy dependent
angle�

Simulation with Guinea�Pig predicts the production of about 
 � �	� particles
with a total energy of �� ��	�GeV per bunch crossing in SBLC� Most of these particles
hit the �nal quadrupoles where they produce secondary photons and neutrons� The
detector is shielded from the photons by a tungsten mask� In Table ���� the number
of particles with a transverse momentum of more than 
	MeV and an angle of more
than ��	mrad is given� This number is about � per bunch crossing� The numbers for
other parameter sets can also be found in Table �����

The rate of hadronic two photon events is 	�	 per bunch crossing with a photon�
photon centre of mass energy in excess of �GeV� The visible energy of each of these
events is about �	GeV�
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SBLC
Ecm �GeV� �		 ��	 �			
L ��	�� cm��s�
� ��� �� �	��
� ��� 
�� �� ���
NP ��	�� 
 �� ���
EP ��	�GeV� �� 
�� ��
�
N� ��� �� �
NHadr 	�	 	��� 	��
NMJ ��	��� 	�� 	��
 
��

Table ����	� Luminosity L average energy loss � and background for di�erent SBLC pa�

rameter sets� NP pair particles with a total energy of EP is produced per bunch crossing

N� of which have transverse momentum in excess of ��MeV and an angle with respect to

the beam axis of more than �	�mrad� The number of hadronic events is NHadr including

NMJ minijet pairs with a transverse momentum of more than ���GeV�

����� Beam Collimation

In order to avoid that the detector can be blinded by background produced from large
amplitude halo particles in the interaction region� the trajectory amplitudes have to
be restricted such that �a�� the entire beam remains within the aperture of the �nal
quadrupoles in front of the IP and �b�� the synchrotron light produced by particles with
large o�sets in the �nal doublet �FD for short� can pass freely through the aperture
of the doublet downstream from the IP� The second condition is more stringent than
the �rst and we lay out the collimation system according to this boundary condition�
With a crossing angle of � mrad and a layout of the �nal quadrupole as sketched in
�g� ������ the free aperture for the outgoing synchrotron light corresponds to �	��
horizontal and 
� vertical standard deviations� It is di�cult to estimate the amount of
halo particles outside this acceptance� Provided that the beam at the entrance of the
linac is properly collimated� the re�population of tails in the linac from gas�scattering
and from wake�elds is small� likely below �	�	� Since �eld emission at the design
gradient of �� MV�m is almost negligible� dark currents are also expected to be very
low � Including an e�cient collimation system in the beam delivery design will thus
generate a considerable amount of safety concerning protection of the interaction region
from unwanted background�

������� Layout of the System

In principle� only large amplitude trajectories at the FD�phase are harmful� since the
acceptance for IP�phase trajectories is orders of magnitude �in units �!s� larger� FD�
phase collimation can easily be provided at the high� positions in the �nal focus
system �FFS�� However� being relatively close to the IP� muons originating from the
FFS�collimators can reach the detector with high probability and the tolerable amount
of beam halo scraped o� in the FFS would be small� We therefore include a �rst
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UNITS
Length          : mm           
Flux density    : T             
Field strength  : A m-1

     
Potential       : Wb m-1

    
Conductivity    : S m-1

     
Source density  : A mm-2

    
Power           : W             
Force           : N             
Energy          : J             
Mass            : kg            
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Figure �����
� Cross section of half of one quadrant of the 	nal quadrupole
 showing the

�����x � ���y ellipses of the incoming beam and the outgoing synchrotron light�

collimation stage farther away from the IP� inserted between the end of the linac and
the tuning and diagnostic section� Only a small fraction of halo particles escaping from
the primary system will then hit the secondary collimators in the FFS�

In this scheme� one must take into account the possibility of trajectories changing
amplitude and phase due to aberrations in the beam optical system between the �st
stage collimators and the FD� This leads to the requirement that collimation at both
the FD and the IP phase is necessary and that the collimator aperture must be smaller
by about a factor of ��� compared to the FD acceptance de�ned above� The resulting
layout of the �st stage system is sketched in �g� ������ Two pairs of spoilers� placed
at high  and high dispersion points in the lattice� provide simultaneous collimation
in x� y and �p�p� The �rst pair collimates at the IP�phase� the second one at the
FD�phase� We follow here a concept of mechanical collimation originally developed at
SLAC �
��� The spoilers are thin ���� R�L� graphite� see below� and act to increase
the angular and momentum spread of the part of the beam outside the acceptance
while 
	 R�L� Cu�absorbers downstream catch the halo emerging from the spoilers� An
overview of the spoiler and absorber parameters is given in table ����� The secondary
collimators in the FFS are set to apertures corresponding to �	�x and 
��y and are
safely in the shadow of the primary system�

The overall e�ciency of the system is tested by particle tracking calculations using
the STRUCT code �
��� The beam halo is simulated by a jxj�
 � jyj�
 particle distribu�
tion outside the collimator aperture� The e�ciency of the primary stage is shown in
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ΔΨ = ΔΨ =ΔΨ =π k

absorber 2 absorber 4absorber 3

 +

spoiler 4spoiler 3spoiler 2spoiler 1

absorber 1

π 2 / ππ

bending magnet

quadrupole

Figure ������� Sketch of the �st stage �main� collimation system�

element SPOILERS ABSORBERS

number � 
 �  � 
 � 
half gap gx �mm� �� �� �� �� ��� 
�� ��� 
��
half gap gy �mm� ��� ��� ��� ��� ��
 ��� ��
 ���
" of �x � � � � �	 �	 �	 �	
" of �y �� �� �� �� �	 �	 �	 �	

acceptance �p�p ��� 
�
 
�
 
�
 
�


Table ����
� Apertures of the main collimation system spoilers and absorbers�

�g� ����� as a function of spoiler length� For 
 R�L� Titanium� a fraction of �� �	��
of the simulated beam halo escapes from the system� The amount of particles escaping
from the system can be further reduced by installing additional absorbers in the last
section of the lattice� With  additional absorber blocks it goes down to �� �	��� In
the simulation� all of these particles are stopped in the 
nd stage collimators� From the
tracking results we estimate that less than �	�� of beam halo particles have a chance
to produce a hit in the interaction region quadrupoles if we conservatively assume
an e�ciency of the 
nd stage collimators of �	��� For one hit per bunch crossing� a
beam loss of up to about 	��� in the collimators would be tolerable� far in excess of a
conceivable halo population of the beam�

������� Spoiler Protection

Though the beam is enlarged at the spoiler position by optical magni�cation it still
exhibits an enormous power density of Ptot�
��x�y � �		 MW�mm�� Of course there
is no material which could withstand such a power density for a longer time� On
the other hand the spoilers are close to the beam and one has to take into account
the possibility that a mis�steered beam hits the spoiler head on� Pyrolytic graphite
appears to be the best choice of spoiler material under these conditions�

�dE�dx�min 	 c�T � 
��K� � X�

�MeV�cm� �g�cm�� �J�gK� �W�cmK� �cm�

C �	 
�
	 	��� 
� � � � ����

Table ������ Some properties of pyrolytic graphite�
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Figure ������� Fraction of beam halo escaping from the primary collimation system as

a function of spoiler thickness� The upper curve is the result for � absorbers
 the lower

curve for the case of � additional absorbers installed in the last section of the lattice� For

graphite ��� R�L� correspond to �� cm�

Due to the large radiation length the graphite spoiler is relatively long� This leads
to a larger transverse spread of the induced shower and results in a lower maximum
energy deposition� In order to determine the instantaneous temperature jump due to
the deposited energy one has to take into account the temperature dependence of the
heat capacity�

dE

dm
�

Z T��Tinst

T�T�
c�T �dT� ������

The instantaneous temperature jump �Tinst can be calculated by solving ������
numerically� Parameterizations for c�T � can be found in ��	��
The heating induces thermal stresses in the material which� if too high� will lead

to cracks and damage the spoiler� The temperature limit can be estimated from the
induced stresses�

�UTS �
�



�E�Tinst� ����
�

Here one should take into account that the material dependent parameters �UTS
ultimate tensile strength� � linear expansion coe�cient and E elastic modulus are also
functions of temperature� From ����
� we estimate limits of 
��	 oC for pyrolytic
graphite� It is found that a ��� R�L� thick spoiler could accept up to 		 bunches
before the limit is reached� This means that a full bunch train ���� bunches� can hit
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the spoiler without destroying it� The safety factor does not appear to be large� but
one also should note that it is unlikely that a bunchtrain being many �!s o��axis will
have the design emittances�

������	 Emittance Dilution by Wake�elds

Ultrarelativistic particles moving in a perfectly conducting pipe experience no trans�
verse kick since the forces caused by the electric and magnetic �eld cancel exactly�
However� at discontinuities as the entrance or the exit of a beam spoiler this cancela�
tion is distorted and particles in a o��axis bunch will experience an e�ective kick due to
the induced �elds� The so called geometric wake �eld kick varies along the longitudinal
direction of the bunch and can be estimated for rectangular spoilers by �����

�y��z� � �
 exp

�
� z�


��z

�
� �
 �

��reNB



p

���z

h�yi
g

� ������

where re � 
�� � �	�
� m the classical electron radius� �z � 	�� mm the rms bunch
length� NB � ��� � �	
� the bunch population� h�yi the transverse bunch o�set and g
the half gap between the spoilers�
Since the strength of the kick varies along the bunch it dilutes the beam emittance�

We assume that the mean kick can be corrected with steering elements and demand a
luminosity reduction of less than 
 � for one �y o�set at the spoiler�
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The rms�wake�eld kick �y�rms is obtained by averaging of �y
� and �y�� over the

longitudinal charge distribution �which is assumed here to be Gaussian��
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In order to reduce the geometric wake�eld the spoiler can be tapered as shown in
�g� ������ For taper angles �tap 
 � the reduction factor is a linear function of �tap
��
��

k
 �
��tap
�

� �
�R � g�

��Ltot � Lsp�
� �����

Of course the beam spoilers are not perfect conductors and for narrow gaps the
resistive losses act back on the bunch� The so called resistive wall wake�eld kick can
be estimated by �����

�y��z� � ��
�p

�

Z �

s��

dsp
s
exp

�
��z � s��
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Lsp

Ltot
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Figure ������� Sketch of the tapered spoiler�

where Lsp is the length of the spoiler and �sp is a characteristic length calculated from
the conductivity �sp of the spoiler material�

� �
�

c���sp
�

Here the rms�kick is given by �
��

�y�rms �

�
K�
p
��
�
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Tapering increases the length of the spoiler and therefore the resistive wall kick� The

increase can be estimated by replacing the factor
q
�spLsp�g

� in ������ by an integral
over the total length� q

�spLsp

g�
�
Z Ltot

l��

q
��l�

g��l�
dl�

Thereby we obtain an enlargement factor for the rms�resistive wall wake�eld kick of
the tapered spoiler of �see geometry in �g� ������

k� � � �
�




vuut�tap
�sp

�
Ltot

Lsp
� �

��
� �

g

R

�
g

R
� ������

Here �tap is the characteristic length of the taper material which could be a thin copper
foil for instance� Note that the heating of the taper material is not critical since the
beam spot is enlarged by ���tap�
As long as the resistive wall wake�eld kick is smaller than the geometric wake�eld

kick� tapering of the spoiler is helpful� The optimum total length of the tapered spoiler
Ltot is achieved when both kicks have equal strength�

	�
�� � k
�Ltot� � �
 � 	�
�
 � k��Ltot� � ���
Now we can apply these formulas to the SBLC parameters� For the spoiler we

assume a thickness of ��� radiation lengths and a radius of the beam�pipe ofR � �	 mm�
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��  � �� g g��
�mm mrad� �m� ��m� �nrad� �mm�

X� � 			 
		 �	 �� �
Y� 	�
� ��			 �� ��� ��� ��

Table ������ Some beam related parameters at the spoiler locations�

C� Ck
� �m� 
��� � �	�	 ��	� � �	��

Table ������ Characteristic length of pyrolytic graphite� Note the anisotropic properties�

We assume that the material is aligned along the beam in the direction of the higher

conductivity�

The taper is suppose to be made of copper�Beam parameters relevant for the beam
spoilers are given in Table ����� material parameters in Table ���� and results in Table
����	� It turns out that the graphite spoiler slghtly misses the goal of �y�rms 	 ����
due to the resistive wall e�ect �see Table ����	�� The emittance dilution for an o�set
of one �y amounts to about ��� If coating of the inner surface of the graphite spoiler
with a thin layer of copper or another material with high electrical conductivity is
possible� this e�ect can be signi�cantly reduced�
The conclusion from these considerations is that mechanical collimation of the

SBLC beam at amplitudes of ��x and ���y can be realized with a tapered graphite
spoiler� Emittance growth from wake�elds is not negligible in that case and requires
orbit o�sets at the spoilers to remain somewhat below one �� If coating of the graphite
with Cu or other good conducting material is feasible� this e�ect can be signi�cantly
reduced�

����� Beam Extraction and Dump

������ Extraction Beamline

After the interaction� the spent beams pass through the exit aperture in the �nal
doublet after which they are guided either directly to the beam dump �positron beam�

geometric resistive wall opt� tapered opt� len� �m�
��x

x�rms

��y
y�rms

��x
x�rms

��y
y�rms

��x
x�rms

��y
y�rms

Lx
tot Ly

tot

C ��	 	�� �� ��� ��	 ��� � �

Table ������� Wake	eld kicks for a beam o�set of � �� The Table contains the geometric

and resistive wall kicks for the untapered spoiler and the geometric kicks for an optimal

tapered spoiler� Given is always the value of ����y�rms which should be larger than � for a

luminosity reduction of less than ��� Furthermore the total length for an optimal tapered

spoiler is given�
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or into a large�bandwidth capture optics �electron beam� for the positron source �see
section ��
�� The beamline to the dump does not require any focussing elements� The
beam is de�ected horizontally to increase the separation from the incoming beamline
and downwards to enter the absorber block under an angle of about �
	mrad� which
suppresses muon radiation at the surface� The emittance dilution from synchrotron
radiation is su�cient to ful�ll the boundary condition of a minimum spotsize at the
absorber block �see next section� even for a beam which has not experienced the beam�
beam interaction�

������ Beam Dump

This section focusses on the question how to dispose of both the electron� as well as
the positron beam after the collision� Based on shower� heat transfer and mechanical
stress calculations a beam dump design capable of handling the 
�	GeV beams in
SBLC is presented� After introducing the requirements on such a beam dump simple
estimations on energy deposition and heat transfer answer the question of adequate
absorber materials� Using shower simulation codes a beam absorber is calculated in
more detail with respect to absorption e�ciency and local energy densities the latter one
giving a lower limit for the e�ective beam size when entering the absorber� The problem
of induced radioactivity �production and handling of long lived isotopes� is mentioned
very brie�y� since the whole complex of radiation safety is discussed separately in
section ����

Requirements

The energy Et carried in one bunchtrain� i�e� macropulse� is 	���MJ for the SBLC
scheme� Although being rather high� solutions exist to handle macropulse energies of
that amount� e�g� at the proton machine of HERA� where the beam dump is capable
of absorbing a complete �ll� i�e� �
	GeV protons with a total energy of 
��MJ in a
train of 
	�s� but this repeats typically less than one time in � hours only� Contrary
to that the linear collider operates with high repetition rate� leading to an enormous
average beam power of about �MW � This represents not only a huge heat load� but
is also a source of high radiation and isotope production� In addition to the thermal
capabilities the integral radiation leakage should not exceed �� of the incident beam
power� which is still �	 kW � Of course the shielding around the dump will take some
fraction of it and the contribution from the leaking particles to the total activation is
less than �� because of their low energy�
The decision on the location of the beam dump depends strongly on its size� From

the point of view of civil engineering costs and simplicity a solution of putting the
absorber inside the tunnel is preferred instead of building an extra hall for it� On
the other hand� additional shielding around the tunnel would be required to avoid
activation of ground water� The �nal layout for the dump region still needs to be
worked out�
Assuming the absorber would �t into the tunnel� Fig� ���
	 illustrates a very

schematic top view of the area between interaction point �IP� and beam dump� From
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the point of view of radiation and induced radioactivity there is no strong argument
to put the beam dump outside if it would �t inside� since there will be already an area
of higher dose rate level in the vicinity of the IP due to the presence of a collimation
system� that can not be avoided there� Getting di�erent de�ection in the separation
region the low energy tail of the disrupted beam can not be transported through the
beamline towards the dump� Distributed collimators have to scrape this fraction of
the beam �see also section ��
�� which is between �	� and 
	� of the total intensity
corresponding to a power in the order of �MW �
Besides the absorber for the spent beam there need to be a possibility to dispose

of the beam when not passing through the IP but being extracted after the main linac
during its commissioning� If it is designed symmetrically the same absorber could be
used for both purposes being hit either by the spent beam or the commissioning beam
from opposite sides� but excluding simultaneous operation because of power reasons�
Since this would not allow independent commissioning of one main linac while the
other beam passes through the IP� two beam dumps with identical speci�cation have
to be put behind each other as indicated in Fig� ���
	 on either side of the IP�
Apart from these main dumps there have to be additional beam absorbers in the

whole complex of the linear collider facility� e�g� at the FEL laboratory� Nevertheless
the requirements on the main dump are the most severe ones� Having found a feasible
concept for the main dump will automatically give a solution for the other dumps� From
the previous discussion the requirements on such a main dump can be summarized as
follows�

�� Withstand absorption of 	���MJ energy pulses in combination with �MW av�
erage power


� Energy absorption e�ciency � ���
�� Compact as possible to be put inside the tunnel

� Production rate of dangerous and long lived isotopes as small as possible

e+

e-

e-

commissioning

IP

D
U
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P

D
U

M
P

spent beam

collimators

~5
m

~300m

~10mrad

dump-line

Figure ������� Schematic topview of the area between IP and dump assuming the absorber

	ts inside the tunnel�
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�� Su�cient shielding to prevent groundwater and soil from being activated

Electromagnetic Showers

When hitting the absorber a high energy electron or positron beam initiates an elec�
tromagnetic shower �EMS�� consisting of electrons� positrons and photons� In addition
high energy photons can produce hadrons by means of photonuclear reactions� This
is of major interest for the estimation of induced radioactivity� but less important for
considerations on energy deposition since this is dominated by ionisation and exitation
of atoms due to charged EMS components�

With respect to a cylindrical coordinate system an electron of energy E� enters a
homogeneous material at r � z � 	 in positive z�direction� At �rst the combination
of bremsstrahlung and pair production happening in average once in every radiation
length for every electron� positron or photon leads to an exponential growth of the
number of particles with z� Since the energy of the secondaries reduces similarly�
this process stops when particles have reached the critical energy Ec� where ionisation
reactions become dominant� The corresponding longitudinal position z � tmax is called
the shower maximum� That is where the longitudinal energy density de�ned as�

dE�dz �
Z �

r��

Z ��

���
dE�dV r d� dz

has its maximumvalue� Since this integration depends on the radial shower distribution
it is obvious� that for a given material the maximumlocal energy density �dE�dV �max �
	 � �dE�dm�max appears at a position that depends on the incoming beamsize� while
tmax is independent of it� With the radiation length X� and the critical energy Ec of
a given material the development of the shower can be parametrized� Therefore the
position of the shower maximum tmax and the particle multiplicity M�tmax� at that
point can be expressed as ����

tmax�E�� � ��	� �
�
ln�E�

Ec
�� �

�
�X�

M�tmax� E�� � 	��� � E�

Ec
�
�
ln�E�

Ec
�� 	���

�� �

�

������

where E� is the energy of the primary electron resp� positron� Assuming that at
the shower maximum all the particles are still minimum ionising a rough estimate on
the longitudinal energy density �dE�dz�max at the shower maximum created by one
primary particle can be given as�

�dE�dz�max �M�tmax� E�� � �dE�dz�min ������

where �dE�dz�min is the energy deposited by one minimum ionising particle� The radial
size of the shower is characterized by the Moli$ere radius RM � 
��
MeV �X��Ec� In
order to contain ��� ��� energy leakage radially and longitudinally� of the primary
energy a cylindrical absorber has to have a radius R��� and a length L��� given by
�����

L��� �
h
���
 � ln� E�

MeV
�� �� � ln� Ec

MeV
� � ����

i
�X� and R��� � � �RM
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C Al Fe Cu Pb H�O

X� �cm� 
��� ���� ���� �� 	��� ����
RM �cm� ��	� ��� ���� ���
 ���� ����
Ec �MeV � ���� 	�	 
��	 ���� ��� �	��
�dE�dz�min �MeV�cm� ��	� ��� ���� �
�� ���� 
�	�
L��� �cm� �	 ��	 
 �� �� ��	
R��� �cm� �� 
 ��� ��� ��� �
	 �g�cm�� ��� 
�� ���� ���� ����� ��	
m �kg� �	�	 ��	 �
 �� �� ��	

tmax �cm�
from eq� ���� ��	 �� �� �
 ��� 
��

MARS 
		 �	 � 
�	

�dE
dz
�max �

GeV
cm

per e�
from eq� ���� ���� 
��� ��� ���� ���� 	��	�

MARS ��� 
�� ���� 	��

Table ������� Basic properties of an electromagnetic shower initiated by a primary particle

of energy E� � �	�GeV in di�erent materials�

From the given expressions most of the basic properties of the shower can be esti�
mated� They are listed in Table ����� for most likely absorber materials� where tmax

and �dE�dz�max are compared with the result of the simulation code MARS� which
has been developed over many years at IHEP �Protvino� Russia� and FNAL �Batavia�
USA�� As for calculating the maximum steady state temperature level� which is deter�
mined by �dE�dz�max a simulation code is not required since the calculated result agrees
within ���� But when dealing with local energy densities dE�dm� designing a compos�
ite absorber or including hadronic e�ects the simulation can not be avoided� In addition
to the shower size for ��� energy containment the mass m � 	 � � �R�

��� � L��� of a
corresponding absorber is given as well� Absorbers of that size would take ��� of the
shower but whether they withstand heating due to local energy densities and average
power is subject to the following section� It has to be mentioned� that the graphite
parameters are valid for a material coming from a pyrolytic production process� There�
fore the density is ����� of the theoretical value only� As a consequence the radiation
length is increased and the minimum ionisation loss is decreased by the same factor�

Basic Considerations on Heating and Choice of Material

The incident particle leads to a certain distribution of deposited energy with a max�
imum local energy density �dE�dm�max somewhere on the shower axis� During the
short passage time Tt � 
�s of a bunchtrain� heat conduction is negligible� Therefore
the instantaneous temperature rise �Tinst is directly proportional to the density of the
deposited energy� Its maximum value ��Tinst�max is given by�

Nt � �dE�dm�max �
Z T���Tinst�max

T�
c�T � dT ������
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where T� is the temperature just before the passage of the bunchtrain� The integral
form takes a temperature dependent speci�c heat c�T � into account� which is quite
important in the case of graphite� where it can be described using the following �t
function�

c�T � � ��� � J
g�K

� ��� � e�
T

����C � with T in degree celcius

After the passage of the bunchtrain this temperature on the shower axis decays until
the next bunchtrain arrives� Therefore the temperature varies with time in a sawtooth�
like manner� On the other hand for a continuous beam with the same average power
as for the pulsed one an equilibrium temperature drop �Teq is expected between the
shower axis and the cooled edge�

Let us �rst deal with the equilibrium situation� i�e� how to get rid of the average
beam power� For all solids besides their heat conductivity this problem is determined
by the area and the thickness through which the heat has to �ow� We assume that the
beam is evenly distributed along a circle with radius r
 on the face of a cylindrical dump�
In order to contain the shower radially the outer radius r� has to be r� � r
 � R����
Assuming that all the deposited energy �ows radially from r
 to r� the temperature
drop ��Teq�max between both radii at the position of the shower maximum can be
given as�

��Teq�max � �
dP
dz
�max � 


��� � ln�r��r
� with �dPdz �max �
Iave
e
� �dE

dz
�max �����	�

For each material of interest we set a maximum allowed temperature di�erence �Tmax�
either given by its plasticity limit ��	� or by 
	� of its melting temperature Tmelt�
depending which of both represents the lower limit� i�e��

�Tmax � Min ���	���E � �� or 	�
 � �Tmelt � 
	�C��

where E is the elastic modulus and � the coe�cient of linear thermal expansion�

For an average beamcurrent Iave � �
�A� the power density at the shower max�
imum �dP�dz�max was derived from the calculated values of �dE�dz�max according
to equation ���� as listed in Table ������ They vary between �� kW�cm �C� and
��
MW�cm �Pb�� From these values the required radius r
 � r� � R��� and the re�
sulting outer diameter of a dumpD � 
��r
�R���� in order to keep ��Teq�max 	 �Tmax

can be calculated according to equation ����	� The results are listed in Table ����
�
Except for graphite the diameter of all other materials exceeding several �	m excludes
their installation inside the tunnel and is even far o� from a reasonable limit to be built
anyhow� On the one hand graphite has a high radiation length leading to moderate
power densities� On the other hand its excellent thermomechanical properties allow
a high working temperature around �		�C not determined by the plasticity limit as
it is for the other materials� In addition there is no safety problem in handling and
machining graphite and its relatively low mass number limits the variety of produced
isotopes� This all makes graphite the best candidate for a dump built from a solid
material� When estimating the diameter of the solid cylindrical dump only cooling
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C Al Fe Cu Pb

�dP�dz�max �kW�cm� �� � �� ��	 �
		
� �W��cm �K�� ��� 
�	 	�� ��� 	���
�Tmax �K� �		 �	 
	 ��	 �	
r
 �m� �� �	 � �� �		
D � 
 � �r
 �R���� �m� ��� �	 �� 
� 
�		

Table ������� Minimum required diameter D of a dump in order to keep the maximum

equilibrium temperature drop ��Teqmax � �Tmax for E� � �	�GeV and Iave � ���A�

at the outer surface at r
 � R��� was assumed� Since r
 is large enough additional
cooling at an inner surface at r
 � R��� is possible� This will either reduce the equi�
librium temperature or it allows to decrease the radial size� Nevertheless a graphite
based absorber will have an outer diameter between 
m and �m determined by heat
conduction not shower containment and a length given by L��� of about �m�

This is completely di�erent for a liquid absorber such as water� Having even a little
higher radiation length than graphite it is also a good candidate for a dump design�
With 
� kW�cm the maximum power density is not signi�cantly less than in graphite�
but instead of distributing the beam across the absorber in order to increase the area
for heat conduction� one can introduce a su�ciently high water �ow transversely to
the shower axis� so that the water in the core of the shower is exchanged within the
repetition time of bunchtrains� Under these circumstances the average power will
be transported to an external heat exchanger and the size of the absorber is purely
determined by the ��� shower containment constraint� This will give a diameter of

 �R��� � �m and a length of L��� � �m in the case of water� Being at least a factor
of 
 more compact radially the length is only 	� increased with respect to a graphite
absorber� Although this is advantageous there are qualitative di�erences that will be
discussed at the end of this section�

Now we have to consider the implications due to instantaneous heating during the
passage of one bunchtrain� As described in equation ���� the maximum temperature
rise ��Tinst�max depends on the number of particles Nt in a bunchtrain and the maxi�
mum local energy density in the shower �dE�dm�max deposited by one particle� For a
given material only the size of the incident beam can be varied in order to reduce the
local energy density and thus the instantaneous heating� Assuming a 
�	GeV gaus�
sian beam with an aspect ratio of ��� the maximum local energy density �dE�dm�max

and its longitudinal location on the shower axis was calculated for graphite and water
as a function of the transverse beamsize �x � �y by means of the shower simulation
code MARS� From these results as listed in Table ����� a lower limit for the required
beamsize at the dump entrance can be given� Due to steady state heating the temper�
ature T� before the passage of a bunchtrain will be about 		�C in a graphite based
dump �see next section�� The remaining margin up to the working temperature limit
of �		�C can be allowed for instantaneous heating� Taking into account the tempera�
ture dependent speci�c heat of graphite the corresponding di�erence in enthalpy per
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Graphite

�x � �y �mm� 	�� 	�� � 
 � � ��� �	
�dE�dm�max �GeV�g per e� �� 
�� ��� 	�� 	�
� 	��� 	�	� 	�	�
z�position of �dE�dm�max �cm� �	 �	 �		 �
� ��	 ��	 ��� ���

Water

�x � �y �mm� � � � �	 �	 �	
�dE�dm�max �GeV�g per e� ��	� 	�
� 	��
 	�	� 	�		� 	�		
z�position of �dE�dm�max �cm� �� ��	 
	� 

	 
�	 
�	

Table ������� Maximum local energy density normalized to one primary particle in a

graphite or water absorber deposited by a �	�GeV beam as a function of its transverse

beamsize�

mass unit is ��	J�g for T� � 		�C and ��Tinst�max � 		K� For a bunchtrain with
Nt � ���� ��	
� this requires a �dE�dm�max of less than ���GeV�g per e corresponding
to a beam size with �x � �y not less than about �mm�

In the case of water T� � 	�C and ��Tinst�max � 	K are reasonable assump�
tions in order to prevent it from boiling� Therefore about ��	J�g can be used for
instantaneous heating� From the same considerations as above the relevant limits are
	�
�GeV�g per e and �x � �y � �mm� The estimates on the required beamsize have
to be regarded as lower limits for an e�ective spotsize over which the particles of one
bunchtrain have to be distributed at the dump entrance� In most cases being rather
large this spotsize is not automatically achieved by the betafunction and the emittance
of the beam at the position of the dump� Additional measures such as a defocussing
quadrupole� a thin foil for spoiling the emittance� a fast sweeping system which dis�
tributes the beam within the time Tt of one bunchtrain passage or any combination of
it have to be taken� From this point of view a water absorber requires more e�ort�

As proven in this section even for the high average power of �MW an edge cooled
solid dump made from graphite is possible� Water can be used as an alternative as
proposed for the NLC ����� On the one hand a water absorber is more compact and
due to the main contribution from short lived isotopes the dose rate in �m distance
after � year of �MW operation decays rather rapidly within a waiting time of �hours
down to a level of 
	 � �	mSv�h ��Sv � �		 rem�� which can be reduced by a
shielding factor of �	� with � cm of lead ����� The corresponding dose rate for a graphite
absorber is around �	mSv�h� i�e� only a factor of 
 higher� This would allow access
or at least walking by at the dump region� The remaining dose rate is determined
by �Be �t

� � � days� but can be removed in a resin �lter� On the other hand
there are severe safety problems correlated with a water absorber� Having an annual
production rate of ���Ci�MW the activity of tritium �t

� � �
 years� after � year
of �MW operation is ��Ci equivalent to 
� cm� of �H� gas� Since distributed in the
whole system of water cooling special care has to be taken to prevent leaking of it�
There is no conclusive approach how to handle the tritium� Dilution of course is a bad
idea� The presently allowed concentration of �		�Ci�m� which can be put into waste
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water would require ��� l�s continous exchange of the absorberwater with fresh water�
Another safety problem arises from the radiolysis of water� Due to a production rate
of 	�� l�s per MW deposited beam power ����� 
�� l�s hydrogen is produced at �MW
operation� which can be recombined to H�O catalytically� Again any leakage of the
system has to be avoided because a concentration of � H� in air is explosive� Being
proportional to the directly deposited beam power all the water related problems are
less by a factor of �		 for the cooling circuit of an edge cooled graphite dump� Although
the amount of �H production will not be signi�cantly di�erent in graphite� it will like
all other produced isotopes be bounded and localized inside the solid and not spread
around in a �uid with the danger of getting lost by leakage� For this qualitative
di�erence the graphite based solution is preferred� An optimized design using shower
simulations is presented in the following section� The solution using water can be
regarded as a backup�

Absorber Design Based on a Graphite Core

From considerations in the previous section we know that the graphite absorber has to
look like a hollow cylinder with a radial thickness of �r between an inner resp� outer
radius of r
 ��r�
� while the beam is distributed along a circle with radius r
 at the
face of this dump� Putting a material of higher density and better thermal conductivity
in the region of the transverse shower tails� where it can survive� will reduce both �r
and r
� Longitudinally the dump is not sectioned� Several runs of MARS simulations
were made to optimize this layout� The result is shown in Fig� ���
�� A graphite
tube with r
 � �m and a radial thickness of �	 cm is embedded between an inner
and outer radial layer of aluminium �	 cm thick each� For its smaller radiation length
�see Table ������ only � cm of copper can be used alternatively� This compound has
a total radial thickness of �r � �	 cm with Al respectively �r � 
	 cm with Cu� an
outer diameter D of 
��m resp� 
�
m� a total mass of 
� tons resp� 	 tons and will
be cooled at the inner and outer surface at r
 � �r�
� A total length of L � �m
guarantees ��� absorption of the primary energy in both cases�

Distribution of the beam along a circle with radius r
 � �m can be achieved by
means of an orthogonal pair of dipoles harmonically excited at the same frequency
but shifted in phase by �	�� If placed �		m upstream from the dump the maximum
de�ecting angle of each magnet has to be �	mrad� which requires an integrated �eld�
strength of about �Tm for a 
�	GeV�c beam� To provide a homogeneous azimuthal
heat source the oscillation period of this slow sweeping system has to be signi�cantly
faster than thermal di�usion processes� Since the thermal time constant for this dump
scheme is around 
		 s the frequency of the slow sweepers should be ���	Hz or more�

The resulting equilibrium temperature rise at the shower maximum�tmax�C� � 
m�
for a 
�	GeV beam with Iave � �
�A is listed in Table ����� The maximum heat
�ux at the water cooling boundary is roughly 
�W�cm�� The temperature will rise
by about �	K according to a typical heat transfer coe�cient of 	�� W

cm��K for water
at metallic walls� The graphite metal boundary is more crucial� because speci�c heat
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r =1m¹
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water cooled
surface ~10mrad

~100m
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Al o
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u

Al o
r C

u

Grap
hit

ewate
r

cooled surface

slow sweeping system, 2x6m, 1.5T,~0.02Hz

particle beam of 250GeV

Figure ������� Dump scheme based on a solid absorber with a graphite core�

conduction transfer conduction transfer

in C
between


��cm 	 r 	 
��cm
C�Al or Cu

at r � 
��cm

in Al
between


��cm 	 r 	 

�cm

in Cu
between


��cm 	 r 	 

�cm
Cu or Al�H�O
at r � 
�� or 

�cm

��	K � �	K ���K �K � �	K

Table ������� Contributions to the equilibrium temperature rise due to heat conduction

or heat transfer in the C�Al or C�Cu composite dump at the shower maximum for E� �

�	�GeV and Iave � ���A�

transfer is only about 	�
 W
cm��K ����� The e�ective surface has to be increased at least

by a factor of 
� which was already taken into account when estimating a �T of �	K
across this boundary� The technical design has to guarantee that the thermal contact
of this boundary is not lost due to di�erent expansion during warm up or cool down
of the dump� Including the temperature drops from heat conduction and assuming
a temperature of �	�C for the cooling water� the graphite core at r � �m rises up
to a temperature of ���C when neighboured by aluminium� For its better thermal
conductivity this temperature can be reduced to ����C when using copper�

The following considerations on instantaneous heating are based on a beamsize with
�x � �mm and �y � 	��mm at the dump entrance for a beam having not interacted�
FromTable ����� we know already that a minimume�ective spotsize of �x��y � �mm�

is required in order to keep ��Tinst�max 	 		K � Therefore the above given beamsize
is large enough and a fast sweeping system during the passage of one bunchtrain is
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not needed� The main parameters of the slow de�ection system are summarized in
Table ������ The instantaneous temperature rise in the Al or Cu material is only

magnetic �eld
in de�ector

length of
de�ector frequency �Hz�

slow de�ection system ���T 
� �m � 	�	
Hz

Table �����	� Main parameter of the sweeping system for a �	�GeV beam�

about 
	K�

With this scheme the maximum temperature in graphite is kept below a maximum
reasonable working temperature of �		�C� As a consequence of the slow de�ection
system a large beampipe and if not directly �anged onto the dump a huge exit window
is required� The angle of �	mrad needs to be taken into account by shaping the dump
conically rather than cylindrically�
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��� Instrumentation and Controls

With the passage of time� the instrumentation and control systems have come to play
a role of steadily increasing importance for the achievement of accelerator performance
goals� They are no longer just the means for intermittent operator intervention� rather�
they provide the complex of feedback loops necessary to performance� In this respect�
the linear collider resembles the ��y	by	wire
 characteristics of modern high perfor	
mance aircraft� The lower frequency S	band approach ameliorates but does not avoid
this situation�

The discussion to follow gives an overview of the beam instrumentation and feedback
systems foreseen for the SBLC�

����� Beam Diagnostics

We begin with a summary of some of the basic ideas and numbers which lead to
instrumentation needs� requirements� and device descriptions� Sections elsewhere in
this report where detailed information can be found are referenced� This introduction
concludes with a tabulation of issues and approaches�

The Linac

For the linac the main requirement which has been addressed is the preservation or
control of the transverse emittance�

Transverse emittance �Section ��� is preserved by control of alignment of the
quadrupoles� BPM�s and cavities� In addition energy variation and energy spread
must be controlled �i�e� longitudinal emittance��

RMS alignment tolerances of ����m for quads� BPMs� and accelerating structures
have been chosen� These values are relative to the ideal beam line and are assumed
to be valid over distances of up to ���m� Beyond this distance� typical of a betatron
wave length� sensitivities decrease rapidly�

Using the above alignment errors� single bunch vertical emittance growths is un	
tolerable large for simple �one to one
 beam steering �i�e�� steering from the center of
one detector to another�� In the more time consuming beam	based alignment method�
described later on together with the beam position monitor system� the center of the
beam is found relative to the center of the quad and to the BPM� The total emittance
budget is ������ and can be achieved if the BPM resolution is ��m� �Section ����
A BPM resolution and stability of ���m for the linac has been chosen in order to
be able to further decrease emittance dilution which is desirable for an upgrade of the
luminosity and the energy� In principle this accuracy has to be achieved only by aver	
aging of entire bunch trains� but at least a small number of special monitors should be
able to resolve individual bunch positions�

The above emittance growth is based on a bunch energy spread necessary for BNS
damping of  � ���� which results from the longitudinal wake	�eld and operating on
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the RF crest� Multibunch emittance growth with inter	bunch energy spread of ������

shows very little di�erence from the single bunch results �Section ����
The e�ect of ground motion on orbit stability has been estimated� Beam resteering

�� to �� should be performed every �� minutes in order to limit vertical emittance
dilution to less than �� for ground motion frequencies � ���Hz �i�e�� ��Hz��� 	 the
high cuto� frequency of the conventional beam steering feedback system��

The Beam Delivery System

The beam delivery system �BDS� reaches from the end of the linac to the IP and
is ����m long� The about �� quads� sextupoles� and �� bends per beam will each be
provided with BPM�s attached to the magnets and the assemblies placed on magnet
movers for beam based alignment and tuning�

To make the following discussion easier to follow� functional sections are in order
�see Section �����

� �LMS� linac matching section�
� �CS� collimation section�
� �TDS� tuning and diagnostic section which is composed of the �SQSC� skew quad

correction section and the �EMS� emittance measurement section�
� �BMS� beta matching section�
� �CCS� chromaticity correction section�
� �FT� �nal transformer�

The CS collimation section contains high beta and high dispersion regions with col	
limator pairs� energy measurement and correction� energy spread measurement� beam
loss measurement for protection of the collimators�

The TDS tuning and diagnostic section provides for measurement and correction of
transverse coupling in the SQSC and for measurement and minimization of emittance
in the EMS� This is the major measurement and tuning area which sets� measures and
adjusts the beam properties prior to the �nal transport to the IP� Six wire scanners are
used for emittance measurement� four additional scanners are used at the skew quads
are implementedwith �u
 angle wires as well as x� y wires� The emittancemeasurement
station is capable of �� measurement error� The carbon wires are ��m diameter�

The BMS provides for �ne tune at the IP and adjustment of phase from the collima	
tors to the �nal focus� Measurements made in the TDS give information for adjustment
of these quads� Beam can be checked at the IP image points that occur at the begining
of the CCS and within the CCS at the beginning of the FT� The vertical image of the
�� nm spot has a magni�cation of ��� to give a spot of ��� nm� This will require laser
wire or gradient undulator �see below� instruments� The sextupoles in the CCS have
to be turned o� for this measurement at the image point in the FT in order not to
dilute the spot size by large chromatic aberrations� The CCS � 	I
 optics sections must
be checked by a BPM	corrector null method to assure the proper optics�

Final tuning of the IP spot size requires movement of the sextupole pairs in a variety
of combinations� The crucial vertical spot size measurement must be carried out with a
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laser interferometer �Shintake monitor ����� The required resolution is about a factor of
�ve better than what has already been demonstrated at the FFTB ���� The horizontal
spot is better measured with a laser wire ��� These monitor laser beams pass through
the electron beam �	�� cm from the IP point and the low	�� point must be shifted in
z to this location� This is accomplished by the sextupole adjusters in the CCS�

The Shintake monitor has limited dynamic range of spot size that it can accurately
measure for any speci�c laser wavelength� At a laser wave length of ��� nm spot sizes
from �� to �� nm can be measured with ��� accuracy� On the other hand the laser
wire spot can not be made smaller than � �� nm diameter using the an ArF excimer
laser� This comes close to the beam size of � nm horizontally�

The pro�le scans using laser beams must detect the scattered Comptons which come
out straight ahead with an opening angle of ���� For systems within the IP detector�
the Comptons must be detected dowmstream of the IP�

The Shintake monitor has the potential for bunch length measurement as well� But
as both it and the horizontal laser wire are deeply embedded in the detector� other
less invasive instruments or instruments at other locations may be more practical for
measurements that do not have to be done at the IP�

Other monitors are planned for the IP region �see also Chapter ���

� Beam	Beam de�ection monitor
� Fast luminosity monitor
� Precision energy measurement
� Polarization measurement

These monitors are noninvasive and can be used during standard operation�
The steering from the beam	beam force is used to monitor the o�set of the two

colliding beams� A kick angle of �� microradians per vertical sigma o�set is expected�
A BPM �m downstream of the IP would see typically ����m o�set per beam sigma
separation� Individual bunch measurements are possible� The signal can be used for
beam steering feedback �see Section ������

A fast luminosity monitor can be used to detect beam detuning at the IP to do
noninvasive �ne adjustments and beam scans� Radiative Bhabha pairs detected about
�m from the collision point could provide the appropriate monitor information�

Precision absolute energy measurements will be made of the beams in the extraction
lines after the IP� The measurement uses displacement synchrotron light fans from bend
magnets to measure the bend angle of the beam in a spectrometer magnet� A resolution
of ���� is expected� However beams must not be colliding if precise before collision
beam energy is to be measured�

The polarimeter uses laser beam scattering and detects Compton scattering asymetry�
It is likely to be located before or after the IP�

Beam Steering � Initial Setup and Drift

Static tolarances of BDS magnet alignment indicate that typically y alignment
tolarances of ��� to ���m are needed for many of the magnets if less than �� luminosity
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decrease �with collision beam steering� is to result from an individual magnet� A model
for uncorrelated rms motions of the magnets in x and y predicts that rms motions of
�� nm in y and ��� nm in x will yield �� luminosity reduction �again with collision
beam steering� �Section ������

The simulation program Merlin has been used to check possible noninvasive tuning
proceedures to correct the deterioration of the beam size by linear optics aberrations
�Section ������� It was found that simple one	to	one steering of the BDS elements using
the BPM�s and magnet movers every minute was su�cient to restore the luminosity to
almost its full value� A drop in peak �after retuning� lumimosity of �� occured after
about � days indicating that an invasive retune would be necessary on this time scale�
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������� The Beam Position Monitor System

Introduction As described in section ��� measurement of the beam position with
respect to the quadrupole plays an important role in the design of a linear collider�
Single and multi bunch beam blow up generated by uncontrolled orbit distortions has
to be minimized� To preserve the small emittance generated in the damping ring in the
SBLC an accuracy of a few micrometer relative to the magnetic axis of the quadrupoles
is necessary� At the same time any movement of the quadrupoles in the main linac of
less than a few micrometer has to be controlled� For example the expected movements
of the quadrupoles induced by temperature variations will be in the region of �� 	
���m per degree C�� The reach the equilibrium temperature in the linac tunnel will
need a few days or weeks of continuous operation during which fast and accurate orbit
correction is particularly important� Taking into account the di�erent thermal time
constants of the di�erent components individual movements have to be expected�

Beam Properties and Design Criteria A number of design criteria are compa	
rable with existing beam position measurement systems in the circular accelerators�
Only a moderate dynamic range for the intensity is required and just a few millimeters
of sensitive range where the speci�ed accuracy has to be guaranteed are necessary �see
table �������

Particle per bunch � � ��� to � � ����

Number of bunches per burst � to � bunches
Bunch to bunch distance � nsec to single bunch
Burst length ��sec� max
Repetition rate Single pulse to ��Hz

Monitor resolution ���m
Monitor alignment ���m
Operation range ��mm
Operation mode single and multi bunch
Readout frequency up to �� Hz

Table ������ Design speci�cations for the beam position monitor system for the SBLC

The Type of Pick Up and the Signal Processing The pick	ups of existing beam
position monitor systems can basically be divided into three di�erent types� buttons�
loops and cavities�

A button monitor is a pick	up which is usually �in storage rings� smaller than or
comparable to compared to the bunch length� just a few mm diameter circular plate�
embedded inside the vacuum chamber� This pick	up couples primarily capacitive to
the beam and transmits the signal via one RF feed	through to the outside electronics�
Combinations of two or more pick up signals result in a beam position measurement�
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One of the �rst designs was made for PETRA� a ��� km long e�e� storage ring at DESY�
in ���� ���� Most of the circular lepton accelerators with a short bunch length like PEP�
TRISTAN� LEP� DORIS� ESRF and HERA	e ring etc� make use of the advantages of
this kind of pick up� such as the simple mechanics and the high electronic stability�

Loops are pick ups which have di�erent dimension in the longitudinal and transverse
direction with respect to the beam� e�g� like a wire with two feed	throughs at the ends�
A loop couples primarily inductive to the beam� If the impedance is matched to both
ends we call this monitor a strip line or a directional coupler� Two operation modes are
given depending on the length of the antenna� First� the antenna is long and second�
the antenna is short relative to the bunch length in the beam� Due to the longitudinal
dimension of the loops the coupling factor for longer bunches is higher in comparison
to buttons� Therefore the loops are mostly under operation in proton machines like�
for example� in the HERA P	ring� At the FFTB ��� loops are also in use for a high
resolution beam position monitor�

More recently� a number of proposals and also �rst results using cavities as high
resolution beam position monitors� have been presented ���� The beam passes through
a cavity with a dipole mode frequency of several GHz� Two pick	ups are located on
opposite sites of the cavity� The beam position is detected using the di�erence signal
of the two pick ups� One of the advantages of a cavity based monitor is the intrinsic
frequency �lter� and if used in a resonant mode� excited in resonance by a multi	bunch
train� the ampli�ed signal produced by the beam�

Processing the signals� the beam position detected with two opposite antennas to
�rst order is simply given by�

X � C �
�P� � P��

�P� � P��

C is the so called monitor constant which is a geometric factor� This factor is
usually related to the vacuum chamber cross section�

With the diameter of the SBLC vacuum chamber of � ��mm� C will be of the order
of �� to ��mm for loop or button monitors� Therefore the stability of the pick up and
the resolution of the signal processing has to be ���� to ful�ll the required accuracy in
beam position measurement of ���m �

The SBLC bunch timing from single bunch up to � bunches in one burst of two
microseconds length is one of the critical issues in designing the pick up and the signal
processing� Two principle schemes� either narrow or wide band signal processing are
typically used in today�s operating accelerators�

A narrow band layout with state	of	the	art �lters� ampli�ers� mixers or analog
combiners delivers directly the di�erence and sum information of two pick up signals
as described in the above formula� Schematically this is shown in the upper part of
Figure ������ The resolution and the accuracy is limited by the non	linearities of the
components� the signal	to	noise ratio and a number of other smaller errors�

For single bunch detection a broadband signal processing has some advantages like
the higher power of the signals or the redundant information� because each individual
pick up signal can be digitized independently� But the resolution and accuracy is
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Figure ������ Sketch of the two principal transmission schemes for either narrow band

�upper part� or broadband �lower part� signal processing of BPM signals�

limited by properties of the ADC �see lower part of Fig� ������� A Strip Line Monitor
is designed and under operation at the S	Band Test Facility ��� and a sketch is presented
in Fig� ������ Mechanical pre	alignment in principal is possible and has been done for
these bpm�s down to approximately ���m ����

Figure ������ SBLC stripline beam position pickup �cross� and longitudinal�section�

With today�s technology for high frequency electronic components both concepts�
the narrow and the broad band signal processing� will ful�ll the requirements of the
S	Band Linac beam position monitor system� The choice for buttons or loops instead
of cavities seems natural due to the wide operation range from single	 bunch to multi	
bunch with a bunch spacing of � ns and � bunches per burst�
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Calibration The most important information to be extracted from the beammonitor
system is the beam position relative to the magnetic quadrupole axis in the horizontal
and vertical plane� With the necessary accuracy of less than ���m relative to the
quadrupole axis a calibration of the monitors without the beam is extremely compli	
cated� expensive� ine�ective and not advisable�

The alternative� in	situ calibration of each beam position monitor to its associated
quadrupole with the beam� o�ers all advantages we need� It is a well known procedure
to change the current of a quadrupole and measure the change of the beam position
with all the monitors downstream in the linac� This procedure is simple� repeatable at
any time and can be done in a fast� proper and fully automated way�

With the use of the so called Beam Based Alignment 	 shown for example at SLAC
with the FFTB ��� and at DESY with the HERA e	ring ��� 	 any other monitor calibra	
tion is not necessary� The accuracy is much higher as compared to standard alignment
techniques� because the number of involved monitors is large and limited only by the
resolution of the monitor being investigated without any other signi�cant error con	
tributing�

Controls With the foreseen orbit read out frequency up to ��Hz this procedure can
be fast compared to any thermal or di�usive ground motion time constant� Assuming�
for example� � seconds for a one monitor calibration� with approximately ��� monitors
in each linac in total only one hour will be required� Once the accelerator is set	up this
procedure can be performed in parallel at di�erent sections�

Each beam position monitor will be equipped with a local memory management
where all pick up information can be stored in parallel� With the worst case of four
pick up signals from each bunch in one burst of � bunches we get �  � Words �of
two bytes each� per pulse� A local micro computer at each monitor will calculate from
this the � horizontal and vertical positions in a few milliseconds�

The distributed beam position control system transmits the beam position averaged
over one burst to the machine control system within the ��msec given by the linac
repetition rate�

Summary The typical demands from the SBLC beam position system are challeng	
ing but feasible with todays available electronics and control� With the expectable
improvements of the industrial standard analog and digital electronics in the future
the more extended features seem to be possible in a few years�

Finally with today�s data transmission technology in controls 	 used for example
at the new PETRA Control System 	 the entire orbit information from both linacs is
transmittable at real time ���Hz repetition rate� to the central machine control system�

From this point of view the beam operation should be possible on a controlled
pulse	to	pulse basis with an accuracy of less than ���m for each beam position value
along the � kilometer long accelerator�
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������� Bunch Length Measurement

The rms bunch length for the SBLC design is �� �m �� ps�� For the FEL operation�
the rms bunch length is ����� mm ��� fs� �see chapter ���

For bunch length measurements in this regime� di�erent kinds of radiation emitted
by the particle beam can be used� This can be transition radiation� synchrotron radi	
ation or !Cerenkov radiation� Transition radiation has the advantage that it can easily
be produced by moving a thin metal target into the beam� However� at high current
the target can be destroyed� This can be avoided either by doing measurements at low
current only or by using di�raction radiation ���� Alternatively� synchrotron radiation
produced non	destructively by magnetic elements can be used �����

Short radiation pulses can be measured in the time domain using streak cameras�
A streak camera consists of a photocathode which converts light pulses into electron
pulses� These are then de�ected and displayed longitudinally on a phosphor screen
�Fig� ������ These systems o�er the unique possibility of single bunch observation in
real time� The time resolution� widely assumed to be limited to � ps and longer� has
been improved signi�cantly by the manufacturers� Fast streak cameras are now com	
mercially available with a resolution of down to ��� fs� This might be even improved
in the future�

Figure ������ Streak camera for measurements in the time domain as used at LEP�

Alternatively� measurements in the frequency domain can yield information about the
bunch length� This method works better the shorter the bunch length is� At wave	
lengths of the order of the bunch length and longer� coherent transition or synchrotron
radiation is produced as the bunch acts as one single particle� The coherent part of
the spectrum is much more intense than the incoherent part� It can be shown that the
coherent radiation spectrum is just the Fourier transform of the longitudinal charge
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distribution� Hence� measuring this part of the spectrum means measuring the bunch
length�

From picosecond bunches� coherent radiation is produced in the millimeter wave	
length range� For the observation of mm wavelength radiation� a photo	acoustic detec	
tor can be used� It works at room temperature and has a �at response from ��� mm
wavelength up to � cm� For shorter bunch lengths� the onset of the coherence e�ect
shifts to the far infrared where pyroelectric and bolometric detectors are available at
low cost�

Two di�erent types of spectrometers have been developed for use at the TESLA
Test Facility and as prototypes for the linear collider� A series of high pass �lters for
mm waves serves� together with the broadband detector� as a simple spectrometer�
This spectrometer has been successfully used for bunch length measurements at the
CLIC test facility �����

A polarizing Michelson interferometer �Martin	Puplett interferometer� can measure
the autocorrelation function of the radiation pulses� The power spectrum can then be
obtained as the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function� The interferometer
uses wire grids as beam splitter and roof mirror re�ectors �Fig� ������� It has an
intrinsic �at characteristic over the whole wavelength range of interest�

As a third option� the use of a new spectrometer based on superconductivity is being
examined� A setup developed at the Forschungszentrum J"ulich is being evaluated with
respect to its possible application for bunch length measurements �����

����� Beam Size Monitoring

An important class of diagnostics are the transverse beam size monitors which are re	
quired primarilly for the measurement of the beam emittance� Two modes of operation
are expected�

�� problem diagnosis� commissioning and boot	strapping� i�e� non	luminosity oper	
ation possibly with single bunch per pulse� and

�� continuous or semi	continuous monitoring of the beam during nominal luminosity
operation�

For the former case� either Optical Transition Radiation �OTR� screens or SLC	type
wire scanners��� using � �m or � �m carbon �laments are expected to be the standard
diagnostic�

Carbon �lament wire scanners are used to sample the beam at di�erent positions
within the beam pro�le� and the beam width is then determined by �tting a Gaussian
distribution to the data� The technique requires several bunches to perform a single
measurement� so the result is an e�ective beam size of all bunches measured including
any position jitter between them� However� the jitter can be measured by high	precision
�� ��m� BPM�s so that this contribution to the e�ective beam size can be unfolded�
Two types of signal can be used� i� bremsstrahlung from the wire can be detected some
distance directly downstream� or ii� secondarys which are eventually scattered out of
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Figure ������ Martin�Puplett interferometer for measurements in the frequency domain

as to be used at TTFL�

the beam pipe can be detected� The former requires a downstream dipole in order
to position the bremstrahlung deletector on the downstream �photon� axis� such an
approach is most applicable in the beam delivery system where bends occur naturally�
In the linac and other straight sections� one must rely on the secondaries scattered out
of the beampipe for detection� The wire scanners themselves are small compact devices
which can easily be incorporated into the machine with the mimimum of impact to the
lattice�

At the full SBLC bunch population of ��� � ����� the charge density of a single
bunch should be su�ciently low that a � �m Carbon wire should survive single bunch
operation at the nominal repetition rate of �Hz� The temperature rise in the wire
caused by a single bunch �with charge Ne� passage can be estimated from the energy
loss dE�dx��MeV�cm� the heat capacity cp����� J��gK� and the speci�c density
���g�cm� of Carbon�

#T � ���� � ����K�
Ne������

	x	y�cm��
�������

In the TDS we have 	x	y �����m� and for Ne��������� we get #T����K� which
seems tolerable� However� the wire will only survive a few bunches of the nominal bunch
train in multi	bunch mode� and so Carbon wire devices cannot be used for monitoring
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the beam size during luminosity production� Even in single	bunch operation� it is still
possible that the wires will fail� and so it is prudent to have each scanner equipped
with � to �� separate wires�

The resolution of a beam size measurement with a wire is expected to be better
than the wire diameter� The sytematic error for a ��m wire and ��m beam size is
about ���

The OTR device In the measurement of transverse beam charge distribution� OTR
present a number of advantages� it is fully linear with the beam charge� without any
saturation e�ect� it is emitted by a surface crossing and thus does not show any depth
e�ect� Its temporal emission in the subpicosecond range allows the selection of a
single bunch� The main practical limits to OTR use at high energies� when the low
emittance allows small beam dimensions� are the di�raction limit that� due to the
angular distribution and the polarization properties� is larger than for standard point
optical sources and for ��� nm wavelength is roughly ���m� and the fact that it is
derived by an intercepting device� so that the screen can be destroied by the high
energy density lost in the material by well collimated beams� For an aluminum foil�
which is the preferred material for its high and uniform re�ectivity over the whole
optical spectrum� the temperature rise caused by a microbunch of �������� electrons
is ��� �C�R� in which R is the radius �in mm� of a �at circular beam distribution�
and assuming a rather conservative value of �MeV�cm� as the single particle energy
deposition �energy independent�� Limiting the temperature rise to �� �C� we obtain
a minimum beam radius of ��m �that corresponds to a rms value of about �m�� It
will be important to study di�erent materials to �nd the best compromise between
emission e�cency and thermal and mechanical properties�

For multi	bunch operation� there are three possibilities�

�� laser wire scanner

�� pulse snatching scheme �o�	axis monitoring��

� gradient undulator

In principle a laser wire acts in the same manner as a Carbon	wire scanner� A laser
wire can be focused to a sub	micron spot� which is then scanned through the beam�
The situation is also similar to the Carbon	wire approach with respect to signal detec	
tion� either the Compton scattered photons are detected directly downstream �again
requiring a downstream dipole�� or the back	scattered electrons �which are eventually
sweeped out of the machine� are used� For SBLC� it is feasible that a long pulse	train
laser can be used to sweep through the entire bunch train in a single shot� thus allowing
a fast e�ective beam size measurement of a single bunch train� Such an approach is
necessary for the laser monitors close to the interaction point� where it is neccessary
to mitigate the e�ects of the �nal doublet vibratration on the �particle� beam� In a
short	pulse mode� the laser wire can be used to sample single bunches in the bunch
train� sampling on successive trains the same bunch location� This mode of operation is
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Figure ����	� Principle of the X�ray Gradient Undulator� The vertical undulator �eld

is proportional to the vertical o�set �y�� being zero on the nominal axis �y 
 ��� Thus

particles on�axis do no radiated� while particles o��axis do� The total power radiated by

a centered beam is therefore proportional to ��y 	
���

directly analagous to the single	pulse Carbon	wire operation� As of writing� laser	wire
technology is still in its infancy� although such a device now exists and operates at the
SLC ��� However� much work still remains to be done �especially for the back	scattered
electron mode�� It is advantageous �and prudent� to always place a carbon	wire device
and a laser	wire device together� so that one can be used to calibrate and troubleshoot
the other�

A more conservative approach �but slightly more invasive� is to use fast kickers to
�steel
 a single bunch from a bunch train and send it to an o�	axis scanner� Here
again Carbon	wire devices can be used �as well as any other �uorescent or OTR screen
technique�� The approach probably requires more tunnel space than the laser	wire
option�

Of the three methods proposed� only the X	ray gradient undulator���� o�ers a
single	shot single bunch measurement of the beamsize� A gradient undulator is an
undulator whose pole	pieces are displaced one	half period as shown in �gure ������
The undulator �eld has now a linear gradient in the vertical direction� As a result�
vertically o�	axis particles radiate� while particles on	axis do not� The total power
output from the undulator is directly proportional to the square of the beam height�
Theoretical studies have shown that at the exit of the linac ���� GeV� in excess of ���

��MeV photons can be expected for a �m device with a � cm undulator period� and
a �eld gradient of ���T�cm� The main disadvantage of the device is that it requires a
dipole downstream in order to place the X	ray detector on the axis of the undulator
�again making the device more suitable for the beam delivery section�� If the device is
to be used in the linac� then small chicanes will be required� and a length penalty will
be incurred� It should be noted� however� that the gradient undulator is a conceptual
device� and work is currently in progress to evaluate its performance and limitations�
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����� The Interaction Region Feedback

Fast ground motion will cause independent orbit movements in the two linacs of a
linear collider such� that the beams may miss each other at the interaction point �IP��
But even at rather large vertical beam	beam separations at the IP� beams will de�ect
each other through their electro	magnetic �elds� By measuring the position of a beam�
which has just passed the IP and compare in it the position of a �rst pilot bunch 	which
does not have a partner in the opposing beam	 with that of the following bunches in
the same bunch train� the opposing beam can be steered with ultra fast kicker magnets
for optimum collision at the IP� A feed	back system based on this principle will make
the necessary steering corrections within a time short compared to the duration of the
bunch train�

Fast beam steering at the interaction point� which relies on the beam	beam e�ect
of colliding bunches� is a powerful tool to relax nanometer tolerances for �nal focus
quadrupoles in linear colliders� Even betatron amplitude growth excited by vibrating
quadrupoles further upstream in the linac� which is not �lamented by the time the
beam reaches the IP� can be corrected with fast beam steering� From Tracking calcu	
lations we expect only �� �lamentation over the entire length of the linac ��� One
stringent requirement for a feedback� which corrects the bunch train o�set in the IP
is� that the beam pulse is long compared to the overall processing time of the detected
signal from the beam position measurement �BPM� to the kicker magnet� Parameters
which in�uence this delay are the distance of the beam position monitor to the IP�
the processing time of the feedback loop and the required magnetic �eld strength com	
pared to the available peak power of the ampli�er �see Figure ������� The amplitude of
pulse to pulse ground motion which can be expected from measurements done in the
HERA tunnel� which is a tunnel under the city of Hamburg with an colliding beam
facility ���� ��� is approximately �� nm rms for Frequencies below �Hz which is roughly
six times the design vertical beam size� In order to limit the Luminosity reduction to
��� the jitter at the IP should be smaller than �� of the beam size� which is � nm
in our case� A list of the main interaction region parameters is extracted from the
complete list and given in Table ����� One possibility to achieve this tolerance is to
design a passive support system that keeps the �nal doublets at a given position over
a time scale much larger than the repetition rate of the accelerator� This is certainly
a challenging task for the technical design of the quadrupole supports which are part
of the experiment of a linear collider� Vibrations from the linac quadrupoles are not
correctable by this method with reasonable e�ort� For the S	Band Linear Collider
study two feedback loops are foreseen to relax this tolerance well beyond the measured
value of ��� nm which was mentioned before� One loop relies on a direct measurement
of the quadrupole vibration in combination with a mechanical �or correction magnet�
feedback� Such a loop has been tested already and a suppression of a factor of � in
amplitude for the rms value at �Hz has been proven which is described in more detail
in section ������ This feedback loops have mainly been developed to correct the linac
quadrupole vibration�The second loop will be described in more detail in the following
text�
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Figure ������ Sketch of the interaction region layout and the location of the beam position

monitor and the kicker magnet� The pilot bunch is the �rst electron bunch in the train

with no interacting counter part�

Ne per bunch ��� ����

vert� beam size �no pinch� nm ��
horiz� beam size �no pinch� nm �
Disruption �vertical� ���
Disruption �horizontal� ���
�y at IP mm ����
�x at IP mm ����
bunch length mm ��
crossing angle mrad �
bunch train length msec �
bunch to bunch distance nsec �
distance� BPM to IP m � �

Table ������ Interaction region parameters for the �� GeV S�band Linear Collider Study

For a round beam the beam	beam force of two colliding bunches is proportional
to the separation of the two bunches over approximately one 	� Operating with an
aspect ratio��	x�	y� of �� �or more�� as it is foreseen in Linear Colliders to reduce
the beamstrahlung� produces an almost linear beam 	 beam force over approximately
��	y� According to the beam	beam simulations using the parameters from ����� the
kick angle a per 	y separation of the two colliding beams is given to within a good
approximation by�


�mrad� �
#y

	y
� ����� � �mrad� �������

Let us assume that the BPM next to the IP is located at the position of the �rst
quadrupole of the �nal doublet� which is � meters away� At this position the beam
o�set in the monitor according to formulae above be ����m per 	y separation at the IP�
which is easy to measure as compared to the four micrometer resolution being required
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for the rest of the linac BPM�s� A method based on beam	beam de�ections to measure
precisely the o�set of the two colliding beams has been used for single bunch operation
in the SLC from pulse to pulse already ����� On the other hand� a bunch to bunch
measurement of the beam position� as being proposed for the TESLA Linear Collider
study for both outgoing beams within one pulse can not be used� because of the delay
time for signal processing as compared to the overall pulse length and bunch to bunch
distance �compare ������ Therefore a combination of both methods is proposed which
uses a pilot bunch in one of the two colliding beam pulses and only a single BPM in
combination with a single kicker magnet�

In general� using such a scheme has the signi�cant advantage� that almost no me	
chanical disturbance with an amplitude larger than a nanometer �vibration� girder
resonance etc� can separate the colliding beams on the time scale of one bunch train
length ���sec � ��� kHz�� once they are colliding�

The location of the beam position monitor and the kicker has to be as close as
possible to the IP in order to reduce the processing time of the feedback loop� Because
the quadrupole next to the IP will have an integrated BPM the shortest distance is
��� meters from the IP� If the delays on cables� the response time of the feedback
ampli�er and the �nite rise time of the kicker are added up� an overall delay of �� nsec
is expected� If we assume in addition that one bunch train will have a pilot bunch� the
delay will increase to about �� nsec� Therefore � of the ��sec long beam pulse will
not be corrected and� if far enough separated between pulses� will not contribute to
Luminosity� In case of SLED operation with a ��� nsec long beam pulse� as foreseen for
the energy upgrade to ���GeV� the potential loss will increase to ���� A continuous
measurement of the beam	beam separation during the pulse will be done to correct
even displacements which change along the bunch train�

aperture radius mm ��
e�ective length mm ���
magnetic �eld �max� possib�� Tm ���x����

power ampli�er
pulse duration msec �
bandwidth of ampli�er MHz ��
peak power �ampli�er kW ���
pulse current A ���
rise time nsec ��
repetition rate Hz ��

Table ������ Design values for the feedback kicker and the broad band ampli�er�

In order to allow orbit corrections at the IP for a value of ��� nm� the required
kick is only �����mrad� if a distance from the kicker to the IP as close as the BPM
position is assumed� For the ���GeV beam a magnetic �eld of ������ T is su�cient�
The kicker will be a strip line type kicker fed by two broad band ampli�ers which can
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excite a maximummagnetic �eld of ��������� The parameters are given in ������ The
power ampli�ers deliver a peak power of ��� kW each and have a bandwidth of more
than ��MHz to power each strip�

The Beam Position Monitor In order to measure the beam position of the pilot
bunch with respect to the colliding bunches an analog delay will be used to subtract
the two signals from the pilot bunch and the �rst colliding bunch directly� In addi	
tion the bunch intensity must be determined as well because the beam	beam kick is
proportional to the bunch charge in the opposite beam� The resolution of the beam
position measurement is ��m ���� which is �� of the e�ect of a one 	y separation and
the bunch intensity measurement should be of the same order�

����� Active stabilization of mechanical quadrupole vibrations

To compensate ground motion induced quadrupole jitter at frequencies beyond ap	
proximately �Hz� an active mechanical stabilization system has been developed �����
It consists of an inexpensive geophone measuring the motion of each single quadrupole
and a piezo actuator to compensate the detected magnet motion� For simplicity rea	
sons as well as cost limitation� the mechanical design is based on a single piezoelectric
actuator tilting the quadrupole around its transverse horizontal axis thus keeping its
center at rest� as schematically shown in Fig� ������ The opposite end of the magnet

�beamquadrupole magnet
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Figure ����� Schematic view of the active stabilization system�

is placed on two massive ball	ended feet to reduce dry friction� To �x the magnet�s
horizontal position� two horizontal �arms
 with su�cient vertical compliance but high
sti�ness in the horizontal directions have been placed on one side of the quadrupole�
The sensor is mounted on top of the magnet just above its center�
The internal noise of the geophones provided by KEBE ���� has been determined at
��� � �� nm in the frequency band beyond �Hz� which is well below the quadrupole
jitter tolerance�
The whole system is placed on a very sti� concrete support with high internal damping
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to avoid ampli�cation of ground motion due to mechanical resonances� As experimen	
tally con�rmed� it has no mechanical eigenmodes in the frequency range up to ��Hz�
The triangular cross section ensures the transfer of horizontal ground motion without
ampli�cation�
The complete active quadrupole support is shown in Fig� ������
For this �rst prototype of the active stabilization system� the feedback circuit has been

Figure ������ Active stabilization system� consisting of a KEBE geophone on top of the

magnet and a piezo actuator below it to tilt the quadrupole around its horizontal transverse

axis� A match�box in the front indicates the size�

realized on a PC with �� bit A�D board� Compared to an analog system� this has sev	
eral advantages� First of all� �lters with extremely low time constants of many seconds
can be realized� limited only by the numerical accuracy of the processor� Furthermore�
the feedback algorithm can be easily changed� and even some built	in intelligence can
be implemented�
The algorithm consists of a ��� sec highpass �lter to cut o�sets of the input signal� a
��� sec lowpass �lter used as integrator to get the displacement from the velocity sig	
nal� and several digital �lters� as schematically shown in �g� ������ An �Hz �rst order
lowpass �lter is used to suppress the ��Hz resonance below � dB in order to achieve
stability of the feedback system� To compensate the gain loss connected with this low
cuto� frequency� a �Hz to �Hz �rst order bandpass �lter is connected in parallel to
the output of this lowpass �lter� resulting in additional gain in this frequency band
without any global but only some local phase shift� The gain factors G� and G� are
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chosen as ��� and ���� respectively� which is close to the stability limit of the feed	
back system� Though this results in increased amplitudes at ���Hz and between �
and ��Hz� this is experimentally con�rmed to be the best compromise between a high
attenuation factor in the frequency band from �Hz to �Hz and this ampli�cation�
resulting in the smallest rms value for frequencies higher than �Hz� Of course� this
result depends on the ground motion spectrum and might therefore slightly change in
the real linear collider environment�
As was observed during the tests� the feedback system tends to perform low frequency

�HP Int LP

BP
�
�
�

H
H
HG�

�
�
�

H
H
H �G�

Figure ������ Schematic view of the feedback algorithm� consisting of an integrator �Int�

and several digital �lters �lowpass LP� highpass HP� bandpass BP��

oszillations over the total �� bit range of the DAC after having accidentally reached
its range limit due to some unusually high ground motion amplitudes� To stabilize
the system again� it is necessary to decrease the gain� Therefore� the gain factor G�

is reduced by ��� each time the output value of the DAC reaches ��� bit and then
increased again by an increment of � � ���� in each cycle� resulting in a high reliability
of the system even under extreme conditions�
The complete system has been set up in DESY hall �� an experimental hall close to
the DESY synchrotrons which has been chosen for the installation of the S	band test
linac� Since there are two accelerators� several transformers and some other technical
equipment operated nearby� it may be considered as an example of an operating Linear
Collider environment� Therefore� the results obtained in this place should be compa	
rable to those to be expected in the future accelerator�
To determine the performance of the system� a second KEBE sensor was placed on
the �oor just below the magnet� The signals of the feedback sensor as well as this
second one were simultaneously sampled at ���Hz to exclude artefacts in the results
due to the statistical behaviour of ground motion� Sets of ���� data points each were
integrated to obtain the displacement from the velocity signal� multiplied by a Hanning
window and Fourier	transformed in order to determine the power spectra $xx and $yy

of the two signals� Here� the subscript x denotes the motion signal obtained on the
ground� while y corresponds to the signal measured on top of the magnet� From these
power spectra� the rms values 	x and 	y of the displacement in the frequency band f�
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to in�nity can be calculated as

	�f � f�� �

sZ
�

��	��f�

$���d�� ������

To ensure the reliability of this method� signals of both sensors were processed with the
feedback system switched o�� In this case� the transfer function is expected to be unity�
Because the internal noise level of the two identical sensors is negligible compared to
typical ground motion amplitudes� the correlation function � can be estimated to be
identically unity� With this assumption� the transfer function H reduces to

H�f� �
Y �f�

X�f�
� �������

and therefore� its modulus can be calculated from the square root of the ratio of both
power spectra�

jH�f�j �

s
$yy

$xx

� �������

The measured feedback gain calculated as the square root of the ratio of these two
power spectra is shown in Fig� ������� together with the theoretically expected curve�
As this �gure shows� both curves are in nearly perfect agreement�
Fig� ������ presents the rms value 	 of simultaneously measured ground and magnet

Figure ������� Measured feedback gain �thick line� in the frequency band from � to ��Hz�

calculated from the square root of the ratio of the two power spectra simultaneously mea�

sured on the ground and on top of the magnet� The smooth thinner curve shows the

theoretical transfer function�

motion as a function of the lower cut	o� frequency f�� as has been calculated from the
power spectra $xx and $yy � Although a vertical ground motion rms value of ��� nm at
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Figure ������� rms value of ground �solid� and magnet motion �dashed� with the feedback

system switched on in the frequency band f� to in�nity as function of the lower frequency

f�� f� ranging from � to ��Hz�

f� � �Hz is considered a noisy environment� the active stabilization system is capable
to damp magnet motion to an rms value of about �� nm in this frequency band� Taking
into account the very low internal noise of the sensors� one can expect even lower values
in less noisy environments� Therefore� this system might be even applicable in some
parts of the �nal focus system where no klystrons and modulators operated at ��Hz
are present�
While the design water �ow is ��� l�h� all data were taken at an increased �ow of
��� l�h� It turned out that the in�uence of cooling water is almost negligible� The only
di�erence in both power spectra is a small enhancement around ���Hz which practi	
cally does not contribute to the magnet motion rms value�
To investigate the e�ect of ground motion on beam dynamics in the SBLC main linac�
a simulation algorithm has been developed ����� Adapting it to power spectra and
coherence functions measured at DESY ����� the beam jitter at the end of the main
linac was simulated� Here� a beam	based orbit correction system was assumed which
applies a kicker signal measured at the nth bunch train to the �n � ��th bunch train
in order to prevent slow beam motion�
Without active stabilization of mechanical quadrupole vibrations� the vertical rms
beam jitter is about 	y � ���m� while with active stabilization it is reduced to
�����m� Together with a vertical beam size being 	beam � ����m� the luminosity
reduction due to beam jitter can be calculated as

L � L� � exp

�
��

	�y
�	�beam

�
� �������

Using equation �������� the obtained luminosity degradation is about �� without and
���� with active stabilization of quadrupoles� Therefore� active stabilization of me	
chanical quadrupole vibrations might not be necessary in the SBLC main linac� but
it may be considered as an option to increase the luminosity� Additionally� a similar
system is planned to be used in the �nal focus system�
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��� Survey and Alignment

����� Network on the Surface of the Earth

First� the coordinates of reference points along the linear collider have to be determined
with respect to the existing coordinate system at the respective site �in case of DESY�
this would be the HERA coordinate system�� The reference points are the base to
mark out the planned halls� The demanded global accuracy �standard deviation� of
the reference points should be better than � mmover the whole area of the linear collider
of about 	
 km� Today the coordinates will be measured by the satellite system GPS
�GPS � Global Position System�� With points on the top of the halls the coordinates
have to be transferred into the tunnel to control the tunnel boring machine and later
on to mark out the supports of the components of the beam transport system� With
a precision levelling a vertical network also has to be established�

����� Requirements for the Aligment of the Components

In the groundplan the tunnel axis is a straight line approximately� In the vertical plane
the axis of the tunnel follows the earth curvature except for the �rst �� km� Then the
height of the tunnel in this area is constant everywhere� The heights are referenced
to the geoid� Therefore it is possible that the earth radius for the tunnel axis is not
constant� Depending on the gravity of earth small changes in the radius are possible�

In the tunnel there are � separate beam lines to be aligned� The components of
each beam line have to be aligned with a high accuracy� The standard deviation of
any point over a range of �

 m �this is the maximum betatron wave length� in the
transverse direction should be better than 
��mm horizontally and 
��mm vertically�

Therefore it is too ine�cient to align each beam line separately� It will be more
e�cient to have only one alignment �basic alignment�� Then the components of each
beam line have to be connected to the basic alignment�

����� Basic Alignment

The reference points for the basic alignment are �xed on the tunnel wall� They are only
target points� not suitable to put geodetic instruments on� The distances between the
points are between �� m to �
 m� The geodetic instruments will be set on a moveable
carriage �Fig� ���� The carriage rolls on beams mounted on the tunnel wall above the
causeway� The carriage can be �xed to the tunnel wall at any position with clamps�

The basic alignment can be carried out with Precision Total Stations �Tachymeters��
A Tachymeter measures the horizontal angle� the vertical angle and the distance to the
target point simultaneously� These measurements can be carried out either manually
or automatically� The targets are Taylor�Hobson�Spheres for the manual and prisms in
Taylor�Hobson�Spheres for the automatic methods� �Automatic� means that a com�
puter controls the instrument� and the target recognition will be done automatically�
The accuracy is for both instruments
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Figure ������ Movable Carriage for the Geodetic Instruments and Locations of di�erent

Measuring Devices

� horizontal direction 
�� mgon �	 �rad��

� vertical angle 
�� mgon �	 �rad� and

� distance 
�� mm�

To coordinate the reference points on the tunnel wall the movable carriage with the
Tachymeter can be set in front of each reference point� Now one can measure to several
reference points� for example to two or three points back� and forward� How many
points are to be measured is a question of the demanded accuracy� Fig� �� shows the
expected accuracy of a point in the middle of a 

 m long area in dependence on the
number of measured target points and of the distances between the target points� The
required accuracy can be achieved by using at least 	 reference points�

In the calculation only random errors are taken into account� What are the e�ects
of systematic errors �for instance the refraction of air��

����� Systematic E�ects� Refraction of Air

Refraction of air means that if the density of the air is not constant then the line of
sight to the target point is not a straight line exactly� The density depends mainly on
the temperature of air� If there is a constant gradient in temperature for example of

�� degrees�m� a line of sight with a length of 

 m will follow a circular curve with
an o�set of ��� mm� These e�ects exceed the demanded accuracy by far and it is very
di�cult to determine their actual amounts� But there are some techniques available to
reduce the e�ects of refraction of air�
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Figure ������ Expected Accuracy in the Middle of a ���m long section

� hydrostatic levelling system for the vertical position�

� angle measurements without the e�ects of refraction �under development��

� Heelsche Alignment System �It does not work here� because the collider is not a
straight line� In the vertical it follows the earth curvature���

� stretched wires in an overlapping manner for the horizontal position�

� 	�point�alignment�technique for the horizontal position�

In the following the hydrostatic levelling system and the 	�point�alignment�technique
will be described in detail�

����	 Hydrostatic Levelling System

In the part of the tunnel which is horizontal� it is possible to install a pipe �lled half
with water� The pipe is mounted along the tunnel wall� so that the reference points are
directly above the pipe �Fig� ���� A movable device with a capacitive distance sensor
can be set in the reference point to measure the height of the reference point in respect
to the water level� The water level is horizontal but it is not a curve with a constant
radius� The accuracy of the sensor is better than � �m und therefore it seems possible
to measure the heights of the reference points over a length of about 

m better than

��mm� If the water level makes vibrations one can reduce this e�ekt by breakwaters
which are mounted in the pipe�

����
 ��Point�Alignment�System

A technique to reduce the e�ects of refraction of air will be given by the �	�point�
technique�� For example there are mounted reference plates on the tunnel wall in
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Figure ������ Hydrostatic Levelling System

regular distances �� m oder � m�� From a movable bar in each position the distances
will be measured to the 	 opposite reference points �Fig� ��� to better than � �m by
capacitive sensors� The distances are very small� about 
�� mm� The distances de�ne
the horizontal angle of the reference point in the middle to the both other neighbouring
points� Therefore a traverse is measured and the displacements of each reference point
in respect to a reference line can be calculated� The accuracy depends mainly on the
sti�ness of the bar� If the accuracy of the distance sensor is 
�� �m� over an area

T u n n e l w a l lReference Plates

s s s s s s

i. Position of the bar
(i+1). Position of the bar

(i+2). Position of the bar

(i+3). Position of the bar
(i+4). Position of the bar

Figure ������ Straightness measurements with the ���Point�Technique�

of 

 m the displacements of the straightness can be measured better than 
�� mm
�Fig� ���� In this calculation the distances between the reference plates are �m and
� m� Now it is possible to have bars with lenghts up to �
m or �
m� But in this case
the bars are not stable enough by themselves� With a stretched wire and a di�erential
diode mounted in the bar the sti�ness of the bar can be controlled� A � m long test
assembly with reference plates in �m distance has shown that the calculated accuracy
will be achieved�
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����� Transfering the Coordinates

After performing the measurements as discussed above� the coordinates of the refer�
ence points on the tunnel wall are available with the demanded accuracy� In the next
step the coordinates of the reference points have to be transferred to the components
of each beam line� For this each magnet should have two reference plates for targets
and a support to measure the roll� The movable carriage is positioned at any place so
that the neighbouring reference points and the points of the component which has to
be aligned can be pointed out� The measurements to the reference points de�ne the
coordinates of the point on the movable carriage� Then the alignment of the compo�
nent can start� For this one can use the following geodetic instruments

� Precision Total Stations �Tachymeters��

� Lasertracker and

� new instruments �under development��

The alignment will be carried out for each component individually� To control the ad�
justment it is advisable to make a control measurement in which the reference points
and the magnet points are included simultaneously� To have a good redundancy each
magnet point is measured twice from the neighbouring instrument station of the geode�
tic instrument�
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��� Conventional Facilities and Site Considerations

����� Introduction

Di�erent conventional facilities must be set up for the future Linear Collider� The de�
tailed considerations in the following assume that the Linear Collider facility is built at
DESY in Hamburg� Not all of them are valid at other locations without modi�cations�
In any case coupling a new large accelerator complex to an existing laboratory site is
advantageous from the point of view of investment cost� construction time and avail�
able know�how in accelerator technology� particle physics and synchrotron radiation
research� Further boundary conditions we take into account here are the integration of
the Free Electron Laser facility and the possibility to make use of existing accelerators
and infrastructure at the DESY site�

These considerations lead us to a layout where the tunnel starts on the DESY site
and runs northerly� along a straight section of HERA� By far the largest single con�
struction is that of the tunnel for the accelerators� the beam line and for the various
auxiliary components� This tunnel has a total length of approximately 		 km� The
S�Band Linear Collider is housed in a double tunnel� The linear accelerator and beam
lines are installed in a tunnel with an inner diameter of 
��m� while the service tunnel
for the klystrons� modulators and auxiliary components has an inner diameter of �m�
The accelerator tunnel is closed during beam operation but entry to the service tunnel
is permitted so that repair and maintenance of components is possible during beam op�
eration� An underground experimental hall for the Particle Physics detector is located
in the center� surrounded by a tunnel for the damping rings� The central area layed out
to also accomodate the X�ray Free Electron Laser laboratory� Administrative� social
and technical buildings are placed on this common site� too� Additional underground
halls and tunnels for the return arcs of the beam transfer lines are located at the two
ends of the linac tunnel�

����� Overall Site Layout

The Linear Collider tunnel will be built underground at a depth of about ��m� The
main part of the tunnel is in sand and in ground water� With well�proven tunnel boring
technology� buildings at the surface above the tunnel remain completely una�ected� As
shown in the top view see Fig� ������� the complete tunnel is straight except for a
short initial section� see below� and in a pro�le view see Fig� �����
� it is mainly
horizontal i�e� following the earth�s curvature�� HERA is rotated counterclockwise
by an angle of 

��o out of the northerly orientation approximately North�Northwest
orientation�� This orientation was chosen as the main direction of the Linear Collider�
The beginning of the tunnel starts laterally shifted with respect to the HERA hall
West and after 
��m bends with a radius of ���m into the main direction� The main
electron linac starts at the beginning of the straight tunnel� The initial section of the
tunnel houses the pre�linac together with the beam preparation for the FEL operation�
The injector linacs for the collider are located in the �nal focus section close to the
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Figure ������ Overall view of the S�Band Linear Collider at DESY�

central area�

The interaction point HERA West is about 
�m above sea level� The axis of the
main part of the linac tunnel lies about ��m below sea level� The straight section
HERA West has a slope of about �mrad out of the horizontal� Therefore there is a
smooth transition from the initial slope into the horizontal direction with a bending
radius of about ���� km� Figure �����
 shows an expanded pro�le of the linear collider
area North�Northwest of DESY together with the collider tunnel� The depth of the
tunnel below ground level of about ��m is more than su�cient to guarantee shielding
against radiation� The spacing between the linac tunnel and the service tunnel is �m
wall�to�wall�� The tunnels are connected by 	��mm diameter pipes every 
�m� At

 km intervals cross passages with a diameter of 
��m are foreseen� The tunnel is below
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Figure ������ Expanded pro�le of the Linear Collider area North�Northwest of DESY�

the ground water level over nearly the entire length�

The service tunnel will be built by a tunnel boring machine similar to that used
to construct the HERA tunnel� Identical concrete segments have been chosen for the
lining of the auxiliary tunnel� The minimum inner diameter is �m� with the actual
diameter increased to ��
m due to tolerances in the tunnel boring� A slightly di�erent
tunnel boring technology can be chosen for the accelerator tunnel� the return arcs
and for the the damping ring tunnel� These tunnels will also be formed by a tunnel
boring machine� but of a more simpli�ed design� In this case complete concrete pipes
are chosen for the lining of the accelerator tunnel� The tunnel boring machine and
the complete piping will be moved by huge hydraulic cylinders� This tunnel boring
technology is named �micro tunneling�� An underground experimental hall is in the
center of the Linear Collider complex� with additional underground halls at the two
opposite ends� These three halls are built in open�cut excavations� The experimental
hall and the end station are located on new areas� The start station together with
the main return arc are located on the existing DESY area� no additional area is
needed for the linac itself� though for the tunnel boring it could be an advantage to
use intermediate temporary shafts� Two damping rings are used for the damping of
the electron and positron beams before acceleration in the main linac� The damping
rings are located in a common tunnel around the experimental hall� The diameter of
the tunnel is 
��m and the arcs have a radius of ���m� The total length reserved for
the beam delivery system with the interaction point in the center is 	 km� In addition
to the high energy beam lines the accelerator tunnel houses the positron source� the
positron and electron pre�linacs and the beam extraction lines to the dumps� The inner
diameter of the accelerator tunnel is extended in this region to �m� to accommodate
all components�
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����� DESY Site

The Linear Collider tunnel starts on the existing DESY area next to the HERA hall
West� At the beginning there is an underground hall� The tunnel boring machines
for the main tunnels and for the return arc start in this hall� The starting point for
the main tunnel boring machines is laterally shifted from the HERA hall West� After
a distance of about 
��m the machines bend with a radius of ���m into the main
direction� From that point the tunnel is straight in a top view up to the end station�
The same point is the beginning of the main linac� The initial section houses the
beam preparation for the FEL operation� The connection between the collider and the
HERA tunnel can be made by a small tunnel�

����� Experimental Area

The experimental hall with the interaction point is located in the center of the Linear
Collider� at a distance of ���� km from the interaction point HERA West� The under�
ground hall has an area of 	�m � �
m and a height of 
�m below the portal crane�
Space for a second hall with the same dimensions and laterally shifted is available for
a second detector� The X�ray Free Electron Laser Laboratory is located together on
a common area with the administrative�� social� and technical buildings� The electron
dump is located at a distance of ���m from the interaction point� the positron dump
at a distance of 	��m� Both dumps are downwards orientated with a minimum angle
of 
�mrad� Small underground halls with access from the ground level are foreseen
for the dumps� The total length of the �nal focus area is 	 km� the length of the new
DESY site about ���m� The positron dump is located outside below an external area�

����� End Station

The end station is a small underground hall� This hall is necessary as a starting point
for the tunnel boring� for access to the tunnel during installation and operation and
for one connection of the dog bone arc� An additional shaft is necessary for the other
connection for the return arc�

����� Tunnel Layout

The main components installed in the collider tunnels are the S�band accelerating sec�
tions mounted on girders� the beam lines for the low emittance and low energy electron
and positron beams and the beam lines for the FEL Laboratory and the ELFE�DESY
Nuclear Physics� operation� In addition there are numerous auxiliary components in�
cluding klystrons and modulators� During beam operation access is necessary to these
components� For example the klystrons and modulators have to be repaired quasi
continuously due to the large number and their relatively short lifetime� Thus for the
S�Band Linear Collider a double tunnel solution was chosen� A small tunnel with an
inner diameter of 
��m houses the S�band linear accelerator and the beam lines� A
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larger tunnel with an inner diameter of �m houses the auxiliary components� The tun�
nels are connected every 
�m by pipes of 	��mm inner diameter� In Figure �����	 a
tunnel cross section is shown� chosen at a position of the most complex situation� The
cross section is vertically divided into two parts� One part is for the linear accelerator
and the beam lines� The center of mass of an S�band section is just below the hook
of the transport system� This allows an easier installation of most of the components�
The transport system is a so�called monorail� utilizing an I�beam �xed at the top of the
tunnel� The vehicle is used to transport equipment and persons� The other part is the
main walk path� which is free at all times for emergency exit and for the lines�of�sight
for optical survey� The auxiliary tunnel is divided horizontally and vertically into two
parts� The lower part is reserved for cable connections and cooling pipes� The upper
part is reserved for the horizontally oriented klystrons � modulators� electronics� power
supplies and distribution� the transport system� similar to that in the other tunnel and
for the emergency walk path� The two tunnels are connected by pipes housing the
wave guides� which connect the klystrons and accelerating structures�
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����	 Power Distribution

The power distribution system is layed out for a total power of 

�MVA� This takes
into account the reactive power� all subsystems and a safety margin for the linac power
consumption note that the nominal operating power is ���MW�� Three high voltage
lines ��� kV� are foreseen at the two end stations and at the central area� After
transformation to 	� kV� the power is distributed through the service tunnel containing
the klystrons and modulators� by � lines using 
��mm� Cu�cables� Each of these
medium�high voltage networks supplies about ��� km of linac with �	 transformers�
placed in the tunnel� which provide the low�voltage ���V� network for the modulators
and for the magnet power supplies� With this two�stage distribution system� power
losses in the tunnel are reduced to ��W�m in the medium�high voltage network and
	�W�m in the low�voltage network� The cable cross section can be successively reduced
along the chain of �	 transformers� Heat losses in the transformers are removed from
the tunnel by oil cooling and water heat exchangers� Installation of the transformers
takes place in spaces available between modulators�

The cables are bundled in groups of three to minimize stray �elds� In the linac
tunnel� at a distance of about �m from the power line� the stray �eld amounts to less
than 
�T� In case machine operation demands lower stray �elds� a solution with a
co�axial power line is also conceivable�

In total some ���� quadrupoles and ��
� correction magnets are installed in the
linac one vertical steerer for every quadrupole� one horizontal steerer for every 
nd
quadrupole�� All magnets have to be powered individually for optimum beam optics
and beam�based alignment �exibility� In order to minimize cable costs and power
losses� the power suppies are installed in the service tunnel� These devices are built
in switched mode technology� which reduces the required volume and provides a high
power conversion e�ciency� For each linac� the total AC�power required for the magnets
amounts to about 	MW� Some additional power is needed for the beam transfer lines
and for the beam delivery system�

����
 Water Cooling System

The number of access points to the linear collider tunnel is minimized for cost reasons�
We expect to have only three entrance points to the main tunnel where main supplies
like water� air and electricity can be brought into the tunnel� This requires a carefully
designed cooling system which is capable of transporting the power lost in the tunnel
back to the surface� In order to reduce the amount of water� the beam pipe diameter
and the velocity of water �ow at the same time� maximum e�ciency is required which
leads to comparatively high operating temperatures of the components in the tunnel�
We expect a water temperature of more than ��C� in the return line� Such a high
water temperature leads to an increase in e�ciency of the heat exchangers and cooling
towers as well� but also requires carefully heat shielded components in the tunnel to
minimize the heat loss and keep the tunnel at reasonable temperatures� The layout
for the cooling circuit of the S�Band linear accelerator is divided up into four separate
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Figure ������ Sketch of the power distribution system�

cooling systems� Every cooling station has cooling towers� heat exchangers� pumps and
control systems� In addition to the water system there will be a sub�cooling station
for the air in the tunnel� This is important� because the air temperature in the tunnel
increases with time due to residual power loss in the tunnel� The air cooling system
heats up the cooling water from ��C� to almost 	�C� and �nally feeds the water into
the main supply line� The diameter of the cold water tube is a function of the heat
losses in the tunnel which we assume to be 	�� W�m at maximum� This requires that
this part of the supply water is cooled down by a refrigerator system which itself is
connected to the cooling tower water�
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The cooling tower is a so called wet cooling tower which operates by evaporation
of part of the water� An important number for such a cooling tower is the maximum
humidity in the air which can be tolerated� A number derived from this is the wet
bulb temperature� For this linac a value of ����C� to 
���C� is preferable� Almost

� towers for every station are required similar in size to those installed at DESY for
the HERA ring� The fan velocity of the cooling towers will be controlled to maintain
a constant temperature at the heat exchangers� The heat exchangers themselves will
be controlled by a bypass system to provide a nearly constant temperature into the
tunnel� The main tubes in the tunnel are distribution tubes� Because all elements are
connected in parallel there will be a subdividing systems to avoid too many connections
to the main tube which at the feed end have a diameter of almost � meter� The material
of the main tubes is stainless steel and copper and copper for the distributing tubes�
The length of the distribution system will be �� to 
� meters� which is the distance
between two or four sections� The next �gure shows the elements of the distribution
system in the tunnel�

Figure ����
� The distribution system in the tunnel with the temperature control of the

structures and the feedback�feed�forward controls�

An important issue for the operation of a Linear Collider with heavy beam loading
is the temperature stability of the accelerating structure� The phase and energy error is
a function of the temperature distribution on the surface of the accelerating structure�
Calculations prove� that keeping the temperature constant at a speci�c point on a
constant gradient accelerating structure minimizes the energy error see section ��
����
For control purposes the following values will be measured� the temperature at the
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speci�c point� the temperature of the inlet water and the RF�power di�erence between
the input and output� The last one will be used for a feedback system� with beam
loading a de�nite input temperature is required and therefore it is possible to change
the inlet water temperature before the surface temperature changes� The time available
to do this depends on the water �ow and the heat capacity of the structure and is about
two seconds� This cannot be done by heating or cooling� Therefore a hot and a cold
line is required and the required temperature is mixed by fast pneumatic mixing valves�
For this circuit a simulation was made without the advantages of the feedback�system
for the control� Fig� ������ shows the inlet water temperature into the structure and
the structure temperature when the power into the structure and klystron is reduced
to a third of the previous value�

Figure ������ Response of the cooling system to power change �� times less� without any

feed�forward and feedback�

The water will be de�ionized with a conductivity of ��S�cm� Therefore the only
possible materials are� stainless steel� copper and bronze gun�metal� � The maximum
pressure in some of the RF�elements is very low� Therefore booster pumps in the return
water line will be necessary to keep the pressure in the return line as low as possible�
The diameter of the tubes varies over the length so that the pressure gradient will have
a nearly linear characteristic� The �rst diameter will be ���mm� The pressure losses
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over the length will be 
�� bar� The temperature of the return water will be ��C� �
��C�� Therefore the return water tube will be insulated with a thickness of ���mm�
The heat loss from the return water into the tunnel will be �� W�m� To minimize the
mechanical stress in the tubes by thermal expansion there will be compensators in the
tubes� Every six meters will be a slide support point for the tube and between two
compensators a �xed support point� For the slide elements PP�sheets are preferred�
These elements are already used as slide sheets in the other DESY accelerators� The
last or direct connections to all elements  e�g� magnets� klystrons etc� � will be done
by EPDM�rubber tubes� The advantage is resistance to radiation� high �exibility for
the connections� good and quick installation� direct connection between elements at a
high electrical potential and ground shorted copper tubes�

����� Air Conditioning and Ventilation

The tunnels have a length of about �� km without intermediate access� There are con�
nections foreseen between the linac tunnel and the service tunnel every two km� During
machine operation the latter tunnel is accessible for maintenance and repair work� The
tunnel is an underground building and therefore forced ventilation is required� The reg�
ular velocity of air motion is ���m�s� which will be enhanced to ����m�s in case of
an emergency for smoke removal� The pressure drop along the �� km tunnel will be
����Pa� Special precautions are necessary in order to be able to open emergency doors
at the tunnel end under this relatively high pressure� In case of a �re during machine
operation� smoke detectors will shut down the machine and persons will leave the ser�
vice tunnel through the nearest connection to the linac tunnel� The connections have
�re�proof doors so that the linac tunnel serves as a safe and smoke�free escape exit�
Both the �re load transformer oil� cables� etc�� and the number of potential ignition
sources high voltage equipment� power supplies� etc�� are high so that such a safety
concept is particularly important�

The power consumption in the service tunnel amounts to max� ��� kW�m� Most of
the heat is removed by the water cooling system� Air ventilation does not contribute
signi�cantly to cooling� which is dominated by the tunnel walls� We allow for no more
than ���W�m of losses to the tunnel air� which requires to shield the hot water return
pipe� For acceptable working conditions� the temperature in the service tunnel should
not exceed 
��C�

The layout of the ventilation system is sketched in Fig� ������� A recirculation of
the tunnel air is not possible� At the beginning of the linac tunnel fresh air is blown
into the tunnel� If necessary� the air will be heated and dryed to ensure a relative
humidity below ��� in the tunnel� At the endstation hall the air from the tunnel is
extracted�
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���� Radiation Safety

This section describes the shielding requirements to guarantee radiation safety at the
SBLC collider� The most important considerations here are� of course� the impact of
the collider operation on the environment� i�e� conceivable radiation levels outside of
the accelerator housing in areas accessible to the public and possible activation of soil
and ground water� Other aspects are the safe working conditions for the operations
personnel charged with repair and maintenance of the installations in the service tunnel�

The beam power in each of the two colliding beams ��MW� is such that great care
must be taken to avoid an uncontrolled loss of the beams� Such loss could immediately
lead to a local destruction of the accelerator components and with this to an automatic
cessation of operation� For equipment safety alone the monitoring of beam current
along the machine is an absolute necessity� such that in case of unexpected signi	cant
loss �� 
�� pulsing of the accelerator is interrupted instantly� Moreover� radiation
monitoring in the accelerator housing will detect losses of much smaller magnitude
such that corrective action can be taken in time�

The worst conceivable scenario is the failure of the beam loss interrupt system and
the local deposition of a large amount of beam power� but just not large enough to
signi	cantly damage the accelerator and thereby terminate operation� Shielding of the
produced radiation in such a case must be su�cient to avoid any signi	cant radiation
in the outside world�

The case of total beam loss in a small area will lead to immediate destruction of
part of the accelerator and is harmless in comparison� as far as the maximum radiation
dose is concerned� Particular attemtion must be paid to the beam dumps and the
collimators for the spent beam close to the interaction point� because here all the
beam power will be deposited during routine operation�

������ Radiation Levels on the Earth Surface Above the Tun�

nel

The most penetrating particles above the position of beam loss are high energy neu
trons� For a point loss or a loss which occurs over only a few meters along the acceler
ator� the dose equivalent on the earth surface can be calculated with a simple formula
given in �
�� a report which also summarizes experimental and theoretical results� The
thickness of the earth cover on top of the accelerator tunnel has an average value of

�m� The smallest coverage will be �m� If a local beam loss would be as large as ��
�
and would remain undetected and uncorrected� the radiation level at the surface would
be ��
��� Sv�h ������mrem�h or ��� of the natural background�� With ���� hours
of operation per year� such radiation could� if left uncorrected� lead to an annual dose
of ����Sv �
�� of the legally permitted local radiation level�� But such a continuous
loss as assumed here would be produced by a continuous loss of � kW of high energy
radiation in the tunnel� a huge signal for the above mentioned radiation monitors� Such
a situation would be immediately corrected�

The beam dumps will be positioned below DESY ground and have an earth coverage
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of at least 

m �each additional thickness of 
��m reduces the rate from high energy
neutrons by a factor of 
��� With such shielding thickness the dose rate at the the
surface can be made smaller than the natural background�

Another dose component at the earth surface is due to muons produced by beam
losses along the accelerator� Muons are only created within a small cone in the beam
direction� but they have a very large range� The doses were estimated by means of
data given in ���� First calculations of the conceivable dose rates show them to be small
compared to the natural background� Muons from the beam dumps can be avoided at
the surface by bending the beams downwards before they enter the dumps�

������ Radiation Levels in the Service Tunnel

Parallel to the accelerator tunnel �inside diameter ���m� there is a service tunnel
�inside diameter �m� which houses the klystron transmitters� power supplies� water
cooling systems and all sensitive control and monitoring electronics� Continuous and
unrestricted access also during times of collider operation must be available for the
personnel charged with maintenance and repair work� It is therefore imperative that
radiation levels in this service tunnel be low enough for radiation workers even under
conditions of faulty accelerator operation�

The axis� of both tunnels are ���m apart� such that more than �m of earth and
concrete will separate both tunnels� Considering the numbers given above� it is evident
that neutron doses in the service tunnel are just by a factor of �� larger than those on
the earth surface under comparable machine conditions�

� An undetected continuous beam loss of ��
� will lead to a maximum dose rate
of 
���Sv�h �less than 
� times the natural background��

� Even for a local beam loss of 
��� which might temporarily occur at collimator
positions� the radiation level in the service tunnel would be only ��
�mSv� still
safely allowing access for a radiation worker�

� The beam dump will be located far enough away from the service tunnel such
that radiation levels from that source can be neglected�

Other radiators in the service tunnel are the 
��MW klystrons� which need lead
shielding around the collectors�

������ Activation of the Main Beam Dump

It was shown in section ����� that a dump made essentially of graphite and backed
by aluminium is capable of handling a � MW beam� Such a dump has the additional
advantage that the number of produced neutrons and its residual radioactivity are
smaller than with any other material� In the following the activity of a pure carbon
dump is estimated together with the dose rate near it after a long period of operation�
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Nuclide Saturation Activity �Bq�
��C � � 
���
�Be � � 
���
�H � � 
���

Table ������� Saturation activities in the Carbon beam dump�

We assume an electromagnetic cascade completely developed in carbon� then the
yield Y of a nuclide per incoming primary electron �energy E�� is

Y �E�� �
L�

A

Z
E�

�

��k�l��k�dk ���
��
�

Here ��k� is the cross section of the nuclear reaction as a function of photon energy�
l��k� the di�erential track length� and L� �� and � are Avogadro�s number� density and
atomic weight of the material� Approximation of cascade theory is especially valid at
high energies� therefore we can write

l��k� � �����
X�E�

k�
���
����

where X� is the radiation length�
For carbon only three nuclides have to be considered� ��C �Half life ��min�� �Be

��� d�� and �H �
��� a�� Their saturation activity in Bq is calculated which equals the
number of produced nuclei per second� A full power operation of �MW is assumed to
produce a saturation activity of ��C� a mean power of �MW for the production of �Be
and a mean power of ���MW averaged over �� years for calculating this magnitude for
�H� The photon cross sections are mainly taken from ��� �� �� � a small tail is added to
the cross section curves to cover the photon energy range up to ��� MeV� The resulting
saturation activities are given in Table ��

�
�

A tritium activity of � � 
��� Bq or ���� g produced in �� years of operation is easily
absorbed by the graphite �together with 
 g of stable hydrogen produced by nuclear
processes�� its absorption capacity is about ���Ncm��g at room temperature� If part
of it is exhaled due to elevated temperatures during operation it will be removed by
the tunnel ventilation and presents no radiological hazard� The dose rate due to the
residual activities of Table ��

�
 is calculated taking roughly into account the extension
of the source and the shielding e�ect of the surrounding aluminium� Immediately after
stopping operation the ��C gives a very high dose rate of �� Sv�h at a distance of 
 m�
After a cooling period of � h the dose rate is determined by the �Be which amounts
to 
�mSv�h and decreases with the half life of �� d� After a very long cooling period
the dose rate is determined at a much lower level by the ��Na activity produced in
the backing aluminium �half life � a�� The dose rate can be reduced by lead shields if
necessary� depending on the position of the dump�

������ Activations Outside the Tunnel

The carbon�aluminium dumps described in this report are designed to absorb the
total beam power of the two beams� In actual collider operation a signi	cant amount
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�about 
��� has to be absorbed by collimators in the spent beam capture system for
the positron source� These locations will be under DESY land and will have special
shielding added� But except for these deliberate scraping losses at these collimators all
beam power is dissipated in the dumps� Energetic neutrons produced in these dumps
might penetrate the dump� lead shields and the concrete walls of the structures which
house the dumps� These neutrons can then in turn activate soil and ground water�
The resulting saturation activations under the assumption of no additional shielding
have been calulated �see ���� The results can be summarized as follows�

Saturation activity is essentially given by the product of neutron �uence and cross
section� integrated over the neutron spectrum� The neutron �uence spectrum generated
in a thick target is well known by measurements and calculations for primary protons�
For high energy primary electrons no experimental results are available� Therefore we
studied the shape of the neutron spectrum by preliminary calculations using the MC
code FLUKA�� for a thick target and as a function of concrete side shieldings� It
turned out that the spectrum shape is independent of the shield for concrete thickness
larger than �� cm and that it is very similar to the neutron spectrum produced by
primary protons� This can be expected� Neutrons in the relevant range up to ��� MeV
are produced by intranuclear cascades �initiated by particles below ���  
 GeV� and
by low energy nuclear reactions in the thick target and in the concrete or sand shield�
rather independent of the high energy process� The spectrum was normalized in such a
way that its total dose equivalent equals the dose of electron produced neutrons given
in �
� �which in turn is based on measurements and calculations��

When one considers nuclear reactions in the soil and ground water initiated by
fast neutrons from an unshielded beam dump� radioactive nuclides with very short life
time are of less interest� because of the time necessary to come in possible contact
with people� Nuclides with very long life times are also of less interest� because of the
low dose rates associated with long life times� The cross sections for the producing
reactions of the interesting nuclides are not all accurately known� But since neutron
induced reactions are known to be similar to proton induced reactions� the cross sections
of the latter can be reasonably substituted�

The resulting saturation activity� assuming an unrealistic continuous �MW opera
tion throughout the year� in the soil near the beam dump is� �Be� ����Bq�g� ��Na�

����Bq�g� ��Fe� ����Bq�g� ��Ca� ���Bq�g and ��Mn� 
��Bq�g� Apparently these
numbers present no radiological problem� The nuclides are permanently attached to
solid soil and are neither accessible nor movable� With a half life for all of them smaller
than � years� �� years after 	nal shutdown of the accelerator all remaining activities
will be smaller than the natural activity of sand�

Acceleratorproduced nuclides could also be expected in the ground water due to
spallation of oxygen and leaching of nuclides produced in the soil� The somewhat
complex situation is described and analyzed in ���� As a result� only ��Na and �H might
be found in ground water� This has been con	rmed by experiment ���� If we assume
that the slowly moving ground water will be close the beam dump for 
�� days� the
calculated activity concentration will be ���Bq�g and 
���Bq�g� respectively� These
numbers would be of concern only� if the drinking water for people is taken without
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dilution from a well in the immediate vicinity of the beam dump �they would be ����
times as large as legally permitted for general consumption�� This is an extremely
unlikely scenario� since the beam dumps are under DESY land and there will be no
wells in their immediate vicinity� A large dilution factor could therefore be reasonably
assumed in practice� But it would also be very simple to add concrete shielding around
the beam dump and reduce the water activity concentration there by a factor of �����
One meter of heavy concrete gives a reduction factor of �� for fast neutrons� Therefore
���m of added shielding would already su�ce�
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